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For sometime rumors had
been circulating that recent
"sit-in" students would picket
the Tri-State Fair, Negro ver-
sion of the Mid-South Fair, as
they recently did the Cotton
Makers' Jubilee.
The Tri-State Defender was
notified this week that the event
has been called off. According
to Floyd M. Campbell, chair-
man of the Executive Commit-





aiuse of the spir-of the times,





:ranee fee con- Mr' 
Campbell.
nected with it we feel it would
BEVERLY COLEMAN
'be a financial failure."
On May 15 the Executive Com-
mittee met in a call meeting
and voted that due to the social
climate and conditions over
which we have no control, we
decided to recess the 47th An-
nual Tri-State fair for 1930.
Concessionaires may get their
refund at the 'Tri-State Fair of-
fice, 519 Vance ave. beginning




Beverly E. Coleman, junior
dencation major from Memphis
has been awarded a Southern
Illinois university scholarship
and activity award for the third
consecutive year.
Miss Coleman is planning to
work in the field of special edu-
cation with mentally retarded
children. She participates in
many campus activities and was
recently tapped for rnemberiihip
to the Sphinx club, an organize
tion of campus leaders. The club
is the highest non-scholastic
honor an SIU student may ob-
tain.
She has maintained a 4.0 av-
erage for three years and was
featured in the January 21 issue
of Jet magazine.
She is the daughter of Mrs.
Addie M. Goss of 1436 Britton
St. and was a 1957 graduate of




E: by NAT D WILLIAMS 
*ORCHIDS FOR BRAINSThe Commercial Appeal and
the Memphis Chamber of Com-
merce made history hi the Mid-
South last week. Scores of Ne-
gro and white boys and girls
who were honor students thru
high school were given special
recognition in this area's first
Academic Awards Banquets.
The President of the United
States, Members of his Cabinet,
the Governor of Tennessee, and
the top officials in national,
state, and local educational cir-
cles joined in sending messages
of congratulation and praise to
the honored youngsters and
their parents.
Special speakers of note and
stature came to town to deliver
special speeches to the honorees
•. . Negro and white . . . and
to their parents and teachers
who were fortunate enough to
be present at the banquets.
ERE ENCOURAGED
The young people were en-
couraged to keep on moving in
the path they have followed
during the high school careers
. . . a path that led to high
grades and scholastic recogni-
tion. They were told to remain
In the path of "not being afraid
to learn . . . to read, to study,
to work, to try to know, be-
cause at the very best you can
know very little . . . and ahoy...!
all . .. don't be afraid to think
for yourself."
One speaker told the young-
sters that "to sit-in is not as
important as to sit-down and
seek to learn and know the
necessary facts that make for
progress and success."
President Eisenhower sent a
telegram in which he said, lit
is good to learn of this cotn-
ATTEND NATL. MEET —
These four students of Owen
college's department of busi-
ness attended the National
convention of the Future Busi-
ness Leaders Of America this
week. They are, from left,
Juanita DuPress, Edward
Mitchell. Mariam Cooper and
A. D. Adams. Accompanying
the top business students are
Mrs. Donzaleigh T. Patterson,
head of the Owen College Busi-




An addition to the offerings of men. Registration for the class-
the Memphis Recreational De-
partment was announced last






in tennis for in-
terested p 1 a y-
ground atte !W-
ants is Joseph
Trotter, A. & I.
State University 'Mr. Trotter
Senior and a vet-
eran of several years experience
in working at local playgrounds.
Mr. Trotter is widely - known
throughout Tennessee for his
munity - wide recognition of 
prowess at tennis. He is one of
these outstanding high school 
Memphis' best players. He was
one of the founders of the Mem-graduates. In this competitivel phis Tennis Association, alongage America must recognize with Dr. John Jordan, Napoleonand encourage excellence in Williams. H. B. Chandler, andevery worthy field of endeavor.' Mrs. Agnes Yette.Please give my congratulationsl Mr. Trotter will conduct tennisto the honored students and to,
the teachers, parents and school
first class was held last Mon-officials who have helped them
along the way." day at Lincoln Park. Regular
classes will be held for the re-
mainder of the summer at Lin-
PRAISE ELSEWHERE
Similar sentiments were ex-
pressed by Arthur S. Flemming,
Secretary of the United States
Department of Health. Edua-
tion end Welfare . . . from Dr.
Lawrence G. Derthick, United
States Commissioner of Educa-
tion . . . . and from Gov. Bu-
ford Ellington of Tennessee.
Editor Frank Ahlgren of the
Commercial Appeal and A. I.
Davies, president of the Mem-
phis Chamber of Commerce,
leaders of the sponsoring or-
ganizations for the banquets,
also made pertinent observa-
tions which set forth the ob-
jectives of the history-making
events.
And it's these objectives
which make up the point of his
splurge just here. It's always
smart to encourage the devel-
opment of brains.
Too often most folks are so
scared of brains and evidences
of intelligence that they hold
back progress trying to go on
"egg-heat hunts". The United
States as a whole and historic-
ally has gained a questionable
notoriety for its attitude towards
folk who put the emphasis on
brains. Americans poke at peo-
ple who respect hooks. Most




beginning at 6 p.m.
Classes are open to
and for men and wo-




The second meeting of the
Memphis, Shelby County and
Tennessee Voters Association,
Inc. will be held June 24, 8 p.m.
at the Masonic Temple in
Orange Mound. The Temple is
located at Carnes and Boston
sts.
Elihue Stanback was elected
president of the organization at
the first meeting last March at
Mt. Olive CME Cathedral. 0. Z.
Evers was selected chairman of
the board at that time. Mrs. W.
M. Larkins is the treasurer.
At the meeting scheduled for
June 24. the rest of the officers
will be elected. The organization
is a state chartered political
club covering the entire state of
Tennessee. After the elections a
discussion of "What Shall We
Do As Voters In The Coming
Election Regarding The Candi-
dates And Their Platform," will
be held.
The public is invited.
40, of 2071 Hunter was charged
with disorderly conduct after
getting into a "shoving match"
with a white passenger, J. A.
McPeake, over a seat on a
Memphis Transit Company bus
"The bus driver said he could
net make the men move, so I
just sat down in one of the
HONOR PARENTS—The Col-
ored Case Committee of the
Children's Bureau gave a re-
ception in honor of the foster
parents and children of Mem-
phis last week. Affair was
held at the YWCA, Vance Ave-
nue branch. On hand for the
event were, seated (I-r) Mrs.
M. M. Delaney, Mrs. Bernice
Calloway: Mrs. Thelma Day-
{dim. chairman of the com-
mittee: Mrs. Lillie Roger,,
Mrs. Minnie Lee Allen, all
members of the committee.
csat
Standing, from left, are Sam
Rutherford, executive director
of the bureau and Rev. A. E.
Andrews, a member of the
committee. Eighteen foster
parents were honored at the









Four students in the depart-
ment of business at Owen col-
lege will attend the National
convention of the Future Busi-
ness Leaders of America at the
Morrison hotel in Chicago, Ill.
through June 15.
Sophomore A. D. Adams, who
won the first place award in
the college vocabulary contest
at the State convention in Nash-
ville, will represent the state of
Tennessee at the National con-
fab. Miss Meriam Cooper, soph-
omore and runner-up in the
state contest will serve as alter-
nate in the National vocabulary
contest. Edward Mitchell, a
sophomore, and runner-up in the
state "Mr. Future Business Exe-
cutive" contest, will serve as
alternate in the National con-
test. Miss Juanita DuPree, soph-
omore, who represented Owen
college in the state public speak-
ing contest, will act as the chap-
ter recorder at the National
convention.
The Owen college chapter of
Phi Beta Lambda has done well
in state and National competi
tion. In 1957, Dover Crawford
won first place award in the
state and national vocabulary
competition. Fred McClellon won
SIM OWEN, Page 2
Eleven Y-Teens of the Vance
Avenue branch YWCA and an
adult chaperon recently return-
ed from attending the Ken-
tucky - Tennessee Interracial
conference for Y-Teens held in
Greenville, Tenn.
Those making the trip were
Misses Mozella London, Rose
Marie Whiting, Shirley Laws,
Geraldine Robinson, Carrie
Brown, Erma Clark, Gazelle
Davis, Irma Scott, Brenda Arm-
strong, Irene Jackson and Al-
venia Parkins. Mrs. Marlene
SEE Y-TEENS, Page 2
11-Year Old
Finds Body
Memphis police a r e still
searching for the mysterious
killer who cut down Mrs. 011ie
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ROBERT LEE WORSHAN, seats," said Worshan. Two
white women testified, in court,
that's what happened, Judge
Boushe charged both men with
disorderly conduct,
JOHN POPE, jr., of 1245 Cum-
mings was fined $51 and held to
the state on a drunk driving
charge after he testified he was
forced at pistol point to drink
whisky. Frank Folsom, 1236 N.
McLean appeared in court as a
witness. He said he and a friend
were parked in front of Elvis
Presley's house when he saw a
white man hit Pope on the head
with some object and saw Pope
drinking out of a bottle.
TERENER BUTLER, 24411
Eldridge, who was shot by police
Lt. W. W. Davis inside the Food
Circus in early April and has
been recovering in the prison
ward at John Gaston Hospital
was arraigned in City Court this
week on a burglary charge.
Davis said he yelled at Butler
to come out peacefully and shot
only after he saw him run for
a shotgun lying on a counter.
The store is located at 1235 No.
Hollywood.
A BUS PASSENGER, Frank
Carpenter of 1188 Brown, re
ceived a deep cut on his left
leg when the bus he was riding
was struck at the corner of Vol-
lintine and Watkins by Chester
Scmggins, 18, of 3032 Overton
Park. Police charged Scroggins
with running a red light.
THE 47TH ANNUAL Tri-State
Fair which had been scheduled
SEE MEMPHIS, Page 2
MRS. OLLIE SMITH
morning, killing her with a shot
through the chest. She was
found early that morning by
her 11-year-old son's next • door
playmate.
According to a life-long friend
of the murdered woman,
the playmate who spent the
night with 11-year-old Bennie
C. the woman's son, reported
that he heard someone knock on
the door and call, "011ie, come
to the door." lie recalls hearing
her get out of bed to open the
door but not going back to bed.
The next morning as he fin-
ished dressing and started out
the door to go home he saw the
body of Mrs. Smith lying in the
front door.
Police officials said they
haven't clues to the identity of
the killer. The case is open and
everything is being done to find
the murderer, police assured.
Mrs. Smith was a 1960 grad-
uate of Gorine Beauty college
and worked as a part time
beautician and a part time
maid. She knew several male
friends, but no one has any
ideas about the identity of voice
who called Mrs. Smith to her
death last Monday morning.
Mrs. Smith leaves one son, a
brother and a sister. Funeral
services were held Monday.
June 13, at Center Grove Bap-
tist church in Macon, Miss.
More Contributions
For Civic Center
Contributions made to the Griggs • $1, Eddie Turner
Walker Homes "Community Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Center Project" this week; Alex
Garrett - $10, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Anderson - $2, Walter Cham-
bers - $2, Mr. and Mrs. Hoover
Green - $1, David S. Metcalf, sr.,
$1, Mrs. Riley Murphy - $1.
Warren K. Jackson - $5,
Aniahs Jones - 50c, Miss Yvonne
Allen - $.50, Robert Johnson •
1.75, Warren Franklin • 1.50,
Leon Watson - $1, Albert Miller
- $.50, Mrs. Mary Doss - $1,
Mrs. Dottie Oliver - 1.50, Mr.
and Mrs. Rodrick Flowers •
$2.50.
Hector Davis - $1, Jesse
- 1.35,
Self •
1.25, Mrs. Alma Gillespie • $.50,
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Boyce •
$.50, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Mon.
gan - $1.25, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Crout - $.20, Mrs. Dora Tharp •
$2.25, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Forte - $.50, Mr. and Mrs. Vol-
lentine - $.25, Mrs. Mary Taylor.
1.20, Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester
Sykes - $1.50.
Contributions may be mailed
to Community Center Project,
3355 Alta rd., or Walker Homes
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Sat., June 18, 1960
One Word Key To End
Crisis --- Togethemesi
By EDGAR T. STEWART
The World today is at the
crossroads. We are probably
facing the greatest crisis in
modern times. All people in all
nations are in this crisis. There
are paths going forward and
paths going back.
The guestion is, which ones
will we take?
We hear a great deal today
about one world. We don't have
one world until all nations and
all races have a chance for
growth. The road upward is
stony, unmarked, uphill and
hard, but the easy one down-
ward leads to destruction.
How did we get in this con-
dition? We got here because we
failed to follow the instructions
given by God for man. Instead
we have followed the law of the
jungle.
Wild beast secure their need
by tooth and claw. Nations that
use the same method are no
better than the wild beast. The
forces of evil work to stop
progress of man from the beast
level to the devine like being
that God advised.
We have to prepare for was
because weakness will invite at-
tack. If nuclear war comes,
it will hit all of us. The Bible
tells us that it rains on the
just and unjust alike, but it
also tells us that only the just
will bare fruit.
Now is the time for Chris-
tians, regardles to race, color,
nation or class to get together.
MISS DIANNE E. Johnson,
of St. Louis, Mo., will MC the
Taystee Bread "Party" from
the Gayhawk restaurant, de-
bating this Saturday, 10 a.m.
on WDIA The show will come
direct from the popular din-
ing place. Prizes will be giv-
en away and tickets to the
event are free. See story ou
this page. Miss Johnson is
working with the Arnold and
Associates, Inc. public rela-
tions counselors, the firm
handling the Taystee show.
(Staff pboto by George E.
Hardin)
Memphis
Continued From Page I
for Oct. 7-9 has been called off
because of the pressure of the
sit-in students. According to
Floyd M. Campbell, chairman
of the executive committee, the
fair will not be held this year
because of threats that the sit-
•
AIRWAYS BICYCLE CO.
templets line Bicycles 2 Parts
All work guaranteed
Lawn MOWER Sharpened and
repaired.










now 6d 16 worth $1.00 toward service





Zerno, a doctor's formula, liquid
or ointment, soothes, helps heal
minor burns, cuts, bruises. Family
antiseptic, eases itch of surface
rashes, eczema, teen-age pimples,
athlete's foot Stops scratching. so
skids faster healing. For stubborn
cases, get Ertra Strength Zerno.
in students would picket the all-
Negro fair, as they did the
Memphis Cotton Makers' Jubi-
lee, Negro Cotton Carnival. He
said that the threat of picketing
was the immediate cause of the
recessing of the 1960 fair, there
had been agitation by some for




(1) Miss Marilyn Harris • $750,
Father Bertrand high, (2)
Miss Yvonne Townsel - $750,
Manassas high, (3) Miss San•
dra Durrette • $500, Lester
high, (4) Miss Sandra Bass •
$500, Melrose, and (5) Miss
Alice Morgan • $250, Hamil-
ton. Pictures 1, 3, and 5 re-
ceived 1st, 2nd, and 3rd places
In Universal Life Insurance
company's essay on, Plan-
ning For Your Family's Fi-
nancial Security." Pictures 2
and 4 received the WDIA
Teen-Town Singers award on
the basis of their four-year
composite average plus other
pre-requisites set up by the
Tees-Town Stagers Executive
Committee. Both the Essay
Contest and the Teen • Town
Scholarships were administer-
ed by Radio Station WDIA in
A-A Debuts NewShow
For Taystee Braid
Taystee Bread is bringing
the big 'Party' to town. Don't
miss the fun and excitement at
Taystee's breakfast party for
the ladies, broadcast directly
from the Gay Hawk Drive - In
restaurant, 685 So. Wellington
street.
Don't miss it! — one full hour
of free prizes and surprses
starting Saturday, June 18th at
10:00 a.m.
Everyone takes home a gift
and you may win absolutely
FREE one of these fabulous
prizes: Refrigerator, Gas or
Electric Ranges, 50,000 bonus
stamps, TV sets, radio, toast-
steam irons, electric fry pans,
era, steam irons, electric fry
pans, electric coffee makers,
picnic coolers, Taystee products
record albums, baskets of gro-
ceries.
And more than 1000 free sam-
Continued From Page 1
first place in the State "Mr
FBE" contest and fifth place in
the National. In 1959, Mr. Mc-
Clellon received first place in
the state Mr. FBE contest and
third place in the vocabulary
contest. In the National contest
he was awarded second place
in the Mr. FBE contest.
The Chapter was awarded the
first place trophy for its annual
chapter activities report in 1959
at the state convention, thus re-
ceiving the most outstanding
award given on the state level.
At the 1960 State Convention, the
chapter was awarded second
place for its activities report.
Mrs. Donzaleigh T. Patterson,
head of the Owen college busi-
ness department, and Mrs. Doro-






KA-H ILL BEAUTY SERVICE




ON SUNDAY, JUNE 19, 1960
From 2:00 P.M. Until 8:30 P.M.
with Mrs. Pauline Saeger as Instructor
THIS WILL BE FREE TO THE BEAUTICIANS
KA-HILL INC. 220 SO. DUDLEY
BR 6-4461
pies of merchandise.
Free orchids and corsages to
the ladies celebrating their
birthday or wedding anniver-
sary. Free cash from the Tays-
tee money loaf . . . and you
may be the lucky person se-
lected Taystee Party Queen and
receive a complete wardrobe -
a two-week beauty treatment -
be feted at Lakeview country
club have access to a new con-
vertible Buick for two weeks
and many other valuable gifts.
REMEMBER — Sat. morn-
ing, June 18th-10:00 a.m. —
Gay Hawk restaurant — Tays-
tee Bread party time.
Admission is FREE . .. and
tickets are available at the
Gay Hawk or by calling Radio
Station WDIA, Tri - State De-
fender or ask the store where
you trade.
Shadows
Continued From Page 1
Americans respect only dollars better focus also. It's all right
and signs of dollars. Evidences to honor and reward the foot-
of culture, intelligence, brain ball hero. But it's better to en.
powers are pretty generally re- courage the boy and girl with
garded with suspcion in a na- the active, enquiring brain . . .
tion that has a rather warped with the energy and desire to
understanding of the expres- study • . . with the ability to
sion. "All men are created master the contents of books
equal." . • . with the mentality that
Even the smartest politicians won't accept and believe every-
know . . . when seeking office thing it hears or sees . . . with
... that it is not smart to show the inclination to be independ-
sense in discussing political is- ent in the thinking department.
sues in America. The smart
thing is to kiss babies, put an
funny caps, bat balls, and talk
about drag-lines or fishing with
01' Pap down around the cross-
roads store or jive with the
boys down at the pool - room.
That's one mistake most of the
local Negro brethren seeking
political office hereabouts have
been making. They have been
thinking the noble electorate
wanted to hear sense talked.
When all the people wanted
was "sump'n else." All (their
noble speeches were just so
much nerve killing gas.
But, back to the subject of
the Academic Awards ban-
quets . . . it was history-mak-
ing for several points of view.
In the first place, it marked
the first time in these parts that
such emphasis has been placed
o n academic achievement
among local boys and girls.
Most times banquets have been
given for football players and
various other forms of athletes
. . . and the word "forms" is
used advisedly. The idea is to
imply that too much praise has
been given to the muscle boys
regardless of their usefulness
or ability. Too much stress has
been placed on brawn over
brains. All a boy had to do to
gain the spotlight was to have
big feet, ham-like hands, a
strong back, and a hoodlum
disposition. The fact that he
may have had a weak mind
didn't matter.
The Academic Awards Ban-
quets serve to re-focus the em-
phasis. It is a move calculated
to help Memphians, and Amer-
icans generally, to revaluate
things for the youngsters. Iti
will help the kids get things In
The community. . . Negro
and white . . . owes the Com-
mercial Appeal and the Mem-
phis Chamber .of Commerce a
vote of thanks for some origin-
al, off-the-wall thinking on
their parts too.
In these times of widespread
confusion and tension among
pupils . . . who must be re-
flecting the confusion and ten-
sions of their times . . . it's a
great help and relief to have
some present a scene • making,
calming, and progressive sug-
gestion designed to provide
basis for faith and hope for the
future.
For, believe it or not . . if
brains are given a chance . . .
white brains, black brains, or
whatever kind of gray matter
. . . if they are given a chance
there won't be any confusion
and tensions stemming from
the ignorances and prejudices
of this day. Now, whatchubet!
A BIRTHDAY PARTY for
little Miss Linda Fay Herring
(front row with head turned
to left) sir held at the Wit.
nutive Davis. She admitted to
Al ;News) Weitschat and Arn-
old (Times) Hirsch that she
"liked" Samuel Junior.
But to the Defender she let
her straight corn • colored hair
down further and twinkled
green eyes from a tanned,
freckled face and said: "I love
Sammy Davis, Jr., very deeply
and completely."
GOING SOUTH AMERICA
"We are always together —
except for now, and we'll be
together again as soon as I
meet him in London. I plan
also be with him when he
goes to South America," she
effused
Miss Britt spoke to the De-
fender and to Ph'-'tog Jay Bailey
as she posed in front of Cliff
Bell's on Park street after din-
ner with a co-owner of the
place and with Tom McGuire
of 20th Century-Fox offices in
Detroit. Also along was pretty
JoAnne Bienenfeld, an employe
ham Foote auditorium recent-
ly when she celebrated her
sixth birthday. Among her
guests were members of
connection with Universal's
sponsorship of the Teen-Town
Singers. A total of $275e in
scholarships were given with
no restrition to school.
Mai: 'Living With Sammy
Would Be Helluva Thing'
EDITOR'S NOTE: Defender Publications Reporter Bill Lase
Interviewed Mai Britt shortly before she left Detroit for Eng-
land to join Sammy Davis Jr., with whom she is currently
linked romantically. Following Is an exclusive account of his
talk with the Swedish actress.
BY BILL LANE
Defender Publications
(Ceisyriebil Ey Defender Publications)
The movie industry sent Actress Mai Britt to
Detroit last week to talk about topics that would direct
attention to the local premiere of "Can-Can."
But reporters would let her talk on only one sub-
ject: Nerro entertainer Sammy Davis, jr.
To reporters of the Times,1 
News, Press Press, and the De-:Sammy and me at that partyfender the slender blond Swede No, those stories are not
bubbled fortis much Hollywood true that my estranged hus-
personality Ifind laconic state-bad barged into Sammy's
meets about her gossip - col- home and begged him not to
umned romance with the dimi.'go around with me anymore
. . . In fact, I go around with
Sammy. He's too busy going
around with himself."
Miss Britt flashed a big dia-
mono or, the third finger of
her left hand when she was
asked if she would marry
Sammy after her divorce from
wealthy law student Edwin
Gregson becomes final in Sep-
tember. She looked at the ring,
started to say one thing, then
said another:
"Who knows? If I love a
man, don't you think I'd
marry him?"
Yes . . . but would you
marry Sammy?
"It depends on Sammy's de-
cision." (Davis told reporters
En London he planned to wed
Miss Britt "sometime in Nov-
ember ")
Wouldn't you worry about
your career if you married
Sammy?
'SHOULDN'T CARE'
"If a woman loves a man
of United Detroit Theatres and,enough to marry she
a personal friend of Miss Britt.],said flatly, finality and con-
BIT AMUSING viction in her voice, "She
idaibritt Wilkens--now known shouldn't cars a darn about
from her film appearances 1 w hat happens to her career.
"The Young Lions" and "The
Blue Angel" as Mal Britt —
got a laugh when somebody
said pronunciation of her first
name reminded them of the
Cockney way of saying May.
She quickly got serious again
when this Defender writer
queried her more about her
plans with Davis.
She was now talking to us
from the backseat of her con-
vertible parked on Washing-
ton boulevard. We were head-
ed for the Madison Theatre
where a crowd awaited her.
Mutual discussion h a d
brough out that she was a
gooa friend of Big John Hop-
kins road manager and body-
guard for Davis, and who at
one time contributed publicity
stories about Lionel Hampton.
She was asked what attract-
ed her to the talented little
Negro performer.
"It's hard to say what real-
ly attracts a woman to a
man," she replied, adding,
"if you look at the man and
not at superficial things like
color, or size or something.
He's charming, and he's nice
. . . and he makes you feel
like you want to keep your
arms around him all the
time."
Why should I worry about oth-
er people? They marry who
they want and I marry who I
want. To me there would be no
social problems. Social prob-
lems exist only in the minds
of the other people who look
at yot and disagree with your
choice. I didn't choose their
husbands and wives for them
and nobody's going to choose
a husband for me — but me!"
After her sudden nettle had
subsided she smiled at a De-
termer question about what she
thought married life with Sam-
my Davis jr., would be like.
"It would be," she laugh-
ed, "one helluva thing!"
Later, in her 2218 suite at the
Sheraton-Cadillac, she told the
Defender the impressive dia-
mond she was wearing was
"from Sammy." An engage-
'A DOLL' nsent ring?
"Big John is a doll!" she "Well — it's a ring, but you
beamed her Swedish accent may call it that."
now thick. "Ha told me one A DENIAL
day be could break me in She was asked if she had
two with one hand. He's a big anything to do with the engage-
fellow! . . . No, I can't say merit breakup of Davis a n d
Big John hit that parking lot blond Canadian showgirl Joan
man in Hollywood . . . Yes, Stuart.
somebody did have some loud "I never met the girl," she
words of prejudice to au about said.
Foote Homes Kindergarten
of which Linda IS a member.
Linda was croOned queen of
Fin Homes • iliadarga dee
.,*
ii
for the year 1950-60. She Is
the daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
S. H. Herring.
SWEDISH ACTRESS Mai Britt
boarding plane in Detroit en
Y-Teens
Continued From Page 1
Young of 2876 Autumn Accom-
panied the young women.
The meeting was held at Twig
culum college from June 9-15.
Its purpose was to provide an
opportunity for growth and de-
velopment of leadership for
the YWCA and the community
at large. The program consist-
ed of workshops, assemblies,
discussion groups, huddle
group, recreation and evening
activities.
Miss Minnie McFadden is di-
rector of the teen-age activi-
ties at the branch YWCA.




ROME — (UPI) — A Rome
court has annulled the longdead
marriage of Swedish stage and
and Italian movie director Rob-
erto Rossellini.
The annulment ruling was
disposited with the chancellery
of the Rome civil tribunal.
ACHING MUSCLES
Quickly relieve tired, sore, aching
muscles with STAN BACK Pow.
den or Tablets. STANBACK'S
S. A. (Synergistic Action) briny
faster, more complete relief frormM
pain. Remember ...Snap backNIIP
with STANBACK!
MAU° Starts SATURDAY?ONE BIG WEEK!
PREVIEW FRIDAY!
••••••••••••••••••
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executive secretary of the Na-
tional Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People
(NAACP), New York, N. Y.,
will receive the University of
Minnesota Outstanding Achieve-
ment Award Sunday, June 26.
"in recognition of high profes-
sional attainment."
The award, which is made to
Minnesota alumni, who have
distinguished themselves in
their chosen fields, will be
presented to Wilkins at the clos-
ing session of the fifty-first an-
nual NAACP convention at 3
p. m. in Northrop Memorial
auditorium on the Minneapolis
campus. Malcolm M. Willey,
university vice presiGet for
academic administration, will
present t h e Outstanding
Achievement gold medal and
citation to Wilkins. Other
NAACP meetings, which will
Obegin June 21, will be held inA 1923 graduate of the uni-
versity, Wilkins was born Aug-
ust 30, 1901, in St. Louis, Mn.
Before joining the NAACP
staff in 1931 as assistant execu-
live secretary, he served as
managing editor of the Kansas
City Call for eight years. He
was editor of "The Crisis"
, magazine, official NAACP or-
gan, in 1934-49.
Wilkins became acting sec-
retary of the NAACP in 1949,
administrator in 1950 and
executive secretary in 1955. He
was chairman of the National
Emergency Civil Rights Mobi-
lization in 1949-50. This was an
organization of more than 100
groups who sent 4,218 delegates
to Washington, D. C., in Jan-
uary, 1960, to support fair em-
ployment practice legislation
and other civil rights bills be-
fore Congress.
The social welfare executive
has lectured before clubs.
forums, college groups, as-
sociatiors a n d conventions
throughout the country on vari-
ous aspects of race relations.
also has written several
pamphlets a n d magazine
articles.
Wilkins is married and lives




NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Dr. the kind of truth that lays hold
Wesley A. Hotchkiss of New
York, General Secretary of the
Board of Home Missions of the
Congregational Churches, ad-
dressed the Fisk gradvating
class last week on the subject
'Having The Eyes of Your
Hearts Enlightened." The sub-
fltaulsct selected from The Apostle in his letter to the young
Church at Ephesus.
Dr. Hotchkiss said that we
have the suggestion in this,
phrase that enlightenment or'
education comes in two differ-
ent forms. One is a matter ot
sight and the other of insight
—the kind of truth we can ac-
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FITS ALL 11ILLETTE RAZORS
of us like a revelation. He said
that . • .
GREAT TRUTH
"This University was founded
by a group of people who were
grasped and possessed by a
great truth. They summed it up
in one phrase: 'Equal brother-
hood in the family of Christ.'
In 1836 when this city was still
a military camp, General Clin-
ton B. Fisk organized a school
which was to be opened to all
people regardles of race. He
had the audacity to call it a
university even though it had
to begin with the primary
grades. General Fisk and the
American Missionary Associa-
tion were propelled into destiny
by a truth that was revealed to
them. This was a matter of the
heart, of believing beyond what
they could see . .
"When we are most sure that
we have the truth firmly in
our grasp is when we probably
are farthest from it. The great
theoretical advances in science
have been made by people who
were not sure they were right
There is always the fear that
some truth has been overlooked,
some error in observation, some
miscalculation of data. Every
serious scholar works in the
consciouF presence of Someone
peering over his shoulder.
"This attitude toward truth
covers not only the cloistered
truth of the ivory tower but the
othec forms of truth upon which
we act as responsible citizens.
All must be open to scrutiny by
dedicated minds. When any area
of life gets closed to free in-
quiry, this is the beginning of
bigotry.
PAUL'S SUNDRY — 1023 MISSISSIPPI AVE.
•1, *COLONIAL ICE CREAM
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For Information Leading To The Person Who Unfortunately Is Selling Or
Soliciting Sale Of Flowers For Mrs. Mary M. Peebles Flower Shop, 796
Miss Blvd.
Mrs. Peebles Has No Daughter Or Salesperson Working For Her In Any
Capacity. SO R FWARE'
MRS. MARY M. PEEBLES, Prop.
"Flovre-s Have A L MIK it axe Of Th.? r
Telephone WH. 2-3662
THE CARAVANS of Chicago
will be one of the top flight
religious choral groups slated








L'os,6 Account Insured To $10,000
is Summer
CHICAGO, Ill. — (Special)—
Wilson Junior College, MOO
Stewart ave., will open its eight
week fully accredited Summer
Session June 27. Registration
will take place June 27, and the
1930 Summer Session will end
August 19. On the day program.
classes will be held from 8:15
a.m. until 1 p.m. For the first
time in its history Wilson Junior
College will offer evening class-
es during the summer from 6:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Tuition is free to Chicago resi-
dents. A general service charge
is required of all students. The
charge for eight semester hours
or less is $5.00; the charge for
more than eight semester hours
is $10. Laboratory charges are
in addition.
Words of the Wise
Getters generally don't get
happiness; givers get it. You
simply give to others a bit
of yourself — a thoughtful
act, a helpful idea, a word
of appreciation, a lift over
a rough spot, a sense of
understanding, a timely sug-
gestion.
—(Charles IL Burr)
Starlight Revue at Crump
Stadium, July 1. Many other
groups in the spiritual and
popular and rock and roll
field will headline the show,
Including the one and only






Mrs. Larera Seets faculty
member of L. C. spent the day
with Mrs. Essie Mitchell Jen-
nings. Mrs. Pearl Sims, Miss
Ethel Seets visited Miss Rubie
Taylor of Memphis. Mrs. Jen-
nings is still sick.
Will Whitlock, retired former
of Gibson County, died May 30
at Kennesy Gen. hospital, Mem-
phis, after a long illness. He
was 66. Services were held
Sunday June 5 at Mt. Orange
Baptist church, Rev. C. Harris
officiated. Burial was in the
Mt. Orange cemetery with
Hudson funeral home of Dyers-
bury in charge.
He leaves his wife, Mrs.
Vaire Lee Whitlock, one daugh-
ter, Mrs. Sollie McLin of
Jalutt, Ill. Two steptsons, Mr.
Leon of Kokono, Ind; Mr.
Thomas Rice; two sisters, Mrs.
Lela Clok of St. L. Mo. and
]Mrs. Fred Whittoop or South
Bend, Ind. and Houorol Whit-
lock of Dyersburg.
JUNE ALLYSON is the in-
spiration for a wonderful love-
story in Universal • Interna-
tional's Technicolor produc-
tion of "The Glenn Miller
Story," in which she is co-
starred with James Stewart,
above, Feature roles are play-
ed by Charles Drake, George
and Henry Morgan. The fea-
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Starlight Revue Blows
Into Memphis July 1
A "blockbuster" program— busy schedule so they could be
all in the name of charity— at home. the Spirit of Memphis
Quartet has a record of neverblasts into Memphis July 1,
It's the Starlight Revue, spon-
sored by Radio Station WDIA.
For the first time, the Revue
will be held in mammoth
Crump stadium. All proceeds
go to help needy Negro children
The Starlight Revue in-
corporates a gospel show and a
popular music show. Names of
the gospel performers are an-
nounced as follows: Prof.
Charles Taylor, The Caravans,
The Gospelaires, Dixie Night-
ingales, Spirit of Memphis
Quartet.
Prof. Taylor and his singers
will be making their first
Memphis appearance. In a tele-
phone conversation with Theo
Wade, WDIA gospel person-
ality, the best-selling artist
said: "I've always wanted to
come to Memphis and play the
Starlight Revue or the WDIA
Goodwill Revue in December.
I'm glad to have the chance to
make it at last."
The Caravans, outstanding
Chicago group, and the Gospel-
aires from California are mak-
ing return engagements in
Memphis. The Dixie Nightin-
gales are a highly-regarded
local quartet. Arranging their
Miss Ossie M. Smith died
Tuesday, May 31 at St. Moy's
hospital in Humboldt. She was
63. Services were held Sun-
day, June 5 at the Lar. Baptist
church. Rev. A. H. Rice offi-
ciated. Burial was in the
Okland cemetery with Hunt
funeral home in charge. Mrs.
Smith was a life long resident
of Gibson county. She leaves a
daughter, Mrs. Gerthie Emg-
rom of Chicago. Mother, Mrs.
Kizzee Smith, two sisters, Mrs.
Onnie Smith of Chicago and
Mrs. Audrie Smith of Trenton;
three brothers, Rev. Ezbert
Smith of Alomo and Messeis
Hershel and Eunice Smith of
Trenton.
Mrs. Alberta Jamerson is at-
tending Dyersburg, Tenn. Miss
Jerry Wynn is visiting her rela-
tives in Indanoplis, Ind.; Miss
Pauline Albea is attending a
meeting in Cleveland, Ohio.
Mr. Iyrie Jones visited Mrs.
Addie M. Gentry during the
holiday weekend.
Mrs. Farrie 'vie visitel Mrs.
Ea McGee Saturday.
Mr. John Booker from Mun-
cie, Ind., visited his mother,
Mrs. Florence Booker and fam-
ily.
Mr. Robert Wyatt of Nebem,
Tenn. is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Elmo Nolan.
Mr. Elmo Nolan has recover-
ed from an operation and has
returned home.
romBhsFfvednc •
Mr. Jim Hunt is feeling
better, his brother, Mr. John
Hunt is visiting him from Gary,
Ind.; Mrs. Mozella Mays has
recovered from her sickness
and is feeling better now.
Plastic Snuffs
Out Tot's Life
. Ba`iy Ann Marie McKesson,
suffo:ated in a piece of plastic
in her crib at 847 Ada st., a
cororer's finding established
Saturday.
Thi seven month old infant
haa leen placed in her crib By
Bennie. 25, the father with a
bottle of milk around 11 p. m.
Friday.
enth Episcopal District and One
of the NAACP's 1960 State Mem-
bership Chairmen, will head the
big push.
The plan is a follow-up to the
drive held in 1958 when the AME
Church aided in raising five-
hundred members. The drive
was headed then by Dr. S. A.
Cousin of Miami. To complete
the plans, a spokesman for NA-
ACP said, "we are going to
make several awards to minis-
ters and presiding elders doing
outstanding work in the drive."
having missed a WDIA charity
show.
Reserved section tickets are
on sale at $2 in advance, with
advance grandstand tickets
selling for $175. Tickets are
on sale all over Memphis.
Those living out of town are
asked to send their checks or
money orders to Starlight
Revue, WDIA, Memphis, TOOL
Fla. AMEs Stage
NAACP Drive
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — The The drive will close on July
Florida State Conference of NA-
ACP branches announced that
the AME Churches of Florida
will stage a mammoth drive for
NAACP members during June
and July.
Bishop Sherman I. Greene,
19, at the annual trt-state meet-
ing of the AME Church, in Jack.
sonville. Dr. Cousin will receive
reports from ministers and
make a report to the State Con-
ference, the Bishop said.
presiding Bishop forth; Elev.; Baptist Confab
ects Negro
ROCHESTER, N. Y.—(UPI)—
Mrs. Wade H. McKinney of
Cleveland. Ohio, became the
first Negro woman to reach a
high office in the American
Baptist Convention when she




N. Rathblott of Philadelphia,
Penn., land developer, philanth-
ropist and humanitarian at
age 74 is a human dynamo.
Many young men find it im-
possible to keep up his pace
and his zest for living. In cap-
sule form he is described as a
bundle of energy with one aim
in life, "To make living easier
for the oppressed."
The media he is using to ac-
complish his life long aim is
the internationally known de-
velopments for all races at
Mizpah, N. J. Outstanding
leaders of the race, long rec-
ognize Mr. Rathblott's dedicat-
ed aim and paid him public tri-
bute and honor throughout the.
country.
As early as 1925, Rathblott
was elected to a life time mem-
bership in the National Baptist
Convention, Inc. The beloved,
late Dr. L. K. Williams presid-
ed over this historic meeting
when the election of Rathblott
to the membership as its first
Jewish member had the una-
nimous approval of the delegates
present.
Only recently, Rathblcrtt said,
"That while he has only a limit-
ed number of lots remaining
at his Mizpah Development and
normally he should feel that
his mission in life was accomp-
lished, however, in this day
and age we find ourselves liv-
ing in a hectic world and bigo-
try runs rampant because there
is still the element, though in
a minority, who would like to
see the Negro and the Jew
placed on a secondary status.
"Our history books are an
indelible record of the shame-
ful treatment which have been
inflicted upon the two minority
groups of the world. Thinking
people are at a loss in their
attempt to find justification
which we read about daily in
connection with the segrega-
tion question. It is for these
reasons that I feel that my work
is not done and that this ad-




For the first time seieno• has found
a new healing substance with the as-
tonishing ability to shrink hemor-
rhoids arid to relieve pain — without
surgery. In case after case, while
gently rtlieving pain, actual reduc-
tion (shrinkage) took place. Most
amazing of all —results were so thor-
ough that sufferers made astonishing
statanicrlts like "Piles have ceased tr
Na a T, ,!.1eml* The secret is a erre
sealing sibstance (Bio-Dyne9)--dis
„eery of a world-famous researcl
instituta.This substance is now avail
able in eappositerg er triatrisest fore
called Prepacetien HO. At all drill
obantiai- 112011ey hack guarantee.
must be fought with all our
hearts and by a unification of
the forces who are friendly
to us and who also are desirous
of making this world a better
place to live and that all hu-
mans regardless of races, color
or creed, shall have equal op-
portunities to prosper and en-
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Is a leader in banking services
• HIGHEST INTEREST ON SAVINGS
• LOWEST NEW
CAR FINANCING
$3 PER $100 PER YEAR
• HOME IMPROVEMENT • NO MINIMUM
LOANS BALANCE
• FREE P ARKING • CHECKING ACCOUNTS
Accounts Insured Up to $10,000
Complete • Courteous • Confidential Banking Services
Member of Federal Dep. Ins. Corp.
SI
DEFENDER
Sat., June 18, 1960
Church meetings, local and The male chorus of White Stone
national, claim the spotlight Baptist church will furnish the
this week as religious leaders music. Robert Singleton is the
throuihout our city plan to (hairman of this double
attend them. The timely meets celebration.




The Annual Young People
Jubilee of the CME churches
i$ being held at Lane college in
Jackson, Tenn. The Jubilee,
which drew more than 500
youths from our city, began
Monday, June 13 and will
culminate this Friday, June 17.
The young people are studying
various areas in religion.
Bishop B. Julian Smith, presid-
ing Bishop of the First Episco-
pal District, will be in charge.
Memphis ministers attending
are Revs. T. M. Davis of Grady
Chapel, H. C. Bunton of Mt.
Olive Cathedral, D. W. Brown-
ing of Mt. Pisgah, L. A. Storey
of Martin Temple, D. S.
Cunningham of Collins Chapel,
Gonya Hentrel of Trinity, E.
E. Dunnigan of Coleman Chap-
el.- J. L. Griffin of Smothers
Chapel, and Rev. P. A. Hamil-
ton of Harris Memorial. Pre-
siding Elders from the city at-
tending are Dr. N. T. Walker,
Rev. D. T. Alcorn, Rev. C. W.
Allen and Rev. J. M. Hill.
The National CME Youth
Conference will be held in Chi-
cago, Ill., July 11-15.
METHODIST MEET
The Tennessee Annual Con-
ference of The Methodist
will meet June 30-July 3 at the
Wesley Chapel Methodist
church in Jarkson, Tenn. It will
be the 94th session of the Con-
ference.
The highlights of the Confer-
ence will be workshops and
appointments. M. W. Clair, Jr.
is the Presiding Bishop. C. J.
Reed of Memphis will be the
host superintendent. Rev. M. L.
Easley, Jr. is the host pastor.
Memphis ministers, who plan
to attend are Revs. D. M. Gris-
ham of Centenary, H. H. Jones
of Warren Chapel and Rev. C.
E. Young of Bethel and Golden.
BAPTIST MEET
The National Sunday School
and Baptist Training Union
Congress will open its sessions
this Friday, June 17, in New
York City. Dr. 0. C. Maxwell
who formerly pattored the St.
Stephen Baptist church, Mem-
phis, is the president. Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King is the vice-
president.
Ministers of our city who %sill
take an active part in the Con-
gress are Rev. A. McEwen Wil-
liams of St. John Baptist
church. Dr. Charles L. Dinkins
of Owens college and Rev. Roy
Love of Mt. Nebo Baptist
church.
The delegation left Wednes-
day for New York City.
Among them were, Rev. L. A.
Hamblin of Golden Leaf; Rev.
A. E. Campbell of Columbus;
Rev. W. E. Ragsdale of Em-
manuel; Rev. W. T. Grafton of
Rock of Anges; Rev. S. A.
Owen of Metropolitan; Rev.
Charles Epps of Gospel Temple;
Rev. W. L. Varnado of Cum-
mings Street; Rev. Eugene
Bates of Mt. Gilliam and Rev.
W. C. Holmes of Beulah Bap-
tist.
The Congress will climax
Wednesday, June 22.
CME MINISTERS' ALLIANCE
Young People's Day at the
sanctuary the past Sunday was
quite an occasion. Two dyna-
mic messages highlighted the
occasion. Rev. James Gleese of
the Beale Street Mission spoke
during the morning worship
hour. Miss Bertha Hooks of
Avery was the evening speaker.
Of much interest at the Avery
Chapel AME church, Sunday,
will be a program by the blind.
The program begins at 3 p. m.
Rev. Loyce Patrick is the
minister.
MT. VERNON BAPTIST
Rev. Warren Moore was the
principal speaker, recently,
when Mt. Vernon held Sunday
School and Baptist Training
Union Day. Mrs. Mildred Nolan
is the superintendent. The di-
rectress is Mrs. Hattie Bush
The youth chorus of M
Vernon was guest over radio
station WLOK, recently. They
were heard over "The Golden
Girl's Brakfast Hour."
Rev. J. L. Netters is tie
minister.
OAK GROVE BAPTIST
The Oak Grove Baptist
church of Fort Pillow, Tenn. is
busy planning for its Men's
Day. It will be held Sunday,
July 10.
C. H. Bursey is the chairman.
Odelle Morgan is the co-chair-
man. Rev. R. C. Jefferson is
the pastor.
CENTENARY METHODIST
Vacation - Bible School has
begun at the Centenary Method-
ist church. It is in session from
8:30 a. m. to 11:30 a. m.
Approximately 100 students
have enrolled. Mrs. Eleanor
Oglesby, principal of River-
view school, is in charge.
Speaking during the past
Youth Day at the sanctu-
ary was Leon Brownlee. James
Haley was the general chair-
now fl.
GRADY CHAPEL CME
Annual Laymen's Day will be
held at the Grady Chapel CME
church, Sunday, June 19. Atty.
B. F. Jones will address the
membership at 3 p. m. Mrs V.
L. Walker is the general chair-
man. J. H. Isabel is chairman
of the program and Terry
Webb is chairman of finance.
Plans are in the making at the
house of worship for Annual
day, July 10. Rev. T. M. Davis
Youth Day. It will be held Sun- Change On New
is the pastor.
CUMMINGS STREET BAPTIST 
The pastor of Cummings 
R 
ac
NEW OFFICERS for 1961-61
are left to right seated: Miss-
es Ann Burford, vice presi-
dent; Jacquelyn Brodnax,
treasurer and chairman of
the Graduation Dinner to be




Standing left to right are:
Misses Yvonne Jordan, Par-
liamentarian; Gloria Lewers,
reporter; Jana Davis, corre-
sponding secretary a n d
Geraldine Gray, financial
secretary. Miss Erma Lee
Laws, is sponsor of the mem-
phis Co-Bites and Mrs. A. A.
Letting, is Co-Sponsor. There
are thres chapters of the
organization with the national
chapter located in Detroit
and another chapter in Nash-
ville. The national projects
of the organization are the




XXIII recently praised in a
radio address here the "grow-
ing sovereignty" of the African
people.
In a half-hour message broad-
cast to Africa, the Pope exhort-
ed Africans to direct their
growth according to Christian
principles.
He repeated the observation
of Pope Pius XII in his Ency-
clical "Fidei Donum" (Gift
of Faith) that the African
continent "is opening itself to
modern life and is living what
is perhaps the most serious
years of its millennial destiny."
Then Pope John added:
"We are happy to express to
You . . . Our great satisfaction
in seeing the progressive real-
ization of growing sovereignty.
The church rejoices in it and
trusts in the will of those young
states to take their due place
in the community of nations."
TRACED HISTORY
Pope John proceeded to
to trace the Christian history
of Africa. He pointed out that
Africa had given asylum and
protection to the Holy Family
when it was fleeing Herod. He
said that Africa, soon after the
Street Baptist church, Rev. W.
L. Varnado, celebrated 11 years
of faithful and dynamic service
when his congregation held
Pastor's Appreciation Day, last
Sunday. Among the accomplish-
ments of this devoted leader
is the beautiful new church site
the members now worship.
Guest speaker for the oc-
casion was Rev. W. C. Holmes
of Beulah Baptist church. Ap-
pearing on the program also
were Rev. 0. C. Crivens of St.
Stephen Baptist and Dr.
Charles Dinkins of Owens col-
lege. The chairman and co-
chairman were Mrs. Elizabeth
Houston and James Burse.
The membership is now look-
ing forward to Vacation Bible
City Shows To
ial Bill
ST LOUIS — (UPI) — The
Board of Aldermen voted, 14-12,
against a bill to strengthen the
city'sagainstor-
religious discrimination in em-
ployment for municipal con-
struction projects.
A similar measure was de-
feated last March by a vote of
14 for, to 10 against. Fifteen
affirmative votes are required
for passage.
The most recent bill would
empower the Fair Employment
,Practices Commission to hear
complaints and conduct investi-
gations with the Authority to
subpoena witnesses and records.
In addition, guilty employers
would be barred from bidding
The CME Ministers' Alliance school and Young People's Day on city contracts for six months.
met last week at the Mt. Olive scheduled for next month.
Cathedral. A very inspiring ST. JUDE BAPTIST
meditation was led by Rev.
Gonya Hentrel of Trinity. Plans
for the National Youth Con-
ference in Chicago. Ill, was dis-
cussed. In charge of transporta-
tion for the Conference are Rev.
H. C. Bunton, Rev. T. M. Davis
and Rev. R. E. Honeysuckle.
Rev. D. W. Browning is the




The Baptist Pastors' Alliance
met last week at the St. John
Baptist church. The business
sessions centered around the
forth-coming National Sunday
School and Baptist Training
Union in New York City. Rev.
E. W. Williamson of Olivet Bap-
tist church reported on the
transportation.
Provisions were made for
sending a group of Owens col-
lege students to Chicago for
the National F. B. L. A. contest.
They are Edward Mitchell, A.
Er. Adams, M. Cooper and Miss
Juanita Dupree.
Pastors who made presenta-
tions during the meeting were
Rev. A. M. Williams, Rev. L.
S. Steward. Rev. W. L. Varnado
and Rev. A. Terrel.
Rev. Roy Love is the presi-
dent.
AVERY CHAPEL AME
The Avery Chapel AME
church of SIM E. Trigg ave..
will celebrate Father's Day and
Laymen's Day. Sunday, June
19. Guest speaker for the morn-
ing service will he Rev. W. E.
Pruitt, a retired and beloved
city minister.
Mack Winston will bring the
stirring message at 3.30 p.m.
The St. Jude Baptist church
of 1378 Emmason has a new
minister. He is Rev. L. J.
Peppers, a native Memphian
who pastored for 15 years at
the New Bethel Baptist church
of Germantown, Tenn. He re-
sides at 1557 Ragan with his
wife, Mrs. Mamie Peppers and
first Pentecost, welcomed the
Christian word and the legions
of martyrs that followed,




were born along the Mediter-
ranean coasts, the desert be-
came populated with hermits
like St. Anthony, concerned with
fighting the devil through fast-
ing and prayer. And at Hippo,
St. Augustine directed the
church entrusted to him with
wisdom and theological knowl-
edge."
Speaking of the progress of
modern Africa, Pope John said
that the attainment of sover-
eignty does not solve all prob-
lems. He said that there is need
to work for the sound develop-
ment of each new state.
CHURCH HELPS
As an aid to this develop-
ment, he said, the church places
at the desposal of African na-
tions "a disinterested way and,
according to their needs, prin-
cipales of action that are most
useful for the development of
the individual, the family and
professional, civic and interna-
tional life." "These norms," he
added, "are always inspired by
respect for the dignity of per-
sons and by the requirements of
the common good."
After recalling the establish-
ment of national hierarchies in
recent years and the naming of
the first Negro cardinal, the
Pope pointed out that these
things are only beginnings.
It is too soon, he said, to re-
call missionaries. He added that
there is still much to be done
toward the training of a native
clergy and the education of
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CHRIST TEMPLE
Christ Temple presented a
series of ministers on last Sun-
day afternoon. Each minister
delivered a 15 minute sermon-
ette. Some of the ministers
were Rev. J. Bowen, Rev.
Quinn, Rev. Anderson and Rev.!
C. H. Morris. All are am.
their four children. • !ployees of the Memphis Fire-
The church will hold its An- stone plant.
nual Tea, Sunday, June 26, The District Convention Of
from 4 p. m. to 6 p. m. Mrs. the Christ Temple Church of




The Baptist Ministers' Con-
ference of the city met at the
Golden Leaf Baptist church,
last week Rev. L. A. Hamblin
is the president.
NEW TYLER AME
Young People's Day will he
held at the New Tyler AME
church, Sunday. June 19. The
main speaker for the occasion
will be Samuel Pace. He will be
heard at 3 p. m.
During the morning service,
the pastor, Rev. Robert L. Mc-
Rae, will deliver a special ser-
mon for the father'. Clifton
Townsend is the general chair-
man.
Upon his return from the
West Coast where he and his
wife attended the National AME
General Conference. Rev. and
Mrs. McRae were feted with a
birthday party. The members
gave the party in the lower
level of the church.
The pastor and his wife also
visited San Francisco, Calif.,
Nevada, Salt Lake City, Utah,
Denver, Colo. and Houston.
Texas before returning for
15-18 at Jackson, Tenn. Rev.
M. Relf is the host pastor and
district president of the Con-
vention.
The Women's Auxiliary held
its past meeting at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Mullins. Guest
speaker was A. J. Shaw, a
missionary of Los Angeles,
Calif. Her subject was "The
Control of the Tongue." Mrs.,
Shaw is sister of the pastor,
Rev. C. L. Carhee.
Christ Temple is located at!
907 S. Lauderdale. Mrs. Ruth
Seat is the church reporter.
NEWTON, Conn. — (UPI) —
Heavyweight challenger Floyd
Patterson, who meets champion
Ingemar Johansson for the sec-
ond time at the Polo Grounds
on June 20, underwent a routine
physical examination at the
Boxing Commission offices in
New York.
Patterson, rapidly rounding
into fight shape for the title
fight, sparred one round with
Norwegian heavyweight Bjarne
Ling's', one round with his
brother Raymond and two with
Julio Mederos.
REV. C THOMAS
"I have only just a minute
Only sixty seconds in It
Forced upon me—can't refuse it
Didn't see it—didn't choose it
But it's up to me to use it
I must suffer if I lose it
Give account if I abuse it
Just a tiny little minute
But eternity is in it."
ANOTHER UNKNOWN
"It is time I be about my
Father's business"
JESUS
Some unknown man places
great emphasis upon a minute.
To him time was an import-
ant factor. Not only to him is
time an important factor but
to each of us also. What each
of us does with our minutes be-
comes more and more import-
ant as time goes about. It is
Impossible for us to waste
minutes and expect to make
something out of life. The
minutes we have make an im-
portant force in our lives.
One of the great tragedies
in each of our lives is wrapped
up in the fact that too often we
never place enough value upon
the minutes in our lives. One
of the great imperatives in our
lives is the fact that we place
importance upon the minutes
we pass by so unnoticed. Each
moment in our lives occupies
a place of importance. We nev-
er go unnoticed in all of our
activities Somewhere some-
body is watching our every
e
PAIGE
be pattern by ours. What we
do with our minutes will either
spell success of failure for
those who have taken us for
an example. Not only is the
minute important to those of
us who are custodians of them
but also for those who, walk
in our footsteps.
Human destiny in the final
analysis is wrapped up in the
fact that our minutes must be
wisely used. Each minute car-
ries with it responsibilities Mom-
entarily we are constantly con-
fronted with choices. Every
minute we must be on the alert
that we do that which is best
in us. Bad momentray deci-
sions have spelled defeat for
many men, in those moments
when we allow ourselves to fall
prey to the lesser in us we al-
low ourselves to falter.
The tragic thing about the
minutes in each of our lives is
wrapped up in the fact that to
many of us it occupies no im-
portance While it may occuppy
little or no importance to many
of us it is important. After an
accumulation of minutes we
are in a better position to place
value each minute in our lives.
Looking at the life of Jesus
we see the other side of the
value of a minute. Here mom-
entarily when asked about his the Cardinals, will try out for
lingering behind Jesus tells his quarterback. managing director
parents, "It is time I be about Waiter Wolfner said. Previous-
my Father's business." In oth- ly, Roach saw most of his ac-
movement that his life might er words He said the moment lion at defensive halfback.
has come when I must make
the decision for my life's work.
Each moment in our lives as
we have dealings with people
we must make our decisions.
Jesus told the world it is not
time to be concerned about
going home. We live in a day
of materialism, confusion,
chaos, and the like. These
thing will enhance our living
only to, the extent that at each
moment we are able to rise
up above them.




meaning for each of us in pro-
portion that we are able to use
each moment that comes into
our lives.
We have only a minute but
eternity is in it. Bad judge-
ment, losing our tempers, go-
ing the wrong way, or accept-
ing the wrong values may
momentarily put a blot upon
our lives that will take us the
rest of our days to erase. No-
ble use of each moment can
lift us up to heights desired
by the better men of all ages.
Those men who have ascended
the ladrler of success have been
men wie, have wisely used each
moment given them.
Tainted Meat Kills 111
BERLIN — (UPI) Travelers
from East Germany said Sun-
day that tainted meat which al-
ready has killed at least' ii per-
sons was imported from Com-
munist China.
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — John
Roach. 6-4, 193-pound former
S.le.U, star, has signed his 1960
contract. the St. Louis football
Cardinals announced.
Roach, 27, who will be start-
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Speaker — Rev. W. E. Pruitt — 11:00t.M.
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The Summer season is a
most inspiring season for
housewives who use Jack
Sprat white corn meal, for
they are always so easily ad-
justed to any season, as well
as meal of the day.
For a quick and nourish-
ing meal these hot days,
nothing is nicer or more
tempting to a hungry clan
than tuna whirl casserole
for supper.
JANA PORTER
A LISTENING TREAT is in store for all who tune in for
the weekly talent show sponsored by the Big Star Stores
of Memphis and the Mid-South. These youngsters appear-
ed recently on the Big Star Talent show over Radio
Station WDIA. As usual, an excellent show was presented
Stores take this opportunity every Saturday morning at
in the persons of the above performers. Big Star Food
TUNA WHIRL CASSEROLE







1 cup Green Peas
1 can mushroom soup
Roll out biscuit dough in
rectangular shape — butter
and roll up like jelly roll;
Mix other ingredients and
pour into 11/2 quart casserole.
Cut dough in slices and place
whirls on tuna mixture. Bake
in 375 degree F. oven 15 to
20 minutes until brown.
Serve hot with your fav-
orite fruit or tossed salad.




11:30 a. m. to present to the listeners of vast 50,000 watts
WDIA and their thrifty shoppers this excellent program
of fine talented youngsters of the Mid-South. Talented
youngsters or groups are invited to contact WDIA at any
time for an audition tryout. The program is emceed las
genial A. C. Williams.
c
HONOR MINISTER—Friends
and relatives of Rev. Cordell
H. Sloan of Nashville, Tenn.
honored the happy minister
at
with a "This Is Your Life"
ervice at St. Andrews Pres-
yterian church recently.
Well known Nashville Atty.,
Avon Williams was the master
of ceremonies. On hand were,
front row (l-r) Rev. William
A. Alexander, Rev. Sloan
with daughter Helene, Cordell
Sloan, Jr., Clifford . Sloan,
Mrs. Cordell Sloan, Mrs.
Althea Frierson and Walter
Roberson. Second row (l-r),
George Sloan (brother), Mrs.
George Sloan, Mrs. Tobitha
Parrish (sister), Lillie Faye
Frierson, Carolyn Frierson,
Hilda Frierson, all sisters of
Mrs. Cordell Sloan, Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Frierson (broth-
er and wife of Mrs. Sloan),
Mr. and Mrs. Council Short
(neighbors). Third row (l-r),
Rev. James Glasse of Vander-
bilt, Erskine Lytle, Dr. Lang-
Thompson of Vanderbilt,
Atty. Avon Williams, Miss
Helen L. Jordan and Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Sloan (uncle
and aunt). Rev. Sloan bourse-
Honor Two Retirkg Rites Held For
Profs At Lincoln Inez Higgins
More than seventy years of
service was recognized at
Lincoln university this week
when Dr. Sherman W. Savage,
professor and head of the De-
partment of History, and Dr.
W. W. Dowdy, professor end
head of the Department of
i
o7. logy, both of whom will re-
al the close of the present
mester, were honored at a
testimonial dinner given by the
faculty in the university cafe-
teria.
Speaker at the dinner was
Dr. Elmer Ellis, president of
the University of Missouri. In
noting that these two men were
being honored for their teach-
ing, Dr. Ellis emphasized that
there is an immortality about
good teaching that is imsed
on from generation to genera-
tion.
He set as an example for the
two honorees the standard set
by Dr. J. D. Eliff, a former
member of the Board of Cura-
tors at Lincoln and a long time
efessor of education at Mis-ri university.
LIVE LONG
"Live as long and as well as
he did after retirement and you
will have done something," said
Dr. Ellis.
ernment ever since. Prolific
as a writer and a researcher,
he has contributed much to the
literature in the history and
social science field. Also he is
author of the History of Lin-
coln university published in
1939.
Dr. Dowdy has been at Lin-
coln since 1929 and is an author-
ity in the fields of ecology and
entomology where the results
of his research have been wide-
ly published and are frequently
quoted.
PAID TRIBUTE
During the occasion for the
program, Dr. Earl E. Dawson,
president of Lincoln, paid high
tribute to the years of dedicat-
ed service these two pro-
fessors had given to the univer-
sity and to the young men and
women whose lives they had
influenced.
Other tributes came from
Mrs. Olive J. Decatur of Spring-
field who spoke for the Board
of Curators; Dr. U. S. Maxwell,
director of Summer Session at
Lincoln, who spoke for the
faculty; Joseph Mattox, a mem-
ber of the Lincoln Student
Government Association who
spoke for the students;Carl
Long after his retirement {Hardiman of Kansas City and
from active teaching. Dr. Eliff,.ed two Drun fish on the Bridge
who died at the aee of 95, con- N. 0. Sweets, publisher of the
tinued actively working for the St. Louis American in St. Louis,
cause of education in the state. and A. P. Marshall of Jackson
Dr. Savage came to Lincoln tCity, who spoke for the alumni
In 1921 and has been with the of Lincoln.
iepartment of history and goy- In response, Dr. Savage tree-
, .kee---,..„.
DR. SAVAGE DR. DOWDY
•
RECEPTION—Rev. and Mrs.
C. T. Nelson pose in true new-
lywed fashion over the wed-
ding cake recently. Although
the wedding was held in May
the reception was hel dlast
week. Rev. Nelson was called
out of town unexpectedly. He is
pastor of the Greater Friend-
0
 hip Baptist church of Cleve-
Id, Ohio. The reception was
eld at the home of the bride's
sister, Mrs. L. E. Mitchell
The bride Is the daughter of
the late Mrs. Gussie Black
anli Mr. Robert Lee Black of
GREENSBORO, N. C.—Fun-
eral rites for Mrs. Inez Higgins
Goldsmith, dormitory counselor
at A. & T. college, were held
at Simpsonville, S. C., Sunday,
June 5, at the Cedar Grove
Baptist church.
Mrs. Goldsmith, who came
to A. & T. college in 1951, died
at a Durham hospital, May 29,
following a brief illness.
A native of Greenville, S. C.,
she had held previous coun-
selor posts at Peaks Industrial
school for girls, Peaks Turn-
did, Va., and at Livingstone
college, Salisbury.
She is survived by her hus-
band, Edward L. Goldsmith of
Simpsonville; three sisters,
Mrs. liar King, Beacon, N. Y.;
Mrs. Luclier Carr, Pontiac,
Mich. and Mrs. Jessie Mae
Goodwin, Taylors, S. C., and
three brothers; Wilbur Higgins,
Newburg, N. Y.; Columbus
Higgins, Brooklyn, N. Y., and
J. D. Higgins, Miami, Fla.
RICE CROP
World rice production is about
6 billion bushels.
ed the history of the school
through its developmental
stages and re-emphasize for the
audience that ''freedom ot
learning and freedom of teach-
ing are factors teachers must
always fight for."
blI„Je. v
Dr. Dowdy taking a more
pessimistic trend deplored the
fact that in many colleges and
universities throughout the
country intellectual attainment
and scholarship were taking a
second place to mere social and
athletic competencies.
"Intellectual training is the
main train," he said. "We on
this campus must always have
the courage to emphasize intel-
lect and scholarship because





Alabama. She is a teacher at
Lester high school, a grad-
uate of Alabama State College
and is a member of Zeta Phi
Beta. Rev. Nelson, a graduate
of Manassas high, attended
Life Bible college in Lon
Angeles. He is the sen of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Bland Nel-
son and the brother of Mrs.
Katherine Han-Is. He started
his pastorial here in Memphis
at the First Baptist church,
Magnolia. The couple will
establish resident in Cleve-
land. •
WILMETTE, Ill.—Race Amity
Day was observed Sunday,
June 12. Its purpose is to
spread the knowledge of the
oneness of mankind, according
to Charles Wolcott, secretary
of the National Spiritual Assem-
bly of Baha'is of the U. S.
The corrosion of racial pre-
judice which has attacked the
whole social structure of our
American Society needs to be
counteracted, Wolcott said. It
must be replaced by the heal-
ing process of race amity,
condition that will enable the
United States to relive its tradi-
tion of being the land of the
free and the home of the brave
and to assume a new type of
leadership acceptable to the
majority of the world's popula-
tion which recently achieved, or
shortly will achieve nationhood.
ed back hopeful from a seri-
ous eye ailment and is now
contemplating entering the
pastoral ministry. He is a
graduate of Tennessee A & I
university. Rev. Alexander,
pastor of St. Andrews, was
one of close friends who help-
ed guide Rev. Sloan through
his darkest moments when his
eyesight was imperiled. (Pho-







4:00 to 5:30 EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY,
"Secrets of an Actress.. with
George Brent, Kay Francis and
Ian Hunter. Love triangle in-
cluding actress, producer and
architect.
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE,
"Incident in the Garden of
Eden" with Eric Fleming and
Clint Eastwood, and guest stars
John Ireland, Debra Paget and
Richard Conte. Trying to re-
place some cattle lost on the
trial, Clint runs into trouble
when the owner of the cattle he
wants to buy, won't sell for
mysterious reasons.
7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE
PAREE, Sundance end a hand-
ful of men defend their town
against an attack by six escap-
ed convicts. Earl Holliman
stars.
8:00 to 9:00 CBS REPORTS,
"Berlin; End of the Line," a
history and study of the former
German Capital again in the
news, now that West Berlin
has been placed in jeopardy
with the collapse of the Big
Four Paris Conference. Guest:
Willy Brandt, Mayor of West
Berlin. Edward R. Murrow re-
ports and narrates.
JO*oLepovy
9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT
ZONE, "The Mighty Casey"
starring Jack Warden. A base-
ball manager's dream—an in-
credible robot pitcher with a
blazing fast ball and a fantastic
curve — makes the Hoboken
Zephyrs unbeatable until the
mechanical man's one short-
coming catches up with him.
10.10 to 11:49, LATE MOVIE,
"Stallion Road" with Ronald
Reagan, Alexis Smith, Zachary
Scott. Veterinarian and novel-
ist friend fall for rancher; put
feelings aside to fight epidemic.
SATURDAY, JUNE 18
10:00 to 10:30 LONE RANG-
ER "Showdown at Sand Creek."
The Lone Ranger and Tonto
save the life of an inexperience-
ed, young rancher determined
to avenge the murder of his
brother, the Sheriff of Sand
Creek.
11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING,
"Rocket Story." Sky King
solves a mystery for the gov-
ernment in an adventure in-
volving planes, rockets, para-
chutes and foreign spies. Kirby
Grant and Gloria Winters star.
11:55 to 3:00 BASEBALL
GAME OF THE WEEK, Boston
at Cleveland.
3:00 to 400, HOPALONG
CASSIDY, "Doomed Caravan"
with William Boyd, Russel
Hayden, Andy Clyde. Hoppy
and his boys ride for Crescent
City's freight company and run
To Millais, Race Amity Day
is a special occasion not only
to proclaim the principle of the
oneness of mankind but to re-
dedicate themselves to the
ceaseless exertions, the sacri-
fices, the vigilance, the moral
courage, the tact, and the sym-
pathy for which this paramount
national Issue calls, the state-
ment concludes.
Race Amity Day was inau-
gurated by the American Na-
tional Babel% Assembly in 1958
and was observed this year JO
nearly 100h communities in the
United States. 4
Marshall, Experts Set For
Confab At Fisk U Joe 20
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—The new
and crucial developments in
race relations in the United
States will undergo detailed I
analysis and discussion at a I
Meeting of several of the na-
'We's top experts to be held at
Fisk university June 20 through
July 2 in the 17th Annual Race
Relations Institute.
Sponsored by the Board of
Home Missions of the Congre-
gational and Christian church-
es, with the cooperation of Fisk!
university, the institute is ex-
pected to involve 120 partici-
pants from 20 states in the
effort to draw practical les-
sons for effective leadership
action in race relations through-
out the country.
"As we enter the decade of
the 60's, following 10 years of
the most far-reaching progress
in American race relations, we
face the seeking paradox of
the issues of race and minority
being more urgent and more
demanding than ever before;
this makes it extremely import-
ant that religious, educational
and civic leaders in local com-
munities throughout the nation
be prepared and informed fac-
ing the new challenges and op-
portunities now at hand," Dr.
Herman H. Long, director of
the Institute, pointed out in ex-
plaining the purpose of the in-
st.liite.
lie cited the student sit-in
demonstrations, the increased
demand of Negroes in the South
for full voting rights, the ad-
ditional initiative provided by
the Federal Government in
recent civil rights legislation,
the re appearance of anti-Semi-
tic and anti-Catholic propagan
ida, and the continued increase
in the size of the Puerto Rican
population on the mainland as
significant factors of the inter-
group relations situation in this
new decade.
Among the group of experts to
speak at the Institute are: Dr.
Richard Scammon, Washing-
ton, I) C., director of Elections
Research for the Governmental
A.Ura.lastitute; Atty. Thur.
good Marshall, chief legal coun-
sel for the NAACP; Harold
Fleming, Atlanta, Ga., director
of the Southern Regional Coun-
cil; Harold Braverman, New
York City, executive for the
Anti-Defamation League of
B'nai B'rith; Dr. J. Oscar Lee,
director for Race Relations of
the National Council of Church-
es, New York City; Dr. Leiser-
son, head of the Political Sci-
ence Department, Vanderbilt
university, Nashville, Tenn.;
and Dr. Robert Johnson, con-
sultant in Race Relations for
the Field Foundation, New York
City.
The Institute will concern it-
self with the problems facing
Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Indian
Americans and the major
religious minorities in this
country. Because of the import-
ance of public policy, Dr. Long
DEFENDER
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explained. "national and local
politics are becoming the
central events through which
basic human rights issues are
being resolved:" Two major.
Presentations at the Institute,
will deal with this concern: The
first by Dr. Richard Seammon
on "Population Change, Poli-
tics and Race:" and the second
by Dr. Avery Leisersen on
"Southern Politics and Race
Relations."
Subjects to be covered in the
daily seminars for the first
week include! "The Religious
and Moral Dimensions of ilu•
man Relations:" "Indian Amer-
ican Rights ano American Na-
tional Policy:" "Racial Differ-
entials in Educational Achieve-
ment;" "Anti-Semitism—Past
and Preeent;" and ''The Signi-
ficance of Africa in the World
Struggle for Human Rights."
Mr. Harold Fleming of the
South Regional Council will
give a special evening lecture
during the first week on "Race
In the Perspective of the Chang-
ing South."
JOIN YWCA — These mem-
bers of the LaBas Desoie
club, whose entire member-
ship joined the YWCA during
into outlaws disguised as U. S.
Calvalry troops.
4:00 to 6:00, EARLY MOVIE,
"Stallion Road" with Ronald
Reagan, Alexis Smith, and
Zachary Scott. Veterinarian
and novelist friend fall for
rancher; put feelings aside to
fight epidemic.
6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON,
"The Case of the Petulant
Partner" with Raymond Burr
and Barbara Hale. An over-
whelming volume of circum-
stancial evidence indicates the
guilt of Mason's client who is
accused of slaying the young
wife of his lifetime friend and
partner.
7:30 to 8:00. WANTED DEAD
OR ALIVE, Bounty Hunter Josh
Randall demonstrates his com-
passion for the weak as he
faces the vengeful father of a
child near death. Steve Mc-
Queen stars.
8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY, A
temptress hopes her charms
can lure Lucky into the hands
of a killer. John Vivyn stars.
Joi Lansing is featured.
8:30 to 9:00, HAVE GUN,
WILL TRAVEL, Hired by a
woman who wants him to find
her son who has been missing
for 20 years, Paladin is ac-
companied by the missing
man's brother. Paladin suspects
him of being an opportunist
interested only in the reward.
Richard Boone stars. Wright
King is featured.
9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE,
When the man who has been
forcing his attentions on Kitty,
Is found shot, she is suspected
of murder, as she has rebuffed
him at every turn. James Ar-
ness stars. Amanda Blake
plays Kitty.
9:30 to 10:00, SHOTGUN
SLADE, "Flower on Boot Hill"
with Scott Brady as Shotgun
the recent "Y" Drive, pose
for the cameraman. Coming
Into the Vance avenue branch
were, seated (I-r) Mrs. Cattle
M. Rembert, !qrs. Violet
Smith, treasurer; Miss Fred-
die Jones, president; and
Mrs. Parthenia Bell, secre-
NAACP Official
On Cuban Visit
New York—Southern NAACP Negro tourism to Cuba while
official Robert F. Williams left I white public relations firms
here Saturday for Cuba "to see I have not been molested."
the country Joe Louis couldn't SEE FOR HIMSELF
talk about.'
Williams, who was suspend-
ed for six months last year by
the national NAACP for urg-
ing Negroes "to fight violence
with violence," said it seems
the U. S. State Department
wants to isolate Negroes from
what was happening in Cuba.
He noted that "enormous
pressure" had been put on
Joe Louis to force him to
give up a "completely non-
political j o b of increasing
Slade. When a town's bank is
robbed of $75,000 Shotgun su-
spects the robbery to be an
inside job, and proves it.
10:00 to 10:30. CORONADO'
9, "Blow Garbriella" with Rod
Cameron as Dan Adams. When
a scientist invades a beatnik
joint in San Diego, an explosion
takes place that almost wrecks
several assorted careers,
musical and military. The job
of preventing murder as well
as the leak of important secur-
ity secrets is given to Dan
Adams, private investigator.
10:30 to 12:00, MILLION
DOLLAR PLAYHOUSE, "Ar-
rest Bulldog Drummond" with
John Howard and Heather
Angel. Theft of a valuable ray
machine is the mystery.
"Charlie Chan and t h e
Chinese Ring" with Roland
Winters and Louise Currie.
Williams declared "The ob-
vious campaign to muzzle Joe
Louis has increased my deter-
mination to see Cuba myself."
He said everybody knows
racial discrimination has been
abolished in Cuba. "What bet-
ter place is there," he asked,
"for American Negroes to
spend their vacations? They
certainly can't go to Miami
Beach."
Williams said he has "noth-
ing but sympathy for Joe
Louis," whom he described as
"an unfortunate honest man
hounded by pseudo - liberal
friends and the tax collector."
Gas Co. Gets 7
Digit Number
CHICAGO, Ill. — (Special)—
Effective today, The Peoples
Gas Light and Coke Company
will have a new telephone num-
ber which is 431-4000. However,
the curent number, WAbash
2-6000, will still exist for direct
service calls to the Customers
Order Department.
The new number will not
change the established method
of reaching members of the
publicity department during
working hours, on weekends or
during night hours. For office
calls just dial 431-4000 and ask
for the usual extension number.
BIRTHDAY FETE—To honor
his wife, J. D. alas was hint
es a wedge birthday party
for Mrs. Sive held at the
oayhawk Ian recently. with
40 guests attending, Mr. and
Mrs. Sias reside at 257 W.
Waldorf ave. (H'enri Ford
Picture)
tary. Standing (l-r) Mrs.
Leuica Jones, Mrs. Lucy
Wherry, Mrs. Frances Neal,
Mrs. Mary L. Robinson, Mrs.
tieneva Williams, chairman
of the membership commit-
tee of the YWCA; and Mrs.
Dorothy Taylor. Members
absent were Mrs. Frankie
Smith, Mrs. Addie Woods,
vice president; Mrs. Vera
Nelson, Mrs. Alma Wyatt,




how folks over 35 can
establish regularity
After 15, irregularity often be-
comes a problem. What you need is
something that aids nature and helps
establish regularity. Such an aid to
regularity is the daily use of SEIRITAN.
Here's medical evidence: A group of
men and women took saittrro4 daily
under medical supervision. In ca.,*
after case 5FRUTAN, taken daily,
helped establish regularity. So, for
real relief from constipation after
35, try SERUTAN, powder or granular.
S "Illud it Backwards"ERUTA
"33 Ways To
Meet WomenI I
A folio chock full of prac-
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HEADACHE
For faster, mars complete relief of
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
take STAMBACK Tablets or Powders.
STAt4BACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
—the combined action of  al
medicsily-approved ingredients in
one easy-to-take dose—eases satiety
and tension, starts bringing relief
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Our Opinions
Testing New Civil
The "pattern of discrimination"
section of the Civil Rights Act of 1960
got its first legal baptism when Attor-
ney General William P. Rogers filed a
suit, last week, in Shreveport, La. He
asked the U. S. District Court there to
appoint a voting referee to supervise
registration and voting in Bienville
Parish.
The Attorney General also peti-
tioned the court for an injunction against
the voting registrar of the parish, and
two groups of the White Citizens Coun-
cils to prevent them from pruning Negro
voters from the parish registration lists.
The Justice Department charged
that 560 registered Negro voters already
have been removed, leaving only 26 Ne-
groes on the registration books.
This is precisely the pattern of ra-
cial discrimination which violates the
provision of the new Civil Rights Act
The School Bill
No one should question the logic be-
hind Rep. A. Clayton Powell's amend-
ment to the School bill. The measure, in
its original form, would have provided
generous financial aid to all schools
segregated or not segregated. The Pow-
ell amendment requires that funds be
withheld from districts in the South
which have defied court orders to end
racial segregation in their schools.
What was surprising is that Mr.
Powell got an unusually large support
from members of his own party. In an
election year a hundred Democrats felt
that they would be showing their sym-
pathy for the cause of integration by
supporting the amendment.
Having made sure that the South-
erners would vote solidly against the bill,
the conservative Republicans, to whom
school aid has always been objectionable.
promptly voted against it.
Without the 44 rebel Republicans
who stood fast, this stratagem would
Rights Act
that became law May 6. What disposi-
tion the District Court will make of
these cases is a matter of conjecture.
In Montgomery, Ala., a Circuit
judge barred the Justice Department
from inspecting voter registration rec-
ords in any Alabama county, and Gover-
nor John Patterson hailed the action as
"an end to retreating."
If this defiant action is an index to
the attitude of other Southern judges
there is then no basis for supposing that
the fate of the present Act will be dif-
ferent from that of its predecessor.
The voting referee provision is the
only section of the new civil rights legis-
lation which has any meaning. If that is
stricken down or invalidated by legal
maneuvering or judicial conspiracy the
1960 Act might as well be relegated to
the wastebasket.
have proved fatal to the measure as it
did four years ago. Any attempt at com-
promise will expose the bill to the whims
of the Rules Committee twice more, once
in order to get tbe matter to a confer-
ence between the two houses and once
to get it back again.
Undoubtedly, the President will ve-
to a compromise should it provide money
for paying teachers' salaries as well as
building schools, or if it fails to help the
poor schools more than the rich.
It is also possible that the Roman
Catholics, by renewing their attempts to
get funds for church schools will drive
a number of Protestants over into op-
position.
Any argument in support of the
school bill without the Powell amendment
must be construed as a repudiation of
the Supreme Court integration order. To
make grants to Southern communities
which have refused to desegregate their
schools is tantamount to a congressional
sanction of their rebellious stand.
Ike's Trip To Japan
President Eisenhower's Far Eastern
good-will tour has not only the United
States on edge, but probably the whole
democratic world. These anxieties are
born out of the pattern of hostility which
Japanese students have been exhibiting
for more than three weeks.
The question that arises in its most
acute form is whether Japanese police
and security arrangements are adequate
enough to protect our President.
Admitting that there are good politi-
cal motives behind Mr. Eisenhower's de-
cision not to forego the trip to Japan.
Are these motives good enough to justi-
fy the risk and the embarrassment that




N. are living in a grand and
tecrible time Above or beads
ar• aircraft' traveling faster
than sound; on the ilark contin-
ent of Africa. the black man
Is pounding at the door of ire,-
dont: the dark clouds of tension
are hovering over the peoples
Of the world: the furious storm
of hatree li shattering many a
home
Thousands of years ago a few
Wilk walked the earth peered
ject America to a needless humiliation?
If the Nobusuke Kishi government
is so frail as to topple over because Mr.
Eisenhower considers his personal secur-
ity more precious than a risky visit to
Tokyo, it probably would collapse any-
way by virtue of organic internal weak-
ness. There is no certainty whatever that
the President's presence in Japan will
save the Kishi government from
oblivion.
It is more likely that the visit would
so intensify the wrath of the opposition
leaders that they might renew their hos-
tility 'Rh greater force and bitterness.
As to what good the trip will do is now
a matter of grave speculations.
behold the curtains of time
an beheld the exciting head-
lines of today. Daniel vas in-
iormed that 'knowledge shall
be increased." (Daniel 12:41
Joe exclaimed, "Let the heath-
en be weakened." Jesus pre-
dicted, "There shall be . . .
upon the earth distress of na-
lions with perplexity."
Paul assured the Christians
oi hi day "This know . . .
the,. perilous times shall come.
For men shall be . . . without
natural affection." (2 Tim. 3:-
1-3) (The parenthetical refer-
ence. can be found in the Bi-
ble)
-.1 this moment many with
feat sense the coming of a
stupendous event $0013 the Cur-
tains of the firmament of
heaven will be opened and ell
the tribes of this planet will
have - celestial Dignitary from
out of space—Jesus Cbtist, the
King fe kings Now is the time
to pray with earnestness,
"Lord, have mercy."





By FRANK L STANLEY 'II%
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Like
countless other fortunate adults
I am invited annually to make
a commencement address or
two. I usually enjoy this privi-
lege because it affords a re-
newed opportunity to directly
ccmmunicate with Youth—the
greatest hope of the world.
The swiftly moving events of
each year render whatever I
said to prior graduates. inap-
propriate. What I deemed as
challenging and good the year
before now seems completely
out-of-date.
After all what is a com-
mencement speaker to dwell
on? The attributes of good
character? A life of service?
The necessity of continuing one's
education throughout life? Or
the great challenges of our day
and age?
I take the position that grad-
uates, high school or college, do
not appreciate the commence-
ment speaker who sets out to
review in 30 minutes or more
often an hour, everything
academic that they have been
tau_ht over the years.
Neither do. they look kindly
upon the "expert" who pater-
holistically advises them of the
"dos" and "don'ts" of life
— or who presumes to instruct
them how to obtain the most
cherished aims of their lives—
human dignity and full citizen-
ship rights by advocating
moderation and go-slow.
Commencement speakers in
my opinion, render the greatest
service when they realize the
occasion belongs to the gradu-
ates and the best anyone can do
is to inspire them to ceaseless
ly struggle to reach the moun-
tain tops of human happiness—
to exert their every energy and
intelligence toward making last-
ing contributions to the cause
of human betterment. By so
&ma they not only will help
themselves but mankind.
This is no time for espousing
the old order — conservatism,
separate but equal or rationaliz-
ing that full citizenship rights
cannot be achieved over night.
This is a new day and age.
It is an age of change —
monumental changes, and to
live in this day and time re-
quires a willingness to change;
to live fully conscious of the
inevitability of change.
The recent student protests
against public accommodations
have proved conclusively that
today's youth are totally unwill-
ing to accept the racial re-
strictions their mothers and
fathers lived with.
More than this, they have
demonstrated that they are
thoroughly prepared to meet
the issue of segregation head
on. As one observer said:
"today's young adults have
gone in a huddle and designed
an offense that cannot be
stopped." They are contribut-
ing members to this age of
change.
This year's most effective
commencement speakers cog-
nizant of this "firm determi-
nation'. to achieve a full mea-
sure of democracy's blessings
will wisely seek above every-
thing else, to spur tomorrow's
adult; to full opportunity to ap-
ply their skills that they have
studied and sacrificed so long
to acquire.
At least this is what I am go-
ing to try and do because I
feel that any other approach
would not only insult their
intelligence but would be a




KANSAS CITY, Mo. — (UPI)
—A suntan has become a "sta-
tus symbol" in status conscious
America, a Chicago Dermatolo-
gist said.
Many people work hard to
convert a peaches-and-cream
complexitm into "the sun-bat-
tered skin of a desert rat," Dr.
William Becker, jr., wrote in
the June issue of GP Magazine,
published monthly by the Amer-
ican Academy of General Prac-
tice.
Becker said the bad effects
of over-exposure to the sun
"ages the skin and can cause
cancer," but that Americans
continue to indulge In a "his-
torically unique sum worship
—ancient peoples offered sacri-
fices other than themselves."
Becker, clinical assistant
professor of dermatology at the
University of Illinois. said few
people are aware "that after a
single, moderately - severe sun-
burn the blood vessels are ab-
normal for four to 15 months."
Skin becomes dry and loses its
elasticity, he said.
Historically, a deep tan has
always had social significance,
he said, but older cultures re-
Many segments of current
American society now face a
deep tan, especially out of
season, gives an aura of virili-
ty, leisure and wealth."
Becker said there is no fool-
proof method of preventing
sunburn and "we must accept
the fact that the white skin is
not physiologically able to tol-
erate a large amount of strong
ultraviolet light."
He said plain vanishing
cream, containing 10 per cent
para-aminobenzoic acid, "af-
fords 30 times more protection"
than many commercial prod-
ucts.
Ultimately, he said, benzo-
phenones may someday help
prevent sunburn and skin dam-
age. Experimental work in that
direction is in progress, he
said, but no commercial prep-




garded tanning and weathering GULPORT, Miss. — Funeral
of the skin by sunlight as slit services were held recently for
mate of the lower classes, one of the city's outstanding civ-
"The pale translucent corn- ic leaders, H. P. Young.
plexion was most desired. This Young did much to improve
Identified a personage as above race relations in Gulfport and
laboring in the fields," he organized the Civic and Voters
saidTh. 
League and the Crusaders Club.
e Industrial revolution He headed an organization that
moved the lower classes in- built a library and a recreation-
doors and altered the attitude. al center for youths.
SO WHAT?
anoitato 
EAU TY OPERATOR wantea
ikfug have large follow ins.





'There is always room at the
top,' so the old saying goes,"
said Simple, "but the bottom
sure is crowded. I know, be-
cause I am there, right down
there with the rest of the 99
per cent "
"In your opinion, the major-
ity of the people are all way
down on the bottom," I said.
"They are and we is," said
Simple. "and nobody knows
about us. Did you ever see my
name in the paper?"
"No," I said, "I never did."
"But you see Frank Sina-
tra's," said Simple, "and you
see Joe Louis, Ralph Bunche,
Marion Anderson, Eisenhowser
and Rockefeller, but you never
see mine You see Earths Kitt,
Genera/ de Gaulle, King Cole,
and Martin Luther King, but
you never see me."
"You are right," I said.
"You are right I am right,"
said Simple. "At the top there
is plenty of room to walk
around without rubbing elbows,
but down here at the bottom
where I am, I am, bumping in-
to everybody from crackers to
Puerto Ricans, junkies to
Jamaicans. Where I live, I
can't even get in the bathroom,
my house is so crowded. My
main ambition is to be some-
body at the top with a bath-
room of my own."
"I thought you meant you
wanted to be famous, great,
Simple's Top And Bottom
distinguished, wise," I said.
"I just want a bathroom I
can get into without waiting,"
said Simple, "and a house
where the bell is all mine, it
just rings for me, not with
twenty different rings for twen-
ty different other peoples."
"You should not have to go
all the way to the top of the
ladder of success to get a bath-
room." I said. "There is a
comfortable middle class in
America."
"Colored?" asked Simple.
"Of course," I said. "Take
the folks who live out in St.
Albans on Long Island. or West
Chesterfield in Chicago, or
Merrit Park in Los Angeles.
They are colored, but they have
two bathrooms, two cars, grass,
and a rumpus room."
"Do they have two garages,
too?" asked Simple.
"They may not have two
garages, but they have a drive-
way in which to park the
extra car."
"If I had a car, I would
have to park it at the curb,"
said Simple, "and get up every
other morning to move it across
the street when the sprinkler
comes through—which is what
some Negroes in Harlem do.
Some folks have got a car big-
ger than the room they lives
in. Some gives the impression
they got bread, though they
lives so sad—a Cadillac and
they sleeps in a sack. I do not
believe in pretending, myself.
When I gets a fine car, I want
a fine home to go with it."
"You want a whole lot to be
a poor man," I said.
"I wants either, or, or else,"
said Simple, "nothing in be-
tween. I want my wife to be
able to go to Rose Meta's ev-
ery other day, if she wishes, to
get her hair done. I do not
want her to be setting up in my
special built Thunderbird look-
ing like Zip. I also wish to have
my clothes pressed each and
every day, too, which costs
money. And I wants the kind
of hours where I gets home
before dark so I can ride in
my convertible with the top
down and the breeze blowing
through my hair in the cool of
evening for the world to see
me in the setting sun. I am too
dark to be seen well in theark.".
'S u c h bourgeois ambi-
tions," I said.
"Such which?" asked Simple.
"Such ordinary crude mater-
ial objectives in life." I said.
"As Negroes, we should aim
for something higher than fine
cars fine homes, and so on."
"I have showed off every-
thing else I have got," said
Simple, "and I have aimed
higher than Sputnik, but I am
still at the bottom. I sure
would like to rent me a room
with a bath at the top."
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
The American Negro is a
fascinating subject for study
and research. He is interesting
and, to many white Americans,
he is a strange animal who
is full of mystery. This has
been true ever since the first
boatload of us arrived on these
shores in 1619 at Jamestown.
At one period, the early
Puritan period, a great debate
developed over whether the
Negro possessed a soul. In
those days theChristians took
their faith and the Bible seri-
ously Some of these good folk
hesitated to believe that God
had given this African, so re-
cgntly removed from the bush,
a soul that, like theirs, was
perhaps worth working on.
Finally it was generally
agreed that although God must
look upon him as something of
a stepchild, the Negro indeed
was endowed with a soul. Then
began the great drive to bring
the brother to Jesus or vice
versa. The missionary spirit
ragipt the courtry and the Ne-
gro began to be regarded as
something more than a beast
of burden, at least in the sight
of the Almighty.
At a later period the subject
of the Negro's mind became a
matter of great debate. You
can find studies and a great
deal of literature which treat
of the intellectual capacity of
the Negro, his brain power,
his ability to reason and think.
There is still confusion in some
quarters on this point. Never-
theless. it was largely agreed
tha, his mind, like his soul,
wa.4 worth working on.
Thereupon the liberals in
America, who did not wish to
keep the Negro in slavery sup-
Ported the efforts to teach the
Nearc tor read and write as
well as ley his prayers. Ac-
cording to one southern philos-
opher, this was a supreme
tragedy. He held that all edu-
cation would do is make the
Negro unhappy, like the white
folks.
In tht course of time the Ne-
gro was exposed to Christian-
ity, elementary education, and
became emancipated physically
and spiritually. At each step
of the way, of course, there
were many whites who felt that
the Negro was being brought
into the human family too fast.
To them Lincoln was a horrible
radical and a sinister figure in
American history. He wanted
to change things overnight.
Fm the last century now the
Negro has been engaged in the
noble struggle to win accept-
ance as a first class citizen of
his native land This may be
called the Hundred Years War
of Civil Rights.
The first hurdle after slavery
was economic survival in an
environment that was often
very hostile. These were the
grubby days. An unwritten
soda contract was made which
permitted the Negro to survive
as long as he stayed in the
kitchen and backyard and kept
to his place. Segregation was
the key in that period to
survival.
There were some interesting
ashes in this act of the drama
and everyone was giving ad-
vice. Booker T. Washington
perhaps delivered the most
compelling lines in this period
when he told the Negro to drop
his bucket where he was. If
you keep digging in the back-
yard you may find gold or hit
an oil gusher. especially in
some southern and Texas back-
yards.
The impracticality of racial
segregation in this, modern
world finally became 'apparent
and there began the contest
between segregation and the
new concept of integration.
Thus the Hundred Years War
of Civil Rights has reached its
climax in our time and young
Negroes today expect to get
acceptance as first class citizens
in their lifetime.
Down this long road from
1619, the Negro has had to
p:ove that he had a soul, a
mind, and a capacity for full
citizenship in a democracy.
There were many liberal
artites in his corner every step
of the way. Nevertheless, the
turden was essentially on the
Negro.
Loads of literature will have
tc be rear, to apreaciate the full
picture of this haul across th
years of racism and bigotry in
American history. Despite all
enlightenment, however, the
Negro is still an intriguing
mystery to many white folks.
He is being studied, analyzed
and psychoanalizerl in books,
movies and newspaper series
as he were the man fresh
from Mars.
When a southern white boy
grows up, of course, he dis-
covers the Negro somewhat
like he discovers the other facts
of life, like sex. If he is highly
literate, of course, he writes
about the Negro as he com-
poses verses for his first girl.
He is conditioned from birth on
bot:i subjects by his guilt-con-
scious and immoral forefath-
ers. It is a harmless exercise.
If integration keeps up, how-
ever. soon the Negro will no
longer be a mystery. As on.
angry Angel is reported t
have told the court about Fath-
er Divine, it will he recogniz-
ed that after all is said and



























Congo — (UPI) — Africa's larg-
est and potentially richest ter-
ritory becomes independent
June 30 against a backdrop of
flight and fear among thou-
sands of white residents.
The territory is the 905,000
square mile Belgian Congo, one
of America's principal suppliers
of uranium. Most Westerners—
except for the handful of Euro-
peans who settled it—know so
little about the Congo they are
4
' dined to associate only exotic
tee drums and grade-B ad-
nture movies with the huge
land.
But people aware of the gath-
ering force of African nation-
alism and of the uranium, dia-
monds, zinc, tin and cobalt that
pack the Congo subsoil are
awaiting June 30 with not un-
grounded fears.
With lest than three weeks
to go before the 13,000,000 Con-
golese take over their own gov-
ernment, many of the 115,000
white settlers are near panic
end in fear of native violence.
The mass exodus of indepen-
dent white settlers—who have
booked solid virtually every
means of transportation out of
the Congo in the next two
months—Is an indication of their
belief that Europeans will have
a very limited future in the
Mineral-rich Congo.
IIThe main fear is that rival-
ries among the 60 odd tribes
and growing resentment against
whites will erupt into massa-
cres.
Violence already has occurred
between rival tribes and between
Congolese and European police
with terrifying frequency since
the first rumblings of indepen-
dence were heard early last
year.
Last January after 111 Con-
golese were killed in a tribal
war, Belgian troops were flown
Into the diamond-rich province
of Kasal to prevent a "War
of Extermination" between the
rival Lulua and Labuba tribes.
Congolese riots against police
in Leopoldville, Elizabeth-ville
and Stanleyville, in the past
yearend-s-hall have been as
body at any of those in South
'ries or in Kenya during days
Mau Mau terrorism.
MILITARY LAW
Last month during the Congo's
filet legislative election a "state
of military occupation" was de-
clared in Leopoldville because
of the threat of open warfare
between rival tribe.. Crack Bel-
gian troops were flown in to
help the 20,000 colonial troops
in order during the
transfer of power to the new
state.
The troops were instructed to
keep an especially keen eye on
Congolese city slickers who
were trying to hoodwink their
less worldly cousins Into "buy-
ing" from them white women
for use as wives after inAepen.
dence Day.
It is no wonder that the white
man with financial interests in
e Congo is worried.
ii the Congo wag annexed byelgium in Mt It never was
a colony in the traditional sense
because Belgium did not en.
courige getters. At the peak
of tter "Paternal" rule in Mid-
1958 there were- only 120,000
Europeans in the area which
is one third the size of the U.S.
and three times the size of
Texas. Among the Europeans
were 5,000 independent settlers.
Most of the Belgians have
transferred their money to
banks in Belgium if, indeed,
they are not already packing
up in anticipation of post-inde-
pendence day violence.
DON'T WANT WHITES
The new Congolese leaders,
headed by Patrice Lumumba of
the extremist national Congolese
movement, do not want the
whites to remain. They have
deprived them of the vote un-
less the Europeax assume Con-
golese nationalit
But with less tan one-quar-
ter of the Congolese population
literate enough to vote and few
Congolese past the high school
level, the natives may find
themselves dependent on Euro-
pean help. White technicians
will be needed to operate the
vast mining concerns which
provide 60 per cent of the
Congo's exports.
White lawyers and doctors
also will be required. There is
not one single qualified doctor
among the native population In
the entire Congo.
Whether the Europeans will
fill the technical and profession-
al gaps will depend on the young
Republic avoiding anarchy and
bloodshed.
The outcome is of vital in-
terest to the United States,
which signed an agreement with
Belgium in 1955 giving the U.S
virtual monopoly over all the
uranium produced in the Congo.
GRANT ELECTIONS
In January, 1959, after bloody
riots in Leopoldville, Belgium
announced the creation of locally
and provincially elected coun-
cils in preparation for eventual
Congo independence.
A year later at a spirited
round table conference in Brus.
sets, Congolese leaders, headed
by Lumumba demanded total
independence from Belgium,
instead of membership in a
Belgian commonwealth or fed-
eration of states.
Because there were only a few
thousand permanent European
settlers in the Congo, Belgium
said yes.
It was decided that the Re-
public's administration was to
be patterned closely upon Bel.
gium's except that a president
(appointed by the two legisla-
tive chambers) would replace
the King.
Three million males, all of
them either literate or recog-
nized as tribal or political lead-
ers, went to the polls for the
first time last month to elect
a 137-seat Chamber of Deputies
and an 84-man Senate. At least
14 members of the Senate had
to be tribal chieftains to ensure
the many feuding tribes and
ethnical groups of equal repre-
rTllIll.!U
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Dear Mme Chante .. think types of sports, music, movies,
you have done a w.--,erful job church. I would like to meet
with your love lorn column. nice young man between 28 and
It has brought happiness to peo- 33 attractive, about 5 feet, 8 1-2
pie in all walks of life. I am inches tall, good education and
happy to say it brought hap- job. He must be sincere. Please
pines* to me. I have been mar- send photo in first letter.
ried 13 months to a wonderful Miss Dorothy C. Griffin, 7908
lady. Thank you very much S. Langley ave., Chicago 19, Ill.
Mr. Cleo Fields. • • •
• • • Dear Mme. Chante: I would
Dear Mme Chante: I would like to correspond with a nice
like to correspond with ladies young man between the ages of
who are mature and serious, 23 and 29 who is sincere and
age is not important as long wants the finer things of life.
as they have the qualities I Also interested In marriage. I
mentioned. I am 31, six feet am a Christian. Will exchange
tall. I will answer all letters photos and answer all letters.
and if possible enclose a photo. Please do not answer if not in-
John Wirtz, 8345 LaSalle, Chi-
teresutiesed.eago, Lo Preston, 232 S. 18th at,
• • • Colo 5, Ohio.
Dear Mme Chante: I ant a • • •
man 31 years of age, honest, Dear Mme. Chante: I would
intelligent, and sincere. I find appreciate hearing from all shut
myself very lonely and un- ins and their families. I am
happy. I would like to meet married, therefore, I am not
someone who is also lonely and looking for a wife—just want
unhappy. Together I am sure to bring sunshine in somebody's
that we can be happy. Would life and home. I am a minister
some kind woman please write of the National Spiritual Church
to me and see if we can't find Of Christ.
happiness together? I will an- Elder E. Steward. 203 E. John.
swer all letters. John Roberts, son at.,
313 W. 1.12 Street, New York28, N. y
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like to meet a nice Chrisuan• • •
man who is interested in the
Dear Mine Chante: I am 29' finer things of life, between the
a Jamaican, light complexion. ages of 35 and 40. If not sincere
I like reading technical books, please do not answer. Will
love to travel and listen to
. s
answer all letters and exchange
music. My favorite hobby photos.
electronics. My religion is Ho- Dorothy Kee, 1108 Atcheson,
man Catholic. Would like to Columbus, Ohio.
have pen pals who will write
regular. Will exchange photos. Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
• • •
Rudolph Tracy, Ministryf young man of 22, 5 feet, 5 inches
Agriculture and Lands,Hope tall, light brown complexion,
Gardens, Liguarea P. 0., 
Ja. 
black hair, 131 lbs. Would like
maica. to hear from young ladies be-. • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am a 
tpwheoeton. 18 and 12. Please send
hard working man, 38 years old, Robert Mitchell, 6519 Minerva,
have a good income, nice place Chicago 37, Ill.
to live and a car. I do not drink, • •
smoke or gamble. Would like Dear Mme Chante: I am a
• 
sentation. a lady of the same type between
King Baudouin of Belgium 20 and 35. Will answer all let-
will appoint the first Prime ters. J. Grian, 2839 Grace Ave.,
Minister who, in turn, will se- Bronx, N, Y.
lect a cabinet. It will have to • • •
be approved by the legislature, Dear Mme Chante: For a long
It is reckoned that the forma- time I have been trying to get
tion of a coalition cabinet is es- pen pals, preferably ladies be-
sential to avoid anarchy and tween the ages of 30 and 40.
bloodshed. You see I would like to cone.
The election campaign itself spond with people from other
was more than just a lively parts of the world. So I would
contest among 20 various par- be very grateful if you would
ties. Superimposed upon party give me the necessary publicity
politicking were the deep in- td' ensure my getting a pen pal.
grained tribal and provincial I am 42, 5 feet, 8 inches tall,
rivalries. weigh 140 lbs., dark brown corn-
This was particularly evident plexion - occupation, projection.
May 22, the last day of the elec. 1st. My hobbies are swimming
tion. It was reported that Jo- reading and movies. All letters
seph Kasavubu, leader of the will be answered and photos ex-
Association of the Lower Congo changed. George A. Lawrence,
party, demanded a recount on co U. K. Information Office,
the grounds that witch doctors Orrett Bldg., 2nd 11., P. 0. Box
employed by the rival African 410, Kingston Jamaica, B.W.I.
Solidarity Party had 1 o aded • • •
the ballot boxes which, he claim - Dear Mme, Chante: I am 5
ed, bore the snake symbol of feet, 5va inches tall, weigh 140
that party. lbs., reddish brown skin, black
W I N GRADUATE STUDY
GRANTS — Three Dillard Uni-
versity seniors majoring in
chemistry have been awarded
fellowships for further study in
their field. They are (front to
rear) Charles Elly, winner of
a fellowship at the University
of Detroit valued at $2,500;
William Guillory, awarded a
$2,000 assistantship by the Uni-
versity of California, Berke-
ley, and Allen Leslie, selected
by the University of Mein-
nati for a $2,309 fellowship,
All three scientists-in-the-mak-
ing are from New Orleans.
hair, and eyes. Very good look-
ing. Well educated and now




publication of the American
Hotels Corporation, American
News, recently paid tribute to
Earnest L. Claiborne. superin-
tendent of service of the Hotel
Van Curler.
Claiborne has been superin-
tendent of service at the hotel
since it opened in 1925. He and
his wife, who live at 1808 Camp-
bell ave., celebrated their 53rd
wedding anniversary in January.
Born in 1883 in a log cabin in
Virginia, Claiborne came to
Schenectady in 1907 to visit. He
was asked to do emergency por-
ter work at the Hotel Mohawk
and stayed to organize the serv-
ice department.
Later when Charles E. Ro-
chester opened the Van Curler
he took over similar duties
young lady 19 years ed age,
light brown complexion, good
looking. 5 feet, 4 inches tall,
shapely and intelligent. I have
a son, one year old. Would like
to correspond with an intelli-
gent young man with a bright
future. Please send photo in
first letter. Will also send pho-
to.
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Christian relations will be the
principal concern of the annual
Lutheran Human Relations In-
stitute meeting Wednesday-Sun-
day, July 29-31, at Valparaiso
university.
Headline speaker will he Dr.
Alfred Zadig, an Episcopalian
priest on the New York univer-
sity faculty.
Dr. Lester B. Granger, Na-
tional Urban League executive
secretary, New York City, will
discuss civil rights, possibly con-
centrating on housing problems;
and Dr. 0. A. Geisemann, pas-
tor of Grace Lutheran church,
River Forest, Ill., will be ban-
quet speaker Saturday.
As Institute speaker, Dr. A.
R. Kretzmann, pastor of St.
Luke's Lutheran church, Chica-
go, will speak at Sunday serv-
ices in Immanuel Lutheran
church, Chicago, will speak at
Sunday services in Immanuel
Lutheran church, Valparaiso,
and in University Memorial
chapel.
The Sunday program will also
include a panel discussion of
the Deerfield (Chicago) inci-
dent in which subdivision prop-
erty was taken by the city park
board for public use when it
was learned that the owner
planned to build interracial
housing.
The Rev. Paul V. Berggren,
pastor of Deerfield Lutheran
church and segregation oppo-
nent, will moderate the panel
composed of Deerfield area resi-
dents.
The public is invited to attend
the Institute sessions.
Howard U. Singers On
Tour Of Latin Nations
WASHINGTON, D. C. — How-
ard University's choral group
left this week for a summer
tour of Latin American countries
under the direction of Warner
Delegates Set
Travel Party
N E W ORLEANS—Louisiana
Baptist will move from New
Orleans and pick up delegates
at each stop — Gulfport, Miss..
Biloxi, Miss., Mobile, Ala. and
Montgomery, Ala., enroute to
Buffalo to attend the National
Sunday School and BTU Con-
gress, June 17-23.
The Louisiana transportation
commission has selected the L
& N Railroad that will move a
special train fully equipped with
every convenience for travel and
comfort.
Dr. E. D. Billoups, president
of the Baptist State Convention,
heads the travel party.
Gets Post On Board
Richard B. Stanley, manager
of the Mt. Prospect (Ill.) plant
of the Kartridg Pak Co., has
been named vice president by
the company's Board of Direc-
tors, it was announced by Har-
there. old M. Mayer, President.




Lawson, dean of the school of
music.
The 60-member group is ex-
pected to return in late August.
In addition to the singers, an
administrative staff of eight per-
sons are making the trip.
The tour will mark the first
appearance outside the U. S. for
the Howard Choir, which has
been described as "the nation's
finest chorus." The trip has
been planned by the American
National Theater and Academy,
and is being sponsored by the
Department of State.
Upward to 60 concerts have
been scheduled.
Countries to be visited include
The Antilles, Argentina, Bolivia,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Cuba, Dominican Repub-
lic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Gua-
temala, Jamaica, Mexico, Ni-
caragua, Panama, Paraguay,
Peru, Trinidad, Uruguay and
Venezuela.
Fourteen states, the District
of Columbia, and three foreign
countries are represented by the
singers who made the trip.
The choir's initial performance
was scheduled for Havana June
13.
BRILLIANT PRE • medical
student Timothy 0,-eaves of
Trinidad is going to be able
to resume his medical course
which was interrupted last
year when he became para-
lyzed as a result of an auto
accident. He is taking ex-
amination, at Loma Linda,
Calf., and if he passes, a
group of doctors and friends
have pledged to raise S25,0e0
which he needs to complete
his medical training. Here
young Graves is seen arriv-
ing at New York's Interns-
tional Airport with his par-
ents prior to leaving for thi
West Coast.
a,
sa une°792Aim Fall Sit-Ins At 'Unfinished' Work
MISSISSIPPI
ABERDEEN
By HENRY E. CRUMP
Mr. and Mrs. Jones and fam-
ily from Columbus spent a few
hours in town last Sunday vis-
iting the sick.
Clophus Vaughns has been ill
for three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cham-
bers of Tupelo were hecent vic-
itors of their mother-in-law,
Mrs. Bettie Lee Daniels.
The 6th grade had a play last
Friday night at the jmior-sen-
ior high school under the di-
rection of Mrs. Miriam S. Hen-




BY OLD SLEEPY PAGE
Miss Sarah M. Crosb y,
daughter of Mrs. Lula Mae Jef-
ferson was married last week
to Herbert Ray Lee, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Press Lee on Rosa
St. The Wedding took place
at the home of the bride. Rev.
Randoff was the officiating min-
ister.
Visiting in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Mannings last
week were Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Herman and children
of Gulfport. Charles is Coach
at Turkey Creek Consolidated
school.
The Zion Travellers and the
Community Gospel singers
along with a bus load of their
friends motored to Leaksville,
Miss. last week to render a
program at the 1st baptist
church. Rev. D.K. Duncan is
pastor of that church.
On Thursday night May 19th
a banquet was given at the East
Side Elem-school for all P.T.A.
members and members of the
little East side band. Every
one had a big time.
Miss Annie Mae Mixon, prin-
cipal of the East Side Elem-
school left last Sunday morning
for Washington, D.C. where she
will spend the summer with
her sister, Mrs. Ola Mae Ro-
berts.
Mrs. Hannah Pittman was
called last week to Vossberg,
Miss. to the bed side of her
mother, Mrs. Annie Goins.
The Carver High School Athe-
letic Banquet was held
last week in the Cafeteria of
the school with coach Henley
making a splendid speech to
the players. Coach Henley also
awarded sweaters to the follow-
ering students for their out-
standing participation in foot-
ball, basketball and track;
Charles Johnson, Paul Acker,
Buford Satcher, Clinton Baker,
Percy Manning Jr., Silvie
Moore. Gussie McCoy, Julia
Mae Stir!, Billy March Billy
Fortenberry, Minnie Carroll,
Annett Spears, James Mack,
Clinton Stevens, Oscar Bayl-ous,
Carl Woodson and Wright-Brom
field.
During the Eighth grade grad- activities was witnessed in our
nation exercise held at Carver church yesterday when two
High school last week Mr. Ed- young brothers came to the al-
ta. an stated that they wanted
to become members. Not only
did i aict their mother. but
many eyes were wet with tears
and manv ..oere happy to hear
standing achievements. their expressions given at the
During the Eighth grade time.
CLASS night last week the Speaking of Religious activi-
class presented gifts to Princi- ties, another phase of interest
pal J. P. Johnson, Mrs. Kati S was evidenced when a letter
Jones and Mrs. A.M. Johnson i was read stating by the officers
and Mrs. E.F. Morgan. and members of another church
A splendid lawn party was'i that they desired the privilege
given by Mrs. Katie S. Jones of securing the services of
who is sponsor of the class. lyoung Mr. Charles Smith as pas-
School activities closed last 'tor of theft church. Young Mr.
Smith is the son of the Rev. D.
T. Smith, present pastor of our
church He is a teacher and an
ward Snyder a repersentative
for the American Legion Post
No. 244 presented awards to
Miss Barbara Washington and
Mr. Carl White for their out-
week at Carver High with 30
students receiving their diplo-
mas from the high school
dept. Betty Williams, daugh-linteresting, helpful churchwork-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Emile er. Also, a very splendid speak-
Williams received the four (4) er, and Sunday School and youth
year all expenses paid scholar-
ship from the L.O. Crosby Jr.
foundation. Margaret Johnson
was VAL of the class and Betty
was SAL. Others to complete
the class were, Jack Breland
Jr., Billy Jean Fortenberry,
Earl Weems, Bobby Bogan,
Lonnie Jones, Martha Jackson,
Gloria Johnson, Willester Mc
Gowan, Gussie McCoy. Elouise
AlcSwain. Minnie Carroll. Jul-
ia Mae Stir!, Edward Davidson. We enjoyed, so much, the
Ina Ruth Woodson, Myra Ste- weekend visit of Mr. and Mrs.
wart, Billy Ray March, Bobby
Tyson Jr.. Lloyd Whitehead Jr..
James Pittman, Steve Haw-
thorn, Lender Trust, and Joe L.
Sander.
worker.
Personally, we have cause for
feeling so much better this
morning, because we received
letters from our dear babies
stating that they are now "In
the States" and hope to see us
in the near future. One wrote
a legible statement, the other
scratched But we are happy
and hcw we wish they were
coming "for good "
Purnell of Houston, Texas. We
did not like to see them leave
for home after such a short
stay but do realize that busi-
ness men must keep near their
i h bers Et el McGrew left 1 ass busines if the w s to suc-
week for Washington. D.C. to cessful However, they promis-
be with her daughter, Sherra ed to return in a short while
Nell whom the STORK deli- an.: stay longer, here.
vered a seven and one half We surely miss Mrs. Malia
pound baby boy last week. Walker and her nieces, Misses
Mr. and Mrs. Will Taylor, Irma and Olga Curry, although
Mrs. Gladys Jackson and baby they usually leave for California
of Mr. and Mrs Artis McGee as soon as school closes here.
arrived here last week from This time, their nephew came
Baltimore, Md. WHERE Mrs. for them by plane, but they
Jackson have been living. ;wanted the car with them so
Mr. and Mrs. L.G. Bender. the four went in it, and expect
daughter and brother attended to much "gadding" this sum-
the graduating exercise last ,mer.
week at Tugaloo college. Miss We spent such an enjoyable
Janet Raker, daughter of Mr.l afternoon at Southern Univer-
and Mrs. Clyde Baker and a l aity this week First, of course,
neice of the Benders was in the wevisited with our arrival
graduating class. Ifrom California, Mrs. E. N. Ma-
Mrs. Sallie Pickett and daugh-,berry, who does not fail to
tee Lauraphine and grand- ,return for commencements. One
daughter Janice along with Mr:would never think of her as a
and Mrs. Percy Manning!, Mr. ret!rent. For 'he certainly "Gets
Dave Bender. Mrs. Clara Mae around." Not only when visit.
Davis. Miss Mary Helen Bender, ing here, but in the many other
awl Mr. and Mrs. L.G. Bender'plages that she includes in her
all attended the Graduating i vacation time visits.
exercise last week at. Alcorn We decided that we would
College. Robert Pickett, son of
Mrs. Sallie, and Miss Christine
Bender, daughter of Dave Ben-
der was among the class of 200
to ' march in Henderson Field.
Robert received his B.S. Degree
in Health and Physical educa-
tion while Miss Bender received
her B.S. Degree in Business
education.
Mrs. Mattie Griffin, wife of
Ches Griffin returned home last
week after undergoing an opera-
tion at the University hospital
at Jackson, Miss. It is report-
ed that she is doing fine.
Mr. Bennie Buford is
said to have broken the record
fishing last week when he land-
ed two Drum fish on the Bridge
at Bay St. Louis. One weighed
38 and one half pounds and the
other wighed 45 pounds.
Mrs. Minnie Lee Lott and
children along with Mr. Fred-
die Stockstill spent last week
at DeRidder, La. where they
attended the graduating exer-
cise of which Mrs. Lotts daugh-
ter Virginia Lee was one. Mrs.
Lott spent two weeks at DeRid-
der with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Viergie Bolden.
Mrs. Betty Baker left last
Tuesday for Gulfport where she
attend Andrews School o f
Beauty.
Beautiful Christining services
were held recently at Pilgrant
Bound Baptist church, Mr.
Mrs. Rowland Brown became
the God parents of little Brenda
Young and Miss Pearl Nelson
Young is the God mother for
James Young Jr. These are all
the children of Mr. and Mrs.
James Young Sr. and the Grand-
children of Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Young.
An eight night revival services
closed last week at Pilgram
Bound Baptist Church with the
Rev. Rushing of Jackson, Miss.
the Evangelist and his wife,,
Mrs. Rushing were the Soloists.,
Visiting in the home of Prof.'
and Mrs. J.P. Johnson last week
were, Mr. and Mrs. John Lamp.
ley and Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Hudson of East St. Louis,
Miss Rosa Lee Coe, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Dampson
Coe was married to Mr. Hil-
ton L. Williams May 24th,
Rev. Randoff officiated.
Miss Maxine Robinson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Reg.
maid Robinson of Bay St.
Louis Miss. was married on
June 4th to Rev. Ralph Lorenxo
Mannings of Slidelle, La. Miss
Robinson was one of the local
school teachers last term.
N F A new officers in-
stalled last week at the 32nd
annual convention of the North
Carolina Association of New
Farmers of America at A & T
college, included from left to
right: (s eate d) McArthur
Newell, Jacksonville, presi-
dent; Alexander Dawson, Bel-
haven, first vice president;
Thurman Purnell, Halifax,
second vice president and
James Adams, Roaring River,
third vice president. Those
standing are: Armstead Joy-
ner, Henderson, secretary;
Milton Howell, Tarboro, treas-
urer and James Eaton, Lit-
tleton, reporter and J. W.
Warren, district Vo•Ag super-
visor, adviser.
D.C. Press Club Gives
nnual Awards To 7
WASHINGTON — The former
manager and editor of the Tri-
State Defender, Lutrelle F.
Palmer, jr., was presented the
annual Mass Communications
award by the Capital Press
Club at its annual dinner.
Palmer, formerly with the
Memphis, Tenn., paper and
now on the Defender staff in
Chicago, was cited for courag-
eous covering of the moral in-
dignation of decent people at
injustice.
The editor was arrested and
jailed while attempting to cov-
er a sit-in at a library in Mem-
phis and earlier had led a cam-





By MRS. M N. RINGGOLD not allow Miss Malia Maxwell
An unusual phase of Religious'to return to California without
showing her through our State
Library. out State Capitol, The
Huey Long statue on the Capi-
tol grounds and other of the
features that help make the
capitol buildings and grounds
so unusually attractive. Se we
parked at the State Library,
then took her through many his-
toric places that we think are
as interesting as are those in
many other states and coun-
tries.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Purnell
of Houston. Texas were our
week-end guests whom we hat-
ed to let leave us this past
w->ek, but we certainly enjoyed
their visit and so did many of
their former class mates, fri-
ends etc.
Members of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority are looking for-
ward with pleasant anticipation
to the meeting here, June 18th
of the members of the South
West Region which will convene
here with Attorney C. V.
Grime s, regional directors.
Soror Grimes will be holding a
meet of the College Women in
this Region, but Deltas will
gladly welcome her here where
she taught so long in Southern
University, and made so many
friends in our city and in South-
ern U.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Cooper, our
neighbors, favored us with a
visit from their dear young
son to-day. so if news is a bit
different we account for it by
placing the blame on that dear
baby son instead of admitting
pur faults.
We certainly enjoyed the visit
of Mrs. Mary Theriot Williams
of Oakland. Calif., who came
for the exercises connected with
the retirement of her mother,
who in giving up class room
work and plans much visiting
and travel instead.
Our dear friend, Mrs Mary
Alice Beach, a teacher from
Shreveport, called on us yester-
day. and were we happy. She
is one of the dear friends made
when we were state supervisor
of schools. We hope she will
comb again.
T'iw younger set around South-
ern University, and in our city
are missing Clifton Purnell Jun-
ior who is spending part of his
vacation in Alexandria. Michael
and Monroe Balton have return-
ed to their home in Wichita,
Kansas for the Summer vaca-
tion time. And yet after spend-
livnisgi 
visiting 
afternoon sE. N.onthema   Campusy,
Also receiving awards from
the press club were Lester B.
Granger, executive secretary
of the National Urban League;
Mrs. Agnes E. Meyer, whose
late husband was chairman of
the board of the Washington
Post and Times-Herald; Ezell
Blair, jr., the 18-year-old North
Carolina Agricultural and Tech-
nical College freshman credit-
ed with starting the Southern
sit-ins; Stanley Dorsey, of As-
sociated Counselors Internation-
al; Otto McClarrin, information
officer for the U. S. Commis-
sion on Civil Rights;
Ellsworth Davis, Johnson
Publishing company photogra•
pher; and Simeon Booker, jr.,
head of the Johnson company's
Washington office;
A 17-year-old white student
at Anacostia High school won
the Capital Press Club's annual
competitive journalism scholar-
ship. Miss Mary E. Maddox
was presented with a $250
scholarship and a typewriter.
She plans to attend George
Washington University next
year.
The club members gave a
special award, a silver plate,
to Miss Fannie Granton, club
president, in appreciation for
services performed during her
administration.
Earlier in the day, District
Commissioner Robert E. Mc-
Laughlin opened the club's
Third National Press Institute
by calling upon the press to
help "in combating racial bias
in employment which now ex-




By MRS. M. E. VAUGHN
Mr. and Mrs. DeRoy Kyle
have returned from a motor
trip to Gary, Ind. and Cleve-
land, Ohio, where they visited
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wood and
slaughter, Miss Peggy Turner,
and Mrs. Edgar Devoe all of
Gary, Ind., visited their mother
and grandmother, Mrs. Mollie
Kyle, who was ill.
Mrs. Monette E. Vaughn and
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Fisher,
with several others from this
vicinity, attended the funeral
services for Mrs. Dilla Winzay,
Sunday, May 29th. Services
were held at the New Pleasant
Grove Baptist Church of Klon-
dike, Ill. The pastor Rev. L. B.
Bostic and former pastor, Rev.
H. L. Tarver, officiated. Inter-
ment was made in the Good
Will Church Relief Society
Cemetery in Hodges Park, Ill.
The members of the Mission-
ary Society of the Mt. Zion
Baptist church were guests of
the Missionary Society of the
Mt. Tabor Baptist Church of
Sandusky, Ill:. Sunday after-
noon.
T h e Christian Community
Chorus sponsored a program for
Club No 2 of the St. James
A.M.E. Church, Sunday night.
Rev. G S. McCoy is the pastor,
and Mrs. Artie Jenkins, captain.
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Hines
and children of Battle Creek,
Mich. were holiday guests of
Mr. Harry Lenox. They also
visited relatives in Sandusky.
Miss Maxine Jenkins, daught-
er of Mrs. Artie Jenkins, grad-
uated May 23rd fro mthe Alex-
ander County Central High
School in Tainms, Ill.
Mr. Milton Vaughn II, who is
employed in Gary, Ind., spent
the weekend holidays with his
family.
On the sick list are: M e a.
dames Mollie Kyle, Carrie Wins-
ton, and Alice Johnson; Messrs.
Mark Kay, and James McGin-
nis, Sr., Mr Booker McCaig)",
who has been very ill, is able
to be out again
• • •
spent the holiday weekend with
their mother, Mrs. Nellie Hen-
derson and family. Mr. Douglas
Robinson of Peoria, Ill., spent
the weekend with his family,
Mrs. Rose Robinson and little
daughter, who reside with Mrs.
Robinson's mother, Mrs. Nellie
Henderson.
On the sick list are: Messrs.
Phineas Wilson, William Drake,
raid Mr. Douglan.
SANDUSKY— — —
Mr and Mrs. Robert Mari
and children of Detroit, Mich.,
Mrs. Dorothy Murray, and Miss
Hazel Henderson of Chicago, Ill.
CAIRO
who is visiting here from her
home in Los Angeles, Calif. Miss
Rosa Davis proved an ideal
hostess during our visit.
By D. CLARK
Mrs. Mable Donaldson, owner
and manager of Donaldson Fun-
eral home entertained the Good-
will society at her home at
10th and Walnut there were
approximately 75 guest present
The Byrds of 2047 Walnut en-
tertained as their house guests
Mrs. Blanche Thomas of Chica-
go.
Mr. Oren Vinson who is cur-
rently employed in Chicago;
spent the Memorial Day week
and at home. His wife, Ethel,
returned to Chicago with him.
First Baptist church on 19th
st. gave a bon voyage enter-
taniment for Mrs. Douglas Van •
Vactor. Mrs. Van Vector will oldeave forl tour of continental  Raises
Europe sometime soon.
Mrs. Odessa Ricks of 431
17th St. was hostess to her nep- unds To Aid
hew, the Rev. Jesse Macan-
shan of Indianapolis, Ind. He
was accompanied by Mr. Da-




Rev. J. N. Rucker, pastor
First Baptist Church, East
Nashville, Nashville, Tenn., de-
livered the baccalauraet Ser-
mon in Burt High School Audi-
torium, Sunday night May 29,
1960. Introduction of the Speak-
er was made by Principal E.
Shelton of Cobb Elementary
School.
Rev. Rucker's subject was
taken from the 4th chapter of
Exodus and .second verse,
"What is That in Your Hand?"
"A rod." God talking to Moses.
Subject, "Use What Yon Have
In Your Hand." David had a
slingshot, he used it to a good
advantage with the power of
God behind it." "Use what vou
have acquired since you have
beeii in school, put faith and
the power of God in it, and you
wil, succeed.
Dr. James A. Colston, Presi-
dent Knoxville College, Knox-
ville, Tenn., delivered the Com-
mencement Address, Thursday
morning, June 2, 1960, Dr. Col-
ston was introduced by Princi-
pal G. W. Brooks, Principal
Burt High School. Dr. Colston's
subject was, "The Measure Of
A Man's Life." There were 72
graduates in the Class of 1960.
Willie D. Cowan was the Salu-'
torian, his subject was, "The
Dreamer Points The Way."
Dorothy Holmes was the Vale-
dictorian, her subject was,
"The Brink Of Change."
Recent Visitors; Turner Par-
rish, Jr., Indianapolis, Ind., and
Mrs. Irene Spates, Nashville,
Tenn.
Recent deaths: Mrs. Ora L.
Miller, a custodian at the Court
House, 30 years; Baby Esmer-
aulda Johnson, Mrs. Emma B.
Blair, Baker Hagewood, Jr.,
and Mrs. PaVera Taylor.
The fourth Anniversary of
Rev. E. Hicks, pastor of the
St.John Baptist Church was
held June 23.
Respectfully Submitted,





Richard V. Moore, president of
Bethune - Cookman College, is
one of the 10 persons nominat-
ed by the Methodist Council of
Bishops to be members-at-large
of the Methodist General Board
of Education for the Church's
1960-1964 quadrennium.
They are to be selected by
the Board when it meets in
Cincinnati, in September, to
organize for the new quadren•
nium.
a agascar
JACKSONVILLE, Ill. — (UPI)
—A MacMurray college coed,
who raised $1,635 by mail, will
leave in mid-July for a work
camp on the island of Madagas-
car, off the southeast coast of
Africa.
Nancy Fulton, Quincy, a jun-
ior, will join about 20 other vol-
unteers in assisting the recon-
struction of Tananarive, the cap-
ital city damaged by a 1959 cy-
clone.
Specific purpose of the youth
group is to rebuild churches and
youth centel-s and help the na-
tives in the areas of recreation
and religion. Nancy is sponsored
by the Ecumenical Council of
Chicago.
She started writing churches
The Board has general over around the national last fall,
sight of the educational interest asking them for funds to finance
of the churches in the United the goodwill mission. She said
States. It is composed of bish- the money she got is "just
ops, other ministers and lay.' enough" for the trip. Last year,
men. Dr. Moore was a memj Nancy worked in a New York
ben of the Board during the, work camp for southern Negro
previous quadrennium. migrants.
Students Cite
Areas Of Bias •
By ALVIN ADAMS
Two Tennessee Agricultural
and Industrial College students
in Chicago for the Summer said
the sit-in movement probably
would be aimed at "unfinished"
integration of lunch counters
and other places in Nashville
when classes resume in Septem-
ber. David Evans and Rob-
ert Jamison, who are seeking
summer jobs, said the recent
victories in Nashville drug stor-
es prohibited students from
making any long-range plans.
But the pair indicated there are
several other areas where dis-
crimination is practiced that the
students can -go after."
Both the seniors took part in
demonstrations last Winter and
in the Spring, although neither
was arrested.
Evans, a 20-year-old electrical
engineering major from Helena,
Ark., said a lot of stores inte-
grated lunch counters but not
their private "elite" dining
rooms.
Before the lunch counters were
integrated, students had plan-
sit-ins during the Summer ses-
sion, which began June 8.
"The spirit is high," Jamiso
said, and will easily carry over
until the regular session in Sep-
tember.
The 21-year-old Memphis stu-
dent, an architectural engin-
eering major, said students
found out what they could do
with unity "and a little get up
and go."
Evans stated the movement
became uppermost in the minds
of students at Nashville's col-
leges. "Any time we were free
and ran into friends we would
greet each other with 'Let's go
down town and get a restau-
rant.' "
They said townspeople, who
contributed money and gave
moral support to the sit-ins, oft-
en donated use of their cars and
service stations gave gas to
transport the students down-
town.
When demonstrators were
jailed en masse, Otey's Super-
market at 18th and jeffersot,
brought truckloads of candy,
cigaretts, fruit and food to make
sandwiches to the students.
Backing from adults, especial-
ly the supporting boycott they
staged of downtown stores dur-
ing the inci nts, added im-




during the boycott, he said, and
their businesses flourished. The
students said when school end-
ed, downtown merchants still
had not completely recovered
from the demonstrations.
The two students, both NAA-
CP and Alpha Phi Alpha mem-
bers, were also eager to pay
tribute to the white citizens who
supported the anti-segregation
demonstrations.
"Many white people donated
money; encouraged us," Jami-
son said. "They played an im-
portant role in students getting
better police protection."
He and Evans related instanc-
es, during the early stages of
the demonstrations, where po-
lice arrested white hecklers and
"hoodlums" only after white
passers-by, irked by cops 'over-
looking' violence against the stu-
dents, started to take matters
into their own hands.
Eventually the police attitude
got better, Evans said. This
came about partly because na-
tional organizations brought
pressure on the Mayor, Senators
and police officials to protect the
youths, the two stated.
Taking a poke at the "do-
nothing" attitude of the South's
Negroes, Jamison said "They
kept saying 'One day it (a
change) is coming.' One morn-
ing they woke up and found it
was here," he stated.
"Most of the adults have h
subordination instilled into h
mind since' childhood. This is
not true of the younger ones,"
Jamison added.
Indicating a change of attitude
in the South, the two said there
once was a time a Negro was
considered a radical if he de-
manded equality.
The sit-ins all across the South




By HENLEY R. TORRENCE
Students of Mountain View
School went sightseeing on Win-
rock farm last Tuesday. Sev-
eral parents went also.
Several from here attend.
class night exercises at Mor-
rilton last Tuesday night.
Mary Smith of Dermott is
vacationing here with the T. V.
Henry family.
The L. W. Sullivan high
school held commencement ex-
ercises at Morrilton Thursday
night. Severel from here at-
tended.
Misses Brenda J. Henry, Ivey
L. Gilkey, Mary Smith and
Luther T. Gilkey all spent
Thursday at the L. W. Sullivan
high school in Morrilton.
r CS
BAVESVILLE
Rev, and Mrs. R. C. Seribner
attended services in New Ar
last Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert .
Clair attended services at
Friendship Baptist Church in
LaCross.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Drayton
of Sidney visited here last Sat-
urday.
Dee Shell is improving at his
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Yancy Mont-
romery, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Watkins and Jeff Petty attend-
ed the funeral of Mrs. Sofa
Watkins last Sunday evening at
Walnut Ridge.
Mr. and Mrs. George Waugh
and daughter of Little Rock
are guests in their parent's
home. They returned to their
home in Little Rock last Sat-
urday morning.
Michael Harper. 5 month old
son of Mr. and Mrs. N. Harpe ,
of Batesville passed away Ju
1 in a local hospital. Beside '
the parents other survivors in-
clude two sisters, Mary and
Jeannette; grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Watkins and
Miss Ella Harper.
JOSEPH KAPLAN (left), In-
dusiralict and humanitarian
of Boston, seems quite pleas-
ed as Morris Brown College
president Frank Cunningham
extends a pleasant handshake
shortly after he had conferred
the honorary degree of Doctor
of Humanities upon him. Kap-
lan, who IA president of the
Colonial Tanning Company,
Boston, was commencemen
speaker for Morris Brown.
Seventeen members of t h e
Kaplan family are life Mem•
bers of the NAACP.
II
S
They Dance In Beauty 
Farragut Seniors 'Pretty As Pretty Does' At Brilliant Prom
CAUGHT BY THE camera during height of the
festivities (photo above) were Sharon Daly, Virginia
Dubeck, Tom Koska and Frank Lechocki (left). Seated
are Hernando Ellis and Delores Horton, 4B secretary.
• THE ADMIRALS and their ladies began arriving
after eight-thirty and by the time the grand march
got underway, nearly five hundred fine young people,
beautifully dressed and magnificently mannered,
crowded the Crystal Ballroom. Dr. George Balling,
District Superintendent of Schools, and his wife at-
tended the prom as guest of honor and expressed
themselves as having had an especially happy evening.
In a letter to the principal, William E. McBride, who
also is a member of the Mayor's and Superintendent's
lip Commission on Human Relation, Dr. Balling wrote:
At right are Richard Novak, football star at Farragut
and Anita Hanus. Leading the Grand March (pictured
at bottom left) are Mrs. Beulah Cherzinko and Mrs.
Alice Orphanos, sponsors of the graduating class.
• THE WARMTH and cordiality of the greetings,
the many courtesies shown us and the freedom of the
atmosphere in which we danced made us really feel
like honored guests." Your Chicago Daily Defender is
happy to publish a camera-record of the young people
as they took part in the Grand March and as they
danced the hours away. Teachers, chaperons and hotel
attendants agreed that there was not a single un-
pleasantry to mar the beautiful evening and that the
Farragut youngsters showed the world that Admirals
behave like Admirals, even when out on the town.
By: LOVELYN J. EVANS
• THOSE OF US who constantly find ground for
criticism of our modern teen-agers would have popped
their gun in amazement had they been present at the
Farragut High school Senior Prom held at the
Sheraton-Elackstone hotel's Crystal Ballroom on June
3. This writer has attended hundreds of student af-
fairs, some good, some bad and never has had the
privilege of observing as well dressed, well behaved a
* HEADING the list of couples in the Grand March
(top photo left) were Stanley Bliss and Patricia Mul-
cahy, the vice president of the graduating class and
Malcolm Joyce and Marie Mootry, president of the
class who is receiving the Mayor's scholarship as out-
standing seniors. Behind them are Adolph Kolar and
Bonnie Lee Taylor who is secretary of the graduating
class and Tony Francik and Susan Sucansky, class
111, '
stA_
group having as good a time in as beautiful surround-
ings as that enjoyed by the Admirals last Friday eve-
ning. The young people of Farragut High school are
known as Admirals because the'man for whom their
school was named was the first full admiral in the
United States Navy and because every Farragut stu-
dent tries to conduct himself AS an Admiral in similar
circumstances.
treasurer. The third and fourth rows are officers of
the 4B class and their dates. In the rear are (seated
left to right) Miss Mary Morgan, attendance teacher;
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor and Mrs. Engelman. Most popular
spot at the prom was the punch bowl (photo top
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•
Calloway, recording secretary
and Maggie McDowell, corre-
sponding secretary.
The Memphis chapter with
the party, interesting cocktails
and a delicious menu provid-
ed much enjoyment for the
closely-knitted group of friends
and bridge enthusiasts. Mrs.
Lewis' party was planned to
provoke mirth and hospitality
throughout . . . and especially
surprising was her lovely prize
of Lena Horne cosmetics to the
first guest to arrive at the par-
ty. Prizes were won by Mrs.
Oates, Miss Gwen McEwen and
Mrs. Charlene McGraw. Other
•
TSU ALUMNI MEET
Tennessee State Alumni gath-
ered Thursday night at the
lovely suburban home of James
and Mildred Davis . . . follow-
ing last minute invitations to
meet with Dr. Walter S. Davis,
Tennessee State president and
brother of James K., who was
in town for a meeting of college
presidents at Memphis State
university.
Dr. Davis spoke to the group
about current trends in college
education, students of academic members attending were Mes-
dames Mary L. Rogers, Eleanor
Currie, Louise Tarpley, Mildred
Joseph, 011ie Mitchell, Thelma
Evans, Thelma Bush Moore of
Covington, Tenn.; St. Elmo
Hampton and Etta McChristian.
GRADUATION GALA
WEEK-END
Proud parents Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip S. Booth had long mark-
ed the week-end of June 4th as
f COCKTAIL PARTY — Mem- Country Club where the party Bread. The affair was pro-
bers of Alpha Gamma Chi was given for them through moted by Arnold and Associ-
are pictured at Lakeview the courtsey of Taystee ates, Inc. Old and new offic-
en s of Alpha Gamma Chi are
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excellence, status of the uni-
versity, the scholarship pro-
gram, the role of Alumni As-
sociations in awarding scholar-
ships and plans for the golden
anniversary celebration, 1980-61.
A delightful cocktail hour
followed with the group mov-
ing to the spacious back patio.
Officers of the Memphis chap-
ter attending were: William
D. Cox, vice-president: Bernice "special," because their young-
est son, Christopher Booth
would be graduating from Mil-
ford Preparrtory school at Mil-
ford, Conn. The eve of the grand
occasion found Alma and PhilA. C. Williams as president.
recently tied for first award leaving our Municipal Airport dinner with 
Alma's godmother
via American Airlines for thewith the Washington chapter as and her husband, Mr. and Mrs.
outstanding alumni chapter of Il
ong 
Clarence Bradford. Sundayflight which took them
first to New York City and Lathe year. Others present were: night they flew back to Mem-
Harry T. Cash, R. B. Thompil Guardia Airport . . . and then phis, ringing down the curtainfor the limouisine trip overson, Herbert Robinson, jr.,
Herman Sweet. Rose Caviness. 
Ion a momentous week-end.Gotham's super expressway on 
Chris will matriculate atcircuit on Long Island from LaJames McKenzie. Burrell Lee. 
Guardia to the famed Idlewild Southern Illinois 
university in
George Dowdy, Rev. and !qrs.
William Suggs, Doris Hall, International Airport. where 
ithe Fall.
Rillye Davis, Mr. and Mrs. each airline has its own gigan-
Joseph Simmons, Rev. Genie 
tic field . . . to take Eastern's
flight into New Haven, Conn.,
where they were met by Mrs.
William Mitchell, their Milford
hostess for the big day, and by
Chris. At the graduation exer-
cises on Friday, John H. Ives,
former trustee of LeMoyne col-
lege and president of the Ives-
Hanson Company of Bridge-
port, Conn., was the guest
speaker. Mr. Ives inquired
about, and sent regards to Dr.
and Mrs. Hollis Price at Le-
Moyne.
HAPPY MR. AND MRS.
Marice Alex Bullet!: In a
brilliant double-ring candle-
light ceremony, Miss Peggy
Ann White, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry B. White of
1519 Hanauer St., became the
bride of her childhood sweet-
heart, Maurice Alex Bullett,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Turner of Chicago, fli., Sat-
urday, June 11, at 8 p. m.
at Mississippi Avenue Chris-
tian Church, with Rev. J. A.
McDaniel, pastor of Bethel
Presbyterian Church, officiat-
ing. (Staff Photo by George
Hardin)
Moore, William Little, James
Smith, Minor Freeman, Atty.
I. H. Murphy, Eddie Williams,
H. R. Wheaton and a few late-
comers.
, ENTRE NOUS BRIDE CLUB
The final meeting, until Sept..
of Entre Nous Bridge Club was
held at Lakeview Country Club
Saturday evening. June 4, with
Mrs. Emile G. Shaw, newly
elected prtsclent. as hostess.
Members attending were Mes-
d ames Gladys Anderson,
Earnestine Gray, Bernice Smith,
Gwendolyn Featherstone, De-
lores Scott, Helen Bowen, Car-
rie Scott, Lillian Wolfe, new
member, Nebra Smith. Mari-
anne Roach. Hannah Gray, an-
other new member; and Essie
Sh a w.
Guests of the eve-frig were
Mesdames Marie Brooks.
Lavers Watkins, Warliese
Horne, Lottie Spencer. Vera
Clark and Miss Martha Flowers.
Club prizes were won by
Hannah Gray and Nebra Smith
—and guest prizes by Warliese




Club met at the Sigma Gamma
Rho sorority house recently
with Mrs. Della Murphy as
hostess. Birthday honorees
were Mrs. Viola Parker, Mrs.
Lydia Collier and Mrs. Viola
Bella Cawthon, who were pre-
sented gifts. Guests for the
occasion were Mrs. Bettie
Washington; and new members




The Booths were extremely
impressed by the students of
the school, whose spirit of
friendliness and appreciation
for the successes of each oth-
er was so evident . and were
naturally double proud to learn
that Chris had won another
trophey — this time for the
most valuable basketball player
of the year—thus adding to the
princely collection that he
holds, and bout which he is so
modest.
Also attending the gradua-
tion was Chris' uncle, Chris-
topher M. Roulhac, who drove
up in his new white Mercury
station wagon, from his home
in Philadelphia.
The Booth family and Mr.
Roulhac were the dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. William
Mitchell and their son. Craig,
with whom Chris became fast
friends during his years at Mil-
ford. They all attended the
school's receptios for the grad-
uates.
Leaving Milford Friday
night, Alma, Phil and Chris
drove to Philadelphia with
Chris Roulhac to spend the
week-end, which was really a
To round the current social gala family reunion, highlight.
season, members of the South- ed by the celebration of Nell
ern Belles Bridge Club trekked Roulhac's birthday on Sunday.
to the lovely Winslow Road
home of Mrs. Elizabeth Lewis
for their "farewell 'til Fall"
meeting. presided over by new
prexy, Mrs. Mattie Oates. At
CHI7' CHAT
Venerable T. J. Johnson left
the city Friday night to join
his wife in Washington, D. C.,
as guest of his daughter, Mrs.
Leslie Smith.
which featured a jovia break-
fast party that morning. Later
tha afternoon, the Booths left
by train for Washington, D. II'
where they visited and had
• • •
Mrs. Jane Rodgers of Salt
Lake City, Utah is home for the
summer . . . while her dear
friend, Mrs. Grace Parker is




Back home from various col-
lege campuses are: Angela
Owen, from Spelman College,
down Atlanta, Ga. way from
the same famed city too, is
Lewis H. Twigg, jr. who receiv-
ed the Master Degree in Busi-
ness Administration ... William
Bartholomew—from Rutgers U.,
at New Brunswick, N. J. . . .
James 0. Patterson from How-
ard University's Law School at
Washington, D. C. . . . Beaute-
ous Danese Hancock from Xa-
vier College in New Orleans ...
Lily Patricia Walker, Clara Ann
Twigg, and Shirley Finnie from
Fisk University at Nashville ...
Augustus White, who is visiting
his aunt and uncle. Dr. and
Mrs. C. S. Jones, from Stan-
ford University's Medic al
School, where he enters his sen-
ior year in the Fall . . . and
who leaves early this week to
join his mother, Mrs. Vivian
White Bivans in Cleveland, Ohio
and among the prep school set:
Lynda Johnson from Our Lady
of Angels Academy at Clinton,
Iowa—who also has chalked up
an outstanding scholastic rec-
ord, including a certificate of
superior merit in a competitive
national Latin exam. Others re-
turning home for the summer
are Walter Gibson, jr. and
Buddy Dailey from Meharry
Medical College . . . and Law
rence Seymour from Howard
University's Medical school
Home too, are Tony Walker and
Jean Latting from Oakwood
Prep, at Poughkeepsie, N. Y,
and Carol Letting from S. 1111
nois U.
Be sure to let us hear about
other collegians home for the
summer, and news of those who
have graduated (along with
your news of summer vacations,
Croons, St. Louis; Mrs. Lena Mrs. Carrie Miller, Chicago; Mrs. Julia Washington, Chi- Wilkins, St. Louis; and Mrs.
Rogers, St. Louis; Mrs. Mrs. Daisy Page, Memphis; cago; Mrs. Cedella Bradford, Louise Whittaker, Kansas




In a brilliant candle-light set-
ting at Mississippi Boulevard
Christian church, Saturday, June
11, at 8 p. m., Miss Peggy Ann
White was married to Maurice
Alex Bullett.
Miss White is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. White
of 1519 Hanauer st. Mr. Bullett's
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Johnie
Turner of Chicago, Ill.
The Rev. J. A. McDaniel of
Bethel Presbyterian church of-
ficiated at the impressive double
ring ceremony which united the
couple, who were childhood
sweethearts.
Nuptial music was played by
Mrs. Thelma Whalum, and so-
loists were Joseph Jackson and
Miss Anna L. Monger, the lat-
ter sang beautifully during the
blessing of the kneeling couple.
please)
PARTIES FETED MISS WHITE
Last week found pert Miss
Peggy Ann White caught up in
a whirl of social activities mark-
ing her then fast approaching
wedding day, last Saturday.
Monday, Mrs. Marie Brittmon
Ward entertained wth a shower
at her home on Fountain Court.
Here, assisted by Mrs. Ward's
mother, Mrs. A. Brittmon, the
hostess received her guest in
a smart red and white satin
cotton. The honoree chose a
yellow trousseau dress which
featured shirtwaist styling.
Guests at the shower included
bridesmaids Mrs. Elene Phil-
lips, Miss Lily Patricia Walk-
er, Miss Lula Dunford, Miss
Minnie McFadden, Charlotte
Brooks, Mrs. Cynthia Winfrey
See Merry-Go-Round Page 12
WED — Miss Join Elizabeth
Williams, daughter of the
celebrated radio consultant
and disc jockey A. C. Wil-
liams, and Mrs Joan R. Wil-
liams, became the June Bride
Friday, June 3, of Frank
Stricklbt, Jr. of Chattanooga,
Tenn. They were married at
In a.m. at Salem-Oilfield
church. The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stria-
lin, Sr. The newly wesie are
now residing in Nashville,
Tenn., where they await the
summer graduating cere-
monies. They both graduate
, in August, Mrs. Strict/ill from
the undergrad school and Mr.
Stricklin from the graduate
scheoL
DECORATIONS
The church setting of the out-
standing ceremony which drew
scores of Memphis socialites
was a scene of beauty with its
decorations of palms and ferns
which formed a background for
the arrangements of white stock
white gladioli and baby's breath
surrounded by the softly glowing
lights of white tapers in tierred
standards which illuminated the
ethereal spectacle.
THE BRIDE
Given in marriage by her
father, the lovely young bride's
gown was an original by Pris-
cilla, of white Chantilly lace
over bridal taffeta. The bodice
featured a point de vee neckline
sprinkled with tiny irridescent
sequins. The sleeves were long
and ended in petal point over
her hands. The bouffant skirt
was fashioned of lace over lay-
ers and layers of tulle, with nar-
row bands of silk taffeta encirc-
ling it.
Her veil of misty illusion was
doubled tierred and finger-tip in
length, and it cascaded from a
queen's tiara of delicate lace.
The tiara was centered with a
large pearl teardrop. Her bou-
quet was of Lilies of the valley
and white orchids. Her jewelry
was a single strand of cultured
pearls, a gift from the bride-
groom.
ATTENDANTS
Mrs. Minus Phillips, jr., was
the matron of honor; and the
bridesmaids were Mrs. Jesse E.
Beard, Miss Lula McEwen, Miss
Lily Patricia Walker, Mrs. Ma-
rie B. Ward, all of Memphis,
and Miss Carolyn Brown of Pon-
tiac, Michigan. They were iden-
tically gowned in "Ciel" blue
lace sheath dresses with scoop-
ed necklines and three-quarter
length sleeves. Full overskirts of
silk taffeta, draped at the bal-
lerina length, were designed in
harem fashion. They w or e
matching opera pumps and
headpieces of rows of blue ver-
tically placed flowers with cir-
cular tulle veils. Their bouquets
were of white cymbidium or-
chids.
Fower girls Caron Jane Sweet
and Jacqueline Shields wore all-
white dresses with tiaras of
white roses. Little Harold Jam-
ieson Whalum, jr., was the ring-
bearer.
Serving Mr. Bullett as best
man was Frederick Letcher, and
Mr. Bullett's groomsmen were
Augustus White, Willie Lindsey,
Walter Gibson, I. J. Graham,
Hollis Price, James Patterson
and Lawrence Blackmon.
Mrs. White, the bride's moth-
er, chose for her daughter's
wedding a dress of pink rose
lace with scooped neckline with
a pink cummerbund and a side
panel of chiffon extending to the
hem line. Her complementary
headpiece was of tiny pink and
white roses accented with lillies
of the valley.
Mrs. Turner, mother of the
groom, chose blue lace with se-
quins at the neckline and the
skirt overlaid with blue net. Her
headpiece was of blue organza.
The bride's grandmother wore
a white and blue print sheer
cotton dress with a sequined
pink hat with bands of pink
satin covering the top.
Out of town guests included
Tastes twice as pr
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Mrs. Alice Davis of Columbus,
Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Dixon, Mrs. Daisy McCall and
son and Mrs. Irma Goolsby from
Birmingham, Ala.; Mr. and Mrs
Vermon M. Munday and Theo-
dore Gray Munday from Paduc-
ah, Kentucky; Miss Carolyn Bul-
lett, Mrs. Emma Smith and Miss
Bettie Barnes from Chicago, Ill.
RECEPTION
Mr. and Mrs. White entertain-
ed the bridal pair with an out-
standing wedding reception at
the Sigma Gamma Rho sorority
house immediately following the
ceremony. Mrs. George Stevens
introduced the hundreds of
guests who offered congratula-
tions and well-wishes to the re-
ceiving line, which formed in
the living room of the clubhouse.
Floral decorations consisted of
baskets of white stock, gladioli
and baby's breath before a
background of greenery.
The circular bride's table was
overlaid with white satin and
centered with a tiered wedding
cake. A lavish bridal repast was
served in the dining room,
where the table was overlaid
with a silver branched candela.
with a silver branched candlela-
brum entwined with white roses,
stock and bridal fern. The cater-
ed repast featured assortments
of bridal motif canapes and
hors d'oeuvres, ice cream fruit
punch, individual bridal cakes
centered with miniature sliver
doted bells, while a side table
served delightful champagne
punch.
Assisting at the reception were
Miss Carol Jamison, Mrs. J. 0,
Patterson, Miss Cynthia Win-
frey, Mrs. Bernard Harris, Mrs,
Lawrence Blackmon, Mrs. Book-
er T. James, Miss Charlotte
Brooks, and Miss Ann Sprag-
gins.
The couple will make their
home at Chicago, where Mr.
Bullett is a teacher in the Chi-
cago Public School System. He
is also a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity and is a grad-
uate of LeMoyne College.
The new Mrs. Bullett was
graduated from Bennett College,
was a teacher at Corry School




Discover the Wonderful Blood-Strengtheningi
Action Of This Women's iron Tonic!
After a good night's sleep, do you
still fff..1 tired out? Often this
run-down feeling is due to "Iron-
Hungry Blood" (*simple Iron
deficiency anemia). Then It's
needless for most women to suffer
much awful weariness.
Take Lydia Z. Pinkham Tab-
lets, only iron tonic made espe-
cially for women. Rich in iron,
Pinkham Tablets start to
strengthen your blood within one
day/ Thus quickly help build rich,
red blood ... to restore strength
and energy so you feel fine again
fast! If your blood is so starred
for iron that you Just drag
through the day, get wonderful
Lydia E. Pinkham Tablets front
any drug store today. Then just
see if you don't soon feel like a
"new" woman span.
FEMALE AILMENTS — Famous Lydia Z. Plnkham's Vegetable
Compound (Liquid) also brings blessed relief from the miser-
able discomforts of change-of-life and monthly pain.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
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The jingle that you are quite
likely to be hearing for the next
few months will not be that of
school bells, but as any first
grader can tell you, "It's the
Ace cream man!"
Relaxing over a cool refresh-
ing dish of ice cream is one
sure way to "beat the heat" on
warm summer days. It's a good
way to provide your youngster
with the energy he needs for
summer activities as well as
supplying high quality protein,
minerals and vitamins.
Ice cream is a food. It should
be planned as part of the days
dietary, and not counted as
something extra. It can be used
as part of one's milk quota-
one-half cup of ice cream
equals one-fourth cup of milk.
This is a delightful way to get
non-milk drinkers to eat a part
of their milk quota.
One cannot talk about ice
cream without mentioning part-
ies. Every hostess will admit
that even though ice cream
was not a part of her party
menu, it was given very seri-
ous consideration when the
plans were being made. This
favorite dessert can be dressed
up as fancy as you please or
left plain, as you will it.
For our birthday party idea,
the ice cream is dressed in
what the smart set calls "good
taste." This idea may be used
for a child's birthday party or
adult's -after all, don't birth-
day parties bring out the child
In all of us?
On our table we're using a
table cloth, perferably pink.
The centerpiece is a punch
bowl filled with assorted flavors
of ice cream balls, setting in
a large glass tray. In the tray
and around the punch bowl we
arrange our favorite flowers.
The dessert plates are placed
around the edge of the table.
A patets de fours with one
candle is in the center of the
cake. Napkins and silverware
are placed within the circle
between the punch bowl and
dessert plate. Just before
serving time the candles are
lighted.
This is just one party idea.
You will find others in our
handy little booklet "It's a
Date for a, Party." To get your
free copy send a card or call
the Memphis Dairy Council,
•
135 No. Pauline. JA 6-7303.
"A Guide to Good Eating" is
a service provided to the read-
ers of the Tri-State Defender
through cooperation of the
Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs.
Williams is teacher of Home




The Buddhist temple of Ho-
riuji, Japan, parts of which
have stood since 739 A.D., is
believed the oldest wooden
building in the world.
TEACHER RETIRES-Mrs.
Daisy L. Cartwright, teacher
retired in the midst of an Im-
mense ceremony held at the
Universal Life Ins. Co. com-
memorating her long term
a worthy service. Shown
above are the many people
who came to show their re-
spect and appreciation for the
devotion to teaching that Mrs.
Cartwright had shown. The
program consisted of musical
memoirs by Mrs. J. N. Cobb,
the singing of she's a wonder-
ful lady by all present, re-
miniscing with "Her Pupil"
by Mrs. 0. W. Flowers and
remarks by J. L. Brinkley,
Jr., principal of the school.
The toastmaster was J. M.







The Grand ole summertime Is
here-a time for cook-outs, pic-
nics, and what have you for va-
cationers. And don't leave out
the well liked sport, fishing, for
a fishing trip on the Tennessee
River proved most successful
for J. A. Cooke and S. H. Bro•
naugh of Jackson, Ruben Buck
of Lexington and Nashville, and
Jeny Cathey of Lexington, Tenn.
on last Wednesday. A big catch
it was for all four.
Vacation Bible and Church
schools for the kiddies have
been largely attended with
Macedonia Baptist Church hold-
ing Bible school the week of
May 30, St. Paul C.M.E. holding
Church school and Berean Bap-
tist Church holding Bible school
the week of June 6. Leadership
Training School opens at Lane
College June 13.
The P. F. Lane Division of
Boy Scouts of America will leave
for camp on June 26 remaining
through July 2. The division is
composed of 11 counties.
HOLDS FINAL MEETING
The final meeting of the fiscal
year was held for The Jackson
Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sig-
ma Theta Sorority in Browns-
ville, Tenn. at the home of Mrs.
W. B. Rawls with Sorors Rawls
and Crina Barksdale serving as
hostesses. The business session
of the meeting was conducted
by the president, Alfred& Martin
Porter, with the following sorors
present: Essie Perry, Daisy R.
Shaw, Bertha Collins, Mace
Payne, Alice Moore, Cottrell
Thomas, Grace Hunt, Lillian
Harrison, Ernwstyne Jeffries,
Mildred Hay, Johnnie Reid and
your scribe. The National Con-
vention of Delta will be held in
Chicago, Ill, this summer when
Mrs. Essie M. Perry will repre-
GO BY BUS..
sent the Jackson Alumnae chap-
ter as official delegate.
During the social part of the
meeting, a most delicious menu
with country ham as the main
dish was served by the hostess-
es. The chapter will resume
meeting the first Saturday in
September.
HERE AND THERE
Dr. and Mrs. Ernest Carter
and their two children and Dr.
and Mrs. W. R. Bell are in
Nashville, Tenn. this week at-
tending the State Dental Asso-
ciation Meeting which is being
held there. Dr. Carter is with
the local Health Department in
Jackson while Dr. Bell is in
private practice.
Misses Irma Jean and Ro-
mania Robinson have returned
after a year of successful work
in Kansas City with the school
system where they both are em-
ployed as teachers.
Mrs. Odessa C. Beck is spend-
ing the summer in New York
City and St. Albans, N. Y. with
two sisters and their families.
Mrs. M. M. Hughes has re-
turned from Nashville, Tenn.
where she attended the National
meeting of the New Homemak-
ers of America, Inc. Mrs.
Hughes represented the NHA
chapter from Merry high school
where she is an instructor in
Home Economics.
SPECIAL TOUR
Teachers in Jackson and Madi-
son Counties will be California
bound in a few days on a char-
tered Greyhound Senic Crusier
to attend the National Educa-
tion Association which convenes
in Los Angeles. They will leave
by the Southern Route and re-
turn by the Northern Route on
the Sightseeing t o u r. Mrs.
Gladys Davis, newly elected
111111/11 president of the Jackson City
= Teachers' Association, will serve







NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Miss lone C. Lane spent the
weekend in Memphis, Tenn. as
guest of Misaes Bobbie Vaulx
and Miss Joyce Ann Clark,
teachers in the Memphis City
System While there she attend-
ed the wedding ceremony and
reception of Miss Vernell Currie
who was wed to Mr. Jesse E.
Neely. All young ladies are
graduates of Lane college.
Let us know of your vacation
Tii11111101111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E plans so we can keep in touch.
75c DELIVERS
• 1 H.P.-230 volts
• 1960 model
• 9600 B.T.U.




• 2.2 pints moisture
removed per hour
• 16 inches high
• 261/2 inches wide
• 19 inches deep
• 170 pounds






• We Install (Normal)
• We Pay For Wiring (Normal)
• We Pay Sales Tax
• We Finance
• We Give I Year Free Service
• We Carry Out Manufacturer's
5-Year Warranty On
Compressor
Service Built Our Business
Filters For All Makes $1.75 Up
OPEN 1 760 UNION








Miss Velma Lois Jones and
Mrs. Anderson (Jo) Bridges
feted Mr. and Mrs. Harry A.
Thompson, with a "farewell"
cocktail party Wednesday night
in the beautiful contemporary
Edward Avenue home of Miss
Jones in the Hyde Park area.
The Thompsons, along with
their four children, Andrea, An-
thony, Allison and Alicia left on
the week-end for Birmingham,
where Mr. Thompson was trans-
ferred as staff manager with
the North Carolina Mutual In-
surance co.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson (Mo-
dean and Harry) are graduates
of LeMoyne College, she is a
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority and a charter member
of the J-U-Gs, Inc., and he is
an Alpha. They are members of
St. Anthony Catholic church.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. P. H. Nichols and he is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Thompson.
The hostesses, long time
friends of the popular couple,
are also members of the J-U-Gs,
Miss Jones received guests in a
pretty grey and red cocktail
dress while Mrs. Bridges chose
a lovely lilac and pink silk
dress. Guests mingled all over
the spacious house with the din-
ing room was overlaid with a
lovely pea green linen tablecloth
that was complimented by the
tall handsome green pants that
stood behind the table. Cocktails
were also served from the din-
ing room.
Among the guests talking with
the honorees about Birmingham
were Jean and Robert Yar-
brough, who drove down with
them. Annie Mae Jones and
Vera and George Clark.
There was much enthusiasm
as some of the guests gathered
in the family room to form a
"Madison Line". Getting into
the swing of this was Miss Dc•
lores Stockton of Chicago, who
is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur Stockton, .Edward
Conyers, Miss Marie Bradford,
a member of the J-U•Gs with M.
J. Edwards and Mrs. Zernia
Peacock.
Other guests having loads of
fun were Gerri and Bill Little,
she's a J-UG; Mrs. Bernice
Cole, Mrs. Virginia Grinner, Mrs
Helen Burns, Miss Gwen Nash,
who's also a J-U-G with Robert
Moseley, Ruby Jean and Frank
Lewis, Mrs. Reo Rita Jones,
Miss Erma Laws, also a mem-
ber of the J-U-Gs with Willie
Lindsey, Mrs. Emma Jean
Stotts, Elma and William Mar-
dis, Wilma and Leonard Camp-
j
where scrumptious hot and cold James Smith, Frederick Letch-
ors 'deourves, chicken salad, er, Miss Elsie Robinson, 
Miss, Bias in All
•ing room being a popuar spot hell, Walter Martin, Nedra and
various dips and potato salad, Mickey Fugh, Vivian a n d,
were beautifully displayed on George Brown, and Norma and
the dining room table. The din- Leon Griffin.
Splendid Retirement
Banquet For Teacher
The spacious dining room of
the Universal Life Insurance
company was the scene of an
elaborate banquet given by the
principal and faculty of LaRose
school recently honoring Mrs.
Daisy Cartwright, who retired
this year.
The honoree was charming as
always, and very lovely in a
beautiful gown of pink silk lace.
Seated with her at the guest
by impressive and deminiscent
remarks of the principal, J. L
Brinkley, as he told of the long
and serviceable career of Mrs.
Cartwright as a teacher, and
her fine cooperation and loyal-
ty to him, as her principal.
As the pianist softly played
"Give Her Flowers" the prin-
cipal presented Mrs. Cartwright
with a beautiful bouquet of
American Beauty roses and the
table were her husband, Guy Faculty gift, which was a got,
Cartwright, her nephew and geous string of cultured pearls
niece, Major and Mrs. George
L. Robinson and their small
daughter, Georgette.
Centered with a most artistic
arrangement of spring flowers,
the table was a thing of beauty.
Capitalizing upon the first name
of the honoree, the "Daisy" was
the motif carried out in the oth-
er flower decorations, the table with love.favored nut-cups and programs.
A most delectable turkey din-
ner with all the trimmings was
served. During which time a
very delightful program was
carried on by J. S. Smith, who
acted as Toastmaster for the oc-
casion.
The program was highlighted
and matching earrings.
Gifts from several other school
organizations were also given
her.
At this time the honoree stood
and expressed her deep grati-
tude and appreciation for every
thing that was done for her and
assured her co-workers that she
Other guest included husbands
escorts and friends of some of
the teachers. The brilliant af-
fair was climaxed by the group
standing and singing the school
song, "La Rose! La Rose! La
Rose! 0 How I Love You."
Miss Gertrude Walker was
general chairman of the affair.
HONOREES WITH hostesses.
Mrs. Anderson Bridges and
Miss Velma Lois Jones honor-
ed Mr. and Mrs. Harry A.
Thompson with a farewell
party Wednesday night in
the home of Miss Jones. The
honorees are pictuded here
with the hostesses they
left to right: Mrs. Thomp-
son, Mts. Bridges, Mr.
Thompson have moved to
Birmingham, Alabama where
he was transferred with the




MUSING: FAITH OF A
CHILD-An infant is born a
bundle of faith. Nothing is
more touching than his innoc-
ent trust as he reaches out
into the new world with his
first cry, h ebegins to use
faith. It is as dependent on
faith of his heart or the func-
honing of his lungs. He is as
dependent on faith in his ev-
eryday life as he is upon the
air he breathes, the water he
drinks, and the food he eats.
His hands, feet„ mouth, eyes
trust everything and everyone.
The first breach in that bundle
of faith comes as a result of
a sudden loud noise, or the
sensation of falling. A change
takes place in the child's life.
The sense of complete well-
being gives way to the feeling
that all is not well.
Then the wise elders take
over and teach the child to
be afraid. "Must not" becomes
a bane of his existence. Don't
touch, a dog bites, a cat
scratches . . . even the love
of parents cannot he compelely
trusted . . . selected. It is so
complex and confusing when
we learn to lose faith.
Dear Carlotta: I am a young
man, but things are moving so
rapidly I am wondering what
will happen to me if I should
live till the year 2000. People
are living a long time now.
People not only get accustomed
to things quicker, and soon for-
get, them. At the present rate
of inventing and forgetting, I
am a little frightened. Aren't
you? Youth.
Dear Youth: No need of
being scared, you'll be here!
Words of the Wise
The future that we study




HOUSTON, Texas - (UPI)-'7' •
The National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People asked federal judge Ben
Connally Friday to order every
public school in Houston deseg-
regated for the Fall term start-
ing in September.
The NAACP made its re-
quest to counter a "salt a n d
pepper" plan proposed by the
am going to stick Houston School Board. Under
around that long there would this plan, only three schools-
have to be some changes made. an elementary, a junior high
I'll have to change my drive-land a senior high-would be in-
way, so that I won't get on the tegrated and this would be aft-
curb everytime I drive in. My er Sept. 1, 1961.
The school board submittedprediction is by that time wei th.3
plan for Judge Connally'swill be wearing wrist-radios. We
approval on June 1. Judgeare already carrying them in-- Connally has not ruled on it,our hands. Other gimmicks --- nor did he rule on the NAACP'sbeing planned seem to be request to desegregate a I I
something just to get out of schools, and there was no in-
order, for the repair men. The dication when he would do so.
food pills that may substitute 170,000 PUPILS
for meat and potatoes . . .Ah! Houston schools, which con-why should I worry, I doubt lain some 170,000 pupils, are
whether I shall be around to under federal court order to in-





Now you can have the longer looking, straight hair
:you've admired. The easy, Silky St-ate home method
lives you professional-type results, leaves your hair
etay to manage, ready to style as you desire. Your
lair stays straight longer, won't go back even in hottest,
tumid weather. Easy-to-follow directions, nwmey-hack
guarantee in every package.
GENTLZ strength for amiss mod
eirleirsn's longer, finer haw.
R CGULAR atreneth for men's An.*or, corr reer h,r.
PIG T.Y0 OUNCE 1*1
*at Newt,, ,,
asannes isms Int Si 94
112S
pan Fad.
AT ALL COSMETIC COUNTERS
(district is the largest segregated
idistrict in the U.S.
Houston residents voted last
Saturday on a referendum to de-
termine whether or not they
wanted integration. They voted
against integration by almost
2 to 1 and much of the integra-
tion vote came from Negro sec-
tions.
The vote followed a Texas
law which says that no district
can integrate without first
voting on it. If it does, it will
lose state funds and its accredi-
tation. In Houston's case, it




ilome-style douches can't do
the job that "Lysol" can-can't
keep you sure of your daintiness
the way you want to be!
But "Lysol" does! "Lysol"
kills the very germs that cause
embarrassing odor!
Every time you douche with
"Lysol" you can be confident!
Try it and see. "Lysol" brand
disinfectant is mild. Won't hurt
you!
For free booklet











Winner of the National
Association of • rs •
builders 1959 M • r






























13. 3 and 4 bedroom
homes.



























Drive south on Highway
61 to Horn Lake Road,
south on Horn Lake to







Sat., Juno 18, 1960
S dt or k Sto
Born at E. H. Chump Memorial
Hospital
May 21, 1960
Daughter, Deborah, to Mr.
and Mrs. Bruce Johnson of 972
Keel,
May 22
Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ji F. Rix, jr. of 1446 Eth-
lyn.
May 24
Daughter, Nina, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Shannon of 1840 Fer-
ber.
May 26
Son, Victor, to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Smith of 1355 Eloise.
Daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
snd Mrs. Charles Louis Brin-
son of :447 Barksdale cove.
May 27
Daughter, Angela, to Mr.
and Mrs. William G. Cowser of
14E0 Dempster.
Daughter, Venus, to Mr. and
Mrs. James A. Fain of 33 De-
catur, apt.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Poionter of 1529 Florida
at.
May 30
Daughter, Lisa, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lucious Drake of 1870
Carver, apt. 3.
Twins, Terrell Lynn and Jer-
rell Glynn, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Williams, jr. of =4 Lin-
den ave.
Son, Lou Berta, to Mr. and
Mrs. Freeman Brooks of 679
Edith.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Dock
Gray, jr. of 1651 Gabay.
Daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr.
and Mrs. James L. Strong of 332
Simpson.
Son, Richard, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert L. Wynn, jr. of 1411 Sil-
ver.
May 31
Daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
!Mrs. Charles H. Mason of 1755
Glenview. At John Gaston hos-
pital.
June 3
Son, Gynon, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe H. Denton of 3130 W. Peoples.
Son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
George Scott of 1009 Ethel.
Son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. Will Johnson of 958 Kan-
sas.
Son, Preston, to Mr. and Mrs.
Preston Taylor of 1433 Starr.
Daughter, Sharron, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arnett Johnson of 338
Dixie Mall.
Daughter, Christine, to Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis Leatherwood of
1202 Lincoln.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Holloway of 619 Linden.
June 4
Daughter, Lilliett, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Jefferson of 372
Butler.
Son, Calanda, to Mr. and Mrs.
Fountain Freeman of 2728 Mt.
Moriah.
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie E. Mann, jr., of
418 Gaston.
Twins, Steven and Sherilyn,
to Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Allen
of 938 Keel.
Twins, Regina, Reginald, to
Mr. and Mrs. Gussie Byrd of
268 Mill.
Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. Young of 1495 Ely.
Daughter, Setphanie , to Mr.
and Mrs. John Bell of 248 Orpha.
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arzell Barnes of 1037 Tupelo.
June 5
Daughter, Kimetra, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Bean of 367 Gas-
ton.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Monnie
tCoston of 351 Ayers.
Son, Eric, to Mr. and Mrs.
James 011en of 580 So. Lauder-
dale.
Daughter, Charlotte, to Mr.
and Mrs. Emrick Prevot of 245
Pauline cir. W.
Daughter, Deborah, to Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Hayes of 2581
Donald.
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
Elijah Coburn of 1420 Hyde
Park.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Howard of 2196 Castex.
Daughter, Joan, to Mr. and
Mrs. George A. Sample of 1539
Hugenot.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Gregory of 1396 Horace.
Sco, Grover, to Mr. and Mrs.
Grove: D. Hurst, jr. of 732 E.
Regent.
Daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Matthew J. Johnson of 485
George.
Son, Leroy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Brooks of 1385 James.
Daughter, Treon, to Mr. and
Mrs. Crawford Shoats of 1646
Britton.
Son, Joseph, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph A. Hunt, of 1325 Nichols.
Daughter, Sylvia to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur B. Lee of 818 No.
Bellevue.
June 7
Daughter, Juanita, to Mr. and
Mrs. Esau Henderson of 341
Dixie mall.
Twins, Beavet and Bridgett, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rodgers
of 285 Lucy.
Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs.
McKinley Johnson of 438 Foote
park.
Son, Sam, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sam H. E. Hewitt, of 805 Flori-
da.
Son, Quinten, to Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Holloway of 1052 N. Sev-
enth.
June 8
Daughter, Toni, to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Cooper of 1607 Sun-
set.
Daughter, Cassandra, to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Buffington of
1119 Grand.
Son, Dwayne, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie B. Smith of 1311 Yazoo
court.
Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Herman J. Owens of 919
B. McDowell.
Son, Angelo, to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard E. Hardy of 307 E. Es-
sex.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Prentis E. Naylor of 3001 Till-
man cove.
Daughter, Valerie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Seaten of 378 S.
Wellington, apt. 6.
Son, Albert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Jackson of 1309 Azalia.
Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Woods of 303 Modder.
June 10
Daughter, Shelia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Boyland of 256
Gra cc wood.
Son, Reymond, to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Sims of 951 D.
Lenow.
Son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
David Woods of 1606 Britton.
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs.
James A. Moss of 2418 Spotts-
wood.
Daughter, Sharon, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert L. Jackson of
1348 Gleason.
June 9
Son, Bobbie Earl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roosevelt Butler of 465
Williams ave.
Daughter, Virginia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Pride of 1231 El-
liston rd.
Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Mull of 1139 Dilworth.
Daughter, Bonnie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Pirtle of 656 Mosby.
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs.
L. C. Tatum of 1606 S. Parkway
E.
Son, Spencer, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Pegues of 2681/2 Kirk.
Driver's Death
POMONA, Calif. — (UPI) —
Two girls aged 16 and 18 were
arrested on suspicion of murder
and car theft Sunday when a
motorist either was pushed or
fell from his car as the girls
drove it away.
Detective Lt. Don K. Mooney
said Mrs. Elaine Standerfer, 18,
and Elsie Diaz, 16. started to
drive Donald R. Hailey's auto
from a service station and he
Jumped on the front.
Halley, 21, was found dead a
short way down the street.
El IJON BOURBONS 1111eSt 11011I
Nvith 011) LI 1.RTIAt
1"',, trk-tork, tici-tock
the BOURBON that didn't u*,01(1) the clock...
Jr seven long years!
Imagine you have Kentucky's Finest Bourbor, to dart with then
you let time tick by as it slowly ripens to perfection. kemember the best
whiskey you have ever tasted and imagine ont mellower and smoother
Do all these things then taue Old Gharterl
OLD CHARTER
KENTUCK * miter II
STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY • / YEARS OLD Ss PROOF At, AARTEk DISTILLERY X. ANISVILLE, WV.
•
Merry edGF9-RoPundie Fete Prep Basketball LeagueContinu
Carol Jamison and Mrs. Ann
Bartholomew Harris.
• • •
Tuesday the bride-elect was
complimented by Mrs. Taylor
Ward and her daughter, Mrs.
Utillus Phillips, jr.
Here, as with the party of the
day before, beautiful summer
flowers were in profusion . . .
the Ward-Phillips party also in-
cluded feminine bridal attend-
ants and close friends—includ-
ing Mrs. Adeline Pipes Beard,
a lovely bride of one month ago,
who arrived from Washngton,
D. C. following her graduation
from American University, Mrs.
J.' 0. Patterson, jr., . . . and
Mrs. Ward's mother, Mrs. Leona
McDowell of Holly Springs, Miss.
• . •
But the groom-to-be was not
the forgotten man . • . for Willie
Lindsey was host at a Stag
Party given for Maurice Bulled
on Thursday night, at his home
at 1236 Azalia. Buffet supper
and the fellow's favorites in the
cocktail line were served.
Guests were Leon Davis, Fred-
erick Litcher, Wallace Wilbpurn,
Edward Estes Redditt, William
Robertson, Ellison Morrison,
William Mardis and Harold Os-
borne.
S. •
The week end with the bril-
liant ceremony which united
Peggy and Maurice at Mississip-
pi Avenue Christian Church on
Saturday night, and the recep-
tion given by the bride's par-
ents following the ceremony at
the Sigma Gamma Rho House.
• • •
Carol Ann Springer, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Springer,
was hostess to the Co-Ettes Fri-
day evening in the Universal
Cafeteria. Soft spoken and bril-
liant Carol Ann who was Salu-
torian of her Melrose High grad-
uating class was assisted in re-
ceiving her sister Co-Ettes by
her mother, Mrs. Springer. The
long dining room table was
overlaid with a white linen
tablecloth and was centered by
a beautiful centerpiece of gar-
denias (which came from the
Springers garden) and glowing
candles in crystal candlebras.
M r s. Jana Davis, longtime
friend to the Springer family
prepared the delicious seafood
dinner.
Highlighting the meeting was
the discussion of the Graduation
Dinner Dance to be held June
18 in the Universal Cafteria.
This discussion was led by Jac-
quelyn Brodnax who is Chair-
man of the Dinner. This affair
will honor Carol Ann and Mari-
lyn Harris who are both 1960
graduates, Marilyn is a Fr.
Bertrand graduate.
Othei Co-Ettes present and
taking part in the discussion
were Sylvia Williams, dynamic
President of the group, Paulette
Brinkley, Betty Phillips, Caro-
lyn Brandon, A n n Burford,
Ricki McGraw, Joan Hargraves,
Gloria Lewers, Yvonne Jordan,
Geraldine Gray, and Jana
Davis, and Sponsor Miss Erma
Laws.
• • •
Tri-State Defender's gal Fri-
day, Mrs. Vivian Grafton Ford,
left last week-end for a two
week trip to California, Los
Angeles, where she will be a
part of the grand reunion of her
three other sisters, including
Mrs. Verlon Robinson, Mrs. Bet.-
-nice Jones and Mrs. Evelyn
James.
About 70,000 one-room schools
were open in 1951 compared
with 200,000 in 1916. More than





. . . HAS A
Industrial Hyglenilt
Chensult is a man who
for himself. He finds ou
facta —then trusts his own
meet. In judging ciga
RECEIVES TROPHY —
Charles Fields, representing
the R. C. Cola and Parker
Pen Companies (left), pre-
tents the Prep Basketball
OFFICIALS — William "Bill"
Little, Douglass high basket-
ball coach, hangs on to his
prep championship trophy as
he poses for this picture with
sports figures and members
of other high schools. From
TROPHY DISPLAY—Coach-
es and players of the Mem-
phis Prep Basketball league
display their trophies, given
to thrill at the recent banquet
In thlir honor by the Royal
Crown cola company. Seated
(1 to r), Walmsby Stegall,
Father Bertrand; Willie
Championship Award to the
Douglass Red Devils of Doug-
lass high school. Members of
the squad, which dominated
prep basketball play last sea-
left are Charles Fields, R. C.
Cola representative; Father
Capistraan, Father Bertrand
high school; Taylor C. D.




Butler, league's most valu-
able player, Melrose high;
William Little, coach of
Douglass; Frank J. Lewis,
coach of Melrose; Calvin
Halleburton, coach of Carver.
Standing (1 to r) are Walter
Roach, Manassas coach;
son, are from left, Odell King,
William Little, coach; John
Rhodes, captain; and Melvin
Conley, principal.
coach; Mr. Little; Bob Van-
atta, Memphis State coach;
Jesse Springer, BTW high
school principal; and Monk
Simon, local and state Ath-
letic Commissioner.
Thurman Brooks and Lloyd
Brooks of Carver; Joseph
Watkins, Hamilton h I g h;
Willie Ward, BTW; Charles
Miller, Lester high; Jesse
Peacock, Lester high coach;
Jessie Joseph, Hamilton
coach; W. P. Porter, Father
Bertrand coach.
Asks U. S., Mexico Hit Dope Ring
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Sen. Thomas C. Hennings, jr.,
(D.-Mo.) Mon. called for negoti-
ations between the U. S. and
Mexico to crack down on wide-
spread narcotics peddling and
prostitution along the 1200-mile
border between the two coun-
tries.
Hennings issued a statement
in advance of publication of the
annual report of his Senate Ju-
venile delinquency committee
report recommending "b o 1 d
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST
ELMER M. CHENAULT
ie assistant section leader of
the Engineering and Special
Problems Section of the Na-
tional Lead Company of Ohio,
manufacturer of highly puri-
fied uranium. Mr. Cbenault
has the delicate job of measur-
ing gases and vapors that may











Chenault pays, 'This Vicerov
filter is a Acidly designed to
smooth thki smoke the way a
filter should. . . without killing
the taste."

















measures to control the insidious
trafficking in drugs."
The Senator said heroin and
marijuana smuggling across the
border lead to teenage drug ad-
diction, which in turn leads to
holdups, burglaries and robber-
ies committed by addicts for
funds to feed their habit.
"We have found that serious
juvenile offenses are traceable
to formation of gangs, and that
drug addiction and marijuana
smoking is increasing among
teenage gang members,
"In one community, 75 per
cent of the juvenile drug addicts
were reportedly members of
gangs. These correlations ap-





An annual awards banquet
promoted by Arnold and Asso-
ciates, public relations counsel-
ors, was held recently honor-
ing the prep basketball league
champions and their runners-
up. The firm promoted the
event in behalf of the Royal
Crown cola company and the
Parker Pen company.
At the lavish affair held at
the Universal Life Insurance
company, Coach William "Bill"
Little received a plaque for be-
ing the Coach of the Champion-
ship Douglass Red Devils. A
beautiful trophy went to the
team.
Also copping other trophies
were Lonnie Butler of Melrose
high, selected as the "Most
Valuable Player" in the league;
Frank Lewis, Melrose coach,
his team came in second; Calvin
Halliburton, plaque for his
third place Carver team.
All players selected to the
first team of All-Memphis were
awarded Gold basketballs and
Parker-21 pens. Second team
selections received Silver bas-
ketballs and Parker-21 pens.
Third team selections receiv-
ed Bronze basketballs.
Principals and coaches of the
schools received Parker-21 pens
as recognition awards.
Chuckles In The News •
LONDON — (UPI) — The fol-
lowing ad appeared in the Times
of London:
"House-hunting American ex-
ecutive, wearing of looking at
shabby places in Edwardian de-
cor, seeks well-furnished, well.
decorated house or flat with
modern facilities, central heat-
ing . . . send full details: Too
footsore to follow up on mon-
strosities done by inferior dese-
crators."
• • *
BAY MINETTE, Ala. —
(UPI) — Col. C. E. Garrett of
Bay Minnette plans to arrive at
the Democratic National conven-
tion at Los Angeles in the "true
style of a southern gentleman"
— in a horse and buggy.
MIDWAY
LIQUOR STORE
40 YEARS AT FOURTH AND REALE
LIQUOR — GIN — WINE
BOURBON — BRANDY
VODKA
Also Mixed Oases At Case Prices
QUICK AND COURTEOUS SERVICE
Telephone JA. 6-9963
At 4th And Beals Street
I
Hello, we know that all the
boys and girls are glad that
*vacation time from all theks but we hope that you
won't be too tired to pick up
on the latest goings on around
and about our way.
Congratulations to all of you
who have made another step
toward your educational out-
look.
SALUTE TO WHITE STA-
TION GRADS OF 1960.
We, as well as the parents
and friends of graduates in this
community proudly salute the
young lady and the young men
who after their required years
of high schooling reached their
equal.
The are Miss Eviette Jones
who made her completion at
the Melrose high school, Eu-
gene Lane and Carl Smith, also
from Melrose and Leroy Da-
vis, and Joe McKinney from
the Mt. Pisgah high school. We
would also like to add that Le-
111 won a scholarship to Knox-
Ire college.
We wish to each of them lots
of luck and much success and
happiness in the very, very near
future.
STROLLING TOGETHER
Carolyn Dukes and Matthew
Burkins, Leroy Coger and
Yvonne Smith, Earl McKinney
and Fannie Nickolson, Richard
Jamerson and Rebecca Davis,
Joyce Harris and Levell Gar-
rett, Vance McKinney and Bes-
sie Taylor, Fannie Gaines and
Roy Bonner, Robert Walls and
W. M. Kearney, William Cain
and Annie Faulkner, Zamack
Jones and Ruth Patrick.
TOP GIRLS
Mary Patrick, Little Jackson,
Marjorie Crutcher, Gloria Col-
ey, Doris Macklin, Joyceillirr
is, Verdell Bolden, Geneva
r. emming, Mary Katherine
Jamerson.
TOP BOYS
John Coger, Hommer Patrick,
Percy Jones, Leroy Coger, Bob-
by Rutherford, James Cooper,
Robert Calloway, Arthur Win-
bush, Jessie Flemming a n d
Adam Tuggle.
GOSSIP LINES
With it being summer a n d
since school's out we've been
able to see and stroll around,
the blocks more, just in time
Minn. Editor Retires
ST. PAUL. Minn. — (UPI) —
Alfred D. Stedman, associate ed-
itor of the St. Paul Dispatch and
Pioneer Press since 1945, retir-
ed Saturday.
EGYPTIAN POMADE
SAY GOOD BIE to gray
hair, with now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your
regular hair dressing. Gray
YOUNGER
LOOK 10 YEARS
MI airs disappear gradual.
.eaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. WIII not streak
or rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with Mee
for full results jar.
EQYPTIAN PRODUCTS
$1113 N.E. 2nd Ave.
Miami 19. Florida
-VOU.L JGiEI4S1T 
to spy: Theron Holiday chatting
with one of his old flame's
while Doris Farley is planning
a big surprise for everyonebut
it won't be a surprise to see a
certain girl encircled by all the
boys at Patterson's park.
There is a rumor that certain
people, or students, who attend-
ed Melrose this term didn't
come out so well . . . speaking
of well • . . how well does Ed-
die like Nettie Bell?????? is
it the other way around . . .
well anyway, if it is it's better
because we'd hate to think of
it being "Square." Until next
week, watch it. What we mean
is the weather, you know.
Station Greetings:
We hope that you are enjoying
the weather at this time since
we are having very little rain.
CHURCH NEWS
(NPBC) The number two
usher board will carry out their
annual day program on the
third Sunday evening, June 19,
at 3 p. m. Officers of the board
are as follows: President, Bro.
Fkidie McKinney; Vice Presi-
dent, Bro. Richard Jones; Chief
Usher, Sister Annie Jones; As-
sistant Chief, Sister Annie Mae
Neil; Secretary. Sister B. Hale;
Assistant Chief, Sister Annie
Mae Neil; Secretary D. Moore;
and Chaplain, Sister Luella
Williams.
Also on the third Sunday eve-
ning at 3 p.m. the NPBC's Jun-
ior choir is invited to be with
the New Salem Baptist church,
located at 682 Tillman street,
on their annual Young ePople's
day Acceptance and song serv-
ice will be delivered by the
NPBC's Junior choir. The NPBC
stands for the New Philadelphia
Baptist Church, as if you didn't
know.
On the fourth Sunday evening,
evening at 3 the NPBC is invitedi
"Friends Day" at the Mt.
Param Baptist church.
FAREWELL
Farewell to all delegates of
the annual session of the Sun-
day School and BTU Congress
which is being held in Buffalo,
N. Y.
Delegates from NPBC are:
The patsor and his wife, Rev.
and Mrs. T. M. Dumas; the
DTU director, Sister Verdie Mae
Bradshaw; and the assistant
superintendent, Brothe Richard
Jamerson. They left last Tues-
day of last week and are ex-
pected to be back in Memphis
by the twenty third of this
month.
WHO'S WHO
Most popular, Euguene Lane
and Mable Young, best dressed,
Percy McKinney and Florida
Williams; neatest, Robert Walls
and Yvonne Smith: most all-
around, Charles Freeman and
Rebecca Davis; most talented,
Eddie and Barbara, Brooks;
quietest, John WIlbun and Dolly
Calloway; friendliest, John Gar-
rett and Ruth Patrick; best
physique, Willie M. Kearney ad
Matthew Burkina; most likely
to succeed, Carl Dunn and Mary
Garrett.
EASTERN STAR
White Rose Chapter No. 252,
order of the Eastern Star held
their election June 9. The fol-
lowing persons were elected .
Mrs. Moses Gaines, worthy pa
tron; Mrs. Etta M. Selmon.
worthy patron; Mrs. Rosie
Tyeus, associate matron; Mrs
Fannie Warren, conductor; Mrs
Louise Dukes, associate conduc
tor: Mrs. Fannie M. Gentry
secretary, and Mrs. Mary L
Brown, treasurer.
The regular meeting dates arc
the second and fourth Thursda:,
nights in each month. The hi
monthly meetings are held to
the Masonic Hall, 583 S. Men
denhall rd.
CONVALESCING
Mrs. Willie M. Broome, a POP-
Near 3001n LeMoyne
For Summer Session
Nearly 300 are enrolled in the A non-credit course in swim-
Summer school section at Le- ming also is on the Summer
Moyne college, the registrar's school program.
office announced this week.
Miss Margaret Bush, reg-
istrar at the college, is director














the regular college year.
Miss Bush pointed out that
several new faces are on
the Summer school faculty.
Among the visiting professors
is Dr. Ratna Sudershanam of
India. She is teaching courses
in education.
Mrs. Alma Roulhac Booth,
principal of Keel school and an
expert in her field, is teaching
courses in special education.
Dr. Leonard Scott of South-
western university has joined
LeMoyne's mathematics de-
partment for the summer.
Miss Johnella Wells, a grad-
uate of LeMoyne and a teach-
er at Carver high school, is in
charge of English being taught
to high school graduates at-
tending the Pre-College Ori-
errtation section.
Bejamin Ward, Jr., who was
graduated with distinction from
LeMoyne last month, is teach-







The Supreme Court Mondf ay
dismissed a challenge to New
Jersey's anti-discrimination law
as applied to a federally-insur-
ed housing
The case in point involved an
effort by two Negroes to move
into a Levittown housing pro-
ject in Burlington County, N. J.
Monday's brief order left
standing a decision of last Feb.
9 by the New Jersey supreme
court upholding the validity of
the law. The order said the
case did not present "a sub-
stantial federal question."
However, the case is still
alive in New Jersey and will
probably go the rounds through
both courts again.
The case was appealed by
Levitt and Sons, Inc.. builders
of the Levittown project.
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
"Everybody Likes 'Ern"
Reel Hickory Smoked — Rio 15 to 30 Pounds
IV* Yost Old Country Mows
SIN Month Old Country Mows
Ono Your Old Country Home  




$1 10 ear Lb. 
lestCease?, tIleboro Smirked Souses* Oho 4 Lb 'ego_ ak pet Lb.
Lima Maker, Smoked Immo (45e 10 Lb. tla) ..... Poi LIN
Sllged Country Hem $1.31 mad $1.11S per 
Lb
(run POSTolle)
WI SHIP COD OR 50110 CHICK--GUARAN11110 0000 ORIN*
JIMMIE SIOCENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL
Moto, Phone, VI 3.0152 Business Phone, VI 24141
Os Syne*. 31.W Roots, 251 1st St., Bowling Green, K1-
Residtsee• Phomis, VI 2-01 52
0
ular teacher of T. W. Patterson
junior high school, a member of
New Philadelphia Baptist church
In White Station, and a promi-
nent resident of the White Sta-
tion community, entered E. H.
Crump Memorial hospital May
31 and was discharged recently;
spending one week in the hospi-
tal.
However, we are now happy
to report that Mrs. Broome is





CHICAGO — Married high
school students are getting a
cooler welcome from school ad-
ministrators today than four
years ago, a poll by the Na-
tion's Schools magazine shows.
The majority of the high
school superintendents partici-
pating in the latest survey,
however, still favor permitting
married teen-agers to continue
their education.
Sixty-three per cent said they
would tolerate, if not welcome,
married students. Twenty-five
per cent were against the hus-
band and wife remaining in
school.
In an earlier poll, conducted
In 1956, The Nation's Schools
found that 78 per cent of the
superintendents would have
permitted married couples to
continue their education. Only
15 per cent were opposed.
Comments from the educa-
tors in the latest survey indi-
cated many were choosing be-
tween the lesser of two evils.
WHAT TO DO
Should they permit married
students to remain in school,
chancing ill effects on single
classmates and perhaps appear-
ing to favor early marriages?
Or should they deprive the
young married couples of the
opportunity for secondary edu-
cation?
"Getting married is no
crime," as one New Jersey ad-
ministrator puts it. "As long
as the students behave them-
selves and make good use of
their time and the time of
the instructor, they should be
permitted to attend."
The other side, as expressed
by a New York superintendent,
felt that "marriage is an adult
responsibility" and married
teen-agers should assume adult
responsibilities— "leave school
and give full time to their
marriage."
A Delaware educator saw a
brighter side to the problem.
"Maybe married students," he
wrote, "will settle down and
act more like students than
some (unmarried) couples who




The Foote Homes Kindergar-
ten sponsored a tour to Mam-
moth Cave National Park, Ey.
recently Twenty-six youngsters
and six adults left via Grey-
hound bus.
The youngsters enjoyed the
exciting tour as did the adults.
Old timers making the trip were
Mrs, Calserta Ishmael, princi-
pal; Mrs. Hazel W. Hale, music
director of the Kindergarten;
Mrs. Margaret S. Clay, Mrs. S.
H Herring, Miss B. Cargill and
Miss Hate! Chamberlain.
The group returned last Sun-
day night
7 S. 77 J111..
CALLING ALL
NEWSBOYS
Yon Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tr -Stale Defender
WEEKLY CASH PRIZES
GIVEN AWAY!
n Progress Now... Call or
Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!





Hi there, swinging in this
week picking out and rounding
up and sharing with you of
course, the best and latest hap-
penings.
TEENAGE ETHICS
Beginning this week with a
helpful hint, never meet trouble
halfway . . . when angry, count
ten, if still angry, count a hun-
dred . . . Be with those in time
that we hope to be within
eternity, now that you've read
these, heed them, it's the best
way out.
SPECIAL
This is dedicated to someone
Special while he's away.
Moments together we spend
DO more
Our Days of fun are gone be-
fore,
And here parting brings such
sweet sorrows
Where Nights are strange and
no tomorrows;
14. RATHILOTT
The Days are long with you
away
And the nights bring grief
that's here to stay.
And where are the days when
the sun would shine




Hams and Sandra Pegues, Most
Attractive—Sandra Taylor Most
Handsome — William Higgins,
Best Dressed — Joyce Arnold
and Odis Dockery, Best Physi-
que—Chester Visor and Junienne
Briscoe, Most Flirtiest —John
Garrett and Barbara Fletcher.
DEDICTIONS
When I'm with you — Ruth
Shaw and Raymond Ratliff.
Tell the truth—Marguerite Haley
and Eugene Brown; Hold me—
Walter Bell and Janice Hughes.
Diddly Bop—Carlos and his only
girl, right B. C.? Everything
about you—(Reserved until later ,
Whitney Awards To
54 Top Sttidents
In the 11 years of its Oppor-
tunity Fellowship program, the
John Hay Whitney Foundation
has awarded 554 Fellowships to
outstanding Young Americans
of all races and creeds. This
year 54 have gone to men and
women of outstanding ability
in twenty-three states, District
of Columbia, American Samoa,
the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico
and Hong Kong.
Included among this year's
winners are Negroes, Spanish-
Americans, Japanese-Ameri-
cans, Chinese - Americans,
American Indians, Puerto
Ricans, displaced persons,
residents of the Ozark Moun-
tain area and of the Territories.
They will commence or con-
tinue their training in the arts
and sciences in 29 American
colleges and universities. Six
for MB and me). -
Now's the time to take to the
air and make it on out to Ful-
ler's. (You know, like Parks-
ville) see you there okay?
will study privately, and six
will be abroad for research or
special projects.
The winner In the state of
Mississippi is Miss Johnnie
Eugenia Porter of Jackson, a
graduate of Tougaloo Southern
Christian college. She will stu-
dy toward the master of sci-
ence degree in zoology at Syra-
cuse university, beginning in
September.
heT Opportunity Fellowship
program was conceived in 1949
to further the careers of prom-
ising young Americans who
because of racial, cultural and
other artificial barriers might
be prevented from realizing
heir full development and
making their fullest contribu-
tion to society.
These fellowships continue to
provide an inspiration and
stimulus to individuals and
groups where higher educa-
tion attainment is considerably
below the national average.
N. RATHBLOTT
WELL-KNOWN PHILADELPHIAN
Keeps Pledge to Leaders to Extend Reduced Prices for
Building LOTS & 5-Acre FARM Plots
Preeideat owl Tremors, of The Roth.
klatt Istorprisos, oaly IMO of his risco
hooeved with fife amonbership P. Met
NatWest lapels, Connell's of Almel-
o* loc. Mr. Ratilltiott was ale* weird-
memberatip la Runty Pato soave*.
tiers'. Ti ineeptio• • few: the Poops.
Rept. State Coinentios, Now York,
freevgio and Merida. Mr. Rothislott
wee levitoel end presomed Si constr.,-
gatimis of rho lavas 'Meshes I.
Moo Usitod Stators, nosoely: Ofirot
baptist Gnash, Chicego, Ill.; Vermont
Mosso Soptito Church, Wooklogtos,
I. C., end Ow Metropolitan Rapti*
Church of Washisatos.
The following largest religious
and fraternal organizations en-
dorsed Rathblott and his Devel-
opment end secured plots of
ground:
* National Baptist Convention
of America inc.
*B. T. U. Sunday Scheel
Congress
*Grand Lodge of the Elks
* American Legion James
Reese Europe Pest No. 5,






N0.1 GUARANTEES That he w i t!
persenally make the selection of home
sites fir these soil. purchase "Sight
Unseen."
NO. 2 GUARANTIES Tk a s
chaser is not satisfied with Pb. sides-
tioa he will change t• anotR•r I•tation
*i meal raise prior to Issue 414
NO. 3 GUARANTEIS Thai the lets
and 11.aare farm plets ere free and
Sleet .4 all eneurnis  end are
Insurahle by soy reputable title sem-
Pawl.
NO. 4 GUARANTEES net upon full
parnost as p•r contract, • Spiels'
Warranty Deed will be delivered him
his office to the buyer without sty
edeltiersal shore, for drawl., up fhb
afoul.
NO. I GUARANTEES rho 1. case of
aleleywi payment dee to rifer.....
astute+  II ?eaten of which this
pensioner is vaaleht to meet the month-
lylaitalimirt agreed upon, by writ-
iag to the may °Hiss, the eureka'sr
will be elven as eirtionelso of a realest-




at the Nationally Known Development, Mizpah, N. J.... Half-way
between Philadelphia and Atlantic City and between throe nationally
known highways: namely Harding Highway, Black Horse Pike and
White Horse Pik.,
MUM. L. A. PINY/TOD
Vice President of the Na-
tional Baptist t'envestiois
of America tee. and pas-
tor of TrarelorS Beet Bap-
tist Chars!. Maud& G.,
any. O. ('. •1•AM5
l's
Secretary of the Foreign
Woolen liotird
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Thousands of Our Purchasers Located Throughout the
U. S. Will Be Pleased to Hear of the Following Report:
Large Industries Moving Their Plants to South Jersey,
Which Is in the Vicinity of Our Developmonh.
MIZPAH Is approximately 10 to 20 minutes delve p. 11 terve liseasseies. Two
aelationol MillIsso Della Manufeetwriag Plasm sonsplotosl last vs.'. As ddill•
Hone Ono Haadriril MIllioa liovoroamost prielect Is mow la program aid
• late number of people ors already osoployed and away mom will be oar
played oft« complotloo of polio. A air line feashwol is eddy 11 noir
utes drive from some of ot• property. of Moose awe bolo, boil
Is the South Jersey area P. telto eat of Ha Minx of people fres largo skim
"Acc•rdlog P. tile aewspapers published is April 1 of this year, as 110.
sievelopmeat which wilt Mahe& as Industrial park shopphog
seater and thousands el homes, ev111 ha started Wens Mal sod which Is
oboe six Win from our dovesiopeneals."
Leaders from East and West Mee
At Mr Rathblott's Philadelphia Office
Tee row, reading left to rigMt Rev.
T. S. Herten ef 1rooklyn, N. Y., Sr.
vies prosielent 44 the National Baptist
C Hon of America, lee.; Mr. N.
itethisloft, Rev. J. Raymond Herisiesrtort,
pastor .4th. Second Baptist Chorah .1
Lee Angeles, Calif. lottem row; Rey.
L G. Carr, of Phila., Pa., treasurerof
Ph. National Daptlit Convention of
America, Ino.1 Mr. Rathlelott's son, Al-
her*, and Rey. Basler Matthews pastor
of the Union Baptist Church of Balti-
more, Md.
Reading from left to right: Is..
lames L. Moore, pastor of Shams
Church; Rev. Timothy Boa*,
pastor of N•w ShIIoh Church: and
Is.. lames A. Moore, pastor of
Pleasant Mope laptist Church
and author of the "Moore Sys-
tem for Churches" ill of Balti-
m-nre. tort "
Rey. James A. Moors's family, Melo&
Mg Rev. J. Timothy, all of Illattlasors.
scrutinised the *Miro MIspah Develop-
mint and purchased lanai osseiveloret fet
300 lots.
pay, T. J. 0000ALL, Pests', Bethany Baptist Church, eressfittya, N. Y.
REV. C. T. MURRAY, Pastor, Yerinoet Away* ilopties Church Wei&
Ivrea, O. C.
REV. L C. SMITH, Pastor, Metrepolires 8eptlw Church, Was1411111141110
D. C.
The above nationally known leaders ore only a fow Of the many
who personally visited Mispoh and secured home sites.
AMAZING VALUE — NEWLY RENOVATED HOMES
With 1-2 and 3 Bedrooms $31900 and Up—Terms
SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
MANY HOME SITE SEEKERS WILL REJOICE IN KNOWING THAT UPON
REQUEST OF NATIONAL LEADERS THE SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES NOW
IN EFFECT HAVE BEEN EXTENDED.
PREVIOUS PRICES:—
$150.00 — NOW $ 75.00 per lot
$250.00 — NOW $125.00 per lot
$400.00 — NOW $200.00 per lot
SELF EVIDENT
Wo vivirice Ives u few if th• many who
purposed laid for large oreetlets. oantolyt
OOP F. CIAK ef Mn Yert — 511,501.11
AMUIC lf6101i POST Ns, 5 of Ifsslingtea,
511,114.01
MARRY A. PVC! ef %neg. I. — $15,118.11
NE LARRY. g. L II1IA6111 if Beshialtea,
Prts.4est if 1.1.11. SM 9111111 SCI1001 CONGRESS,
Peckeed AdINIsoel Prowl, hr $12,501.01




PRI( lus ON Atitt3f.11 AND
ennuis an am iT
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND FREE BOOKLET WRITE TO:
The RATHBLOTT ENTERPRISES,
ARAMINGO and GIRARD AVES., PHILA. 25, PA.
PHONE: GARFIELD 5-1103 
Dope. No. 3$
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Leftists Plan Anti-U. S. Move
NAHA, Okinawa—(UPI)—Leftis
t extremists
plan a small token demonstration against 
the American occupa-
tion forces when President Eisenhower
 arrives in Okinawa
June 19 for a few hours between trips 
to Formosa and Japan.
But it isn't expected to amount to very 
much, and the wel-
eome by the 30,000 American service
men stationed in the
Ryukyu Island should make the 
demonstration pale into in-
significance.
Okinawa, won by U. S. on June 21, 1945, in 
one of the
bloodiest battles of the Pacific, has now 
become the biggest
U. S. base in the Far East, the spr
ingboard from which Ameri-
can troops can reach any trouble spot in a
 hurry.
Runaway Heiress Asks For An Allowance
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Runaway heiress Gamble Bene-
dict Porumbeanu is asking her grandmother for an allowance —
$1,500 a month.
The 19-year-old brunette who ran away with Romanian-
born Andre Porumbeanu twice early this year, and married
him the second time despite her grandmother's objections, will
inherit part of the Remington typewriter fortune when she
reaches 21.
But in a court petition filed Monday she asked that Mrs.
Henry Harper Benedict be ordered to give her some money
now because:
—She is expecting a baby in January;
—She wants to go back to college;
—She has almost nothing to wear, because Mrs. Benedict
Impounded all the clothes she left behind on her second elop-
rent in April.
Say Red Seamen Dangerous To U. S. Ships
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — An FBI undercover agent in
the Communist party has testified that it is dangerous to allow
Communist seamen to work on U. S. ships during the cold war.
Russian Refers Request To Americans
NEW DELHI, — (UPI) — Peaceful co-existence still reigns
supreme in New Delhi.
When Boris Pasternak died May 30, a local newspaper
editor found he had no picture of the late Russian author.
He telephoned a correspondent of the Russian news agency,
Tass, and asked for one.
"I don't have any," the Russian said. "Why don't you call
up U. S. I. S. (The United States Information service)."
He did and U. S. I. S. promptly supplied a picture of
Pasternak.
Name 16th Century Spaniard A Saint
VATICAN City, — (UPI) — Pope John XXIII Sunday
elevated to sainthood a Spanish 16th century general, arch-
bishop and former viceroy of Valencia.
Juan De Ribera, who was born in Seville in 1537, was
raised to the honors of the altar and ins-zribed in the list of
saints of the Roman Catholic church in a cermony attended
by about 30,000 persons in St. Peter's Basilica.
Rocky Seeking Summer Hideaway In Norway
KRISTIANSAND, Norway, — (UPI) — The Rockefellers
are still looking for a summer Island in Norway.
Reliable sources said Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller of New
York and his secretary, Stephen Davir, are expected to return
to this picturesque Norwegian coastal town to resume their
quest for a summer hideaway for the governor.
Rockefeller became enamored of the area when he came
here last summer to attend the widding of his son, Steven,
to the former Anne Marie Rasmussen.
1,600 Areas Celebrate Race Amity Day
WILMETTE, Ill. — (UPI) — The "oneness" of all man-
kind was stressed Sunday in 1,600 communities across the
country during Race Amity day, the national headquarters of
the National Spiritual Assembly of Bahais' announced.
Charles Wolcott, secretary of the group, said the day also
served "To re-dedicate ourselves to the ceaseless exertions,
the sacrifices the vigilance, the moral courage, the tact, and
the sympathy for which this paramount national issue Calls."
2 Businessmen Die In Plane Crash
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, Wis. — (UPI) — Two prominent
Clinton, Iowa, businessmen were killed Saturday when their
light plane crashed into the Mississippi River near here.
The dead were Lester Schuster, 64, vice president of the
Clinton Herald Co., and Cletus J. Schneberger, 45, a dentist.
Sheriff's deputies said the sky was overcast but there was
no fog and sufficient ceiling to rule out weather as the cause
of the accident.
Students. Want U. S. Out of Okinawa
NAHA, OKINAWA, — (UPI) — A student poll at the Uni-
versity of the Ryukyus on this American-Administered Island
indicates Okinawan students would like the U. S. to get off
the Island.
NEWS
25,000 Japanese Cops To Guard Ike
TOYKO — (UPI) — A force of 25,000 policemen — more
than 2,000 for every mile of his route between the airport and
the Imperial Palace — will be mobilized to guard 
President AmA
Eisenhower from passible harm by anti-American demons
tra-
tors on his arrival June 19, it was announced Monday.
The Metropolitan Police Department said it had revised
original plans for a 15,000-man force in view of the 
riotous
demonstrations by hate-crazed leftists against White House
Press Secretary James C. Hagerty last Friday.
Opposition Socialists Monday rejected friendly words from
Eisenhower and insisted again he call off his visit — knowing
full well he would not to so. New riots threatened.
Red China Heaps New Attack On Ike
TOYKO — (UPI) — Communist China't propaganda outlets
launched new attacks on President Eisenhower's Asian 
tour
Monday and called upon Asia people to teach him a good
lesson."
An editorial in the Peiping Peoples Daily, official news-
paper of the Chinese Communist party, and a commentary by
the official New China News Agency let the world know in no
 un-
certain terms how the Chinese Reds feel about Eisenh
ower.
"Obviously," said the newspaper, "the primary task of
Eisenhower's Far Eastern tour is to interfere in the inte
rnal
affairs of the various countries, hold down the just 
patriotic
struggle of the people of these countries, shield the jackal
s of
the United States and to preserve the entire U. S. set-up of
aggression in Asia against a total breakdown."
House Unit Trims Ike's Aid Request
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The House Appropriations
Committee rebuffing a last-minute plea from President Eisen-
hower, has whacked an additional $701,800,000 out of his 
al-
ready--trimmed request for new foreign aid funds.
At a closed session, the Committee affirmed the cut in the
face of a warning from the President to House leaders 
and key
committee members at free world defenses would be jeopar-
dized by the action.
Eisenhower expressed this view in a weekend message to
Congressmen just before his departure for the troubled Far E
ast,
Say Nikita Dangerous Over Spy Flights
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. George D. Aiken (R-Vt.)
said Sunday that Nikita S. Khrushchev's threats are dangerous
because the Soviet Premier is "in a terrible frame of mind"
over the U-2 spy plane flights.
Aiken, a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Commit-
tee which recently held 10 days of hearings on the summit
collapse, said the flights destroyed Khrushchev's carefully-
constructed myth that the Soviet Union was invulnerable.
This, he said, put Khrushchev in bad with "the war party
or whatever you want to call it" in Russia. He now "is doing




MIAMI BEACH, Fla. — A
local physician will represent
Negro medics at the annual na-
tional convention of the Amer-
ican Medical Association to be
held at Miami Beach, Fla., this
week.
Dr. Murray B. Davis, chair-
man of the Board of Trustees
of the National Medical Associa-
tion, has been invited to repre-
sent his organization at the big




are shown following their in-
duction last week as charter
members of Beta Sigma
chapter of Rho Chi, national
honor society in pharmacy.
Dr. Roy A. Bowers, (left)
dean of Rutgers university
college al Pharmacy and
member of the executive
council of Rho Chi, installed
the chapter. The students are
(left to right) Francis H.
Henderson, 114 Snyder ave.,
West Chester, Pa.; Gary D.
Neal, Holsington, Kansas;
Robert L. Malone, 207 E.
Smith St., Gallatin, Tenn.;
Clayborn M. Moak, 4611 Con-
necticut Ave., Atlantic City,
N. J.; and Walter Clarke, HI,
Route 1, Seabrook, S. C. Six
college of Pharmacy teach-
ers also were among the in-
ductees. Rho Chi is the 22nd
national honor society with
chapters at Howard.
•
Recruit Uprising Kills Chinese Officers
NEW DELHI — (UPI) — Chinese and Tibetan recruits
staged a bloody uprising against their communist Chinese of-
ficers in several Tibetan camps, according to reports from
India's northern border reaching here Tuesday.
Several Chinese officers were shot dead by, their men, and
several hundred Tibetan and Chinese recruits were killed in
clashes, the reports said. One unconfirmed report said there
were 2,000 casualties in one clash alone, including 500 Tibetans
killed.
The reports came from Kalimpong, considered an interna-
tional intelligence center, and Sikkim State. Kalimpong is on
the main road from Tibet into northern India and is a market
town for Tibetan.
Ike Wins Support On Trip To Japan
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Eisenhower won new
support in Congress Tuesday for his decision to go ahead with
his trip to Japan in the face of anti-American demonstrations
there.
Several senators, including some Democrats who had ques-
tioned the advisability of the June 19 visit, endorsed the trip
after hearing an explanation Monday from Secretary Of State
Christian A. Herter.
Among those convinced by Herter's statements at a closed-
door session of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee was
Chairman J. William Fulbright (D-Ark.) who earlier had sug-




WASHINGTON, D. C. — How-
ard University conferred de-
grees upon some 650 graduates
of its 10 schools and colleges
during commencement exercis-
es.
J. B. Kripalani, a member of
the Indian Parliament and an
early associate of (Mahatma)
Mohandas Gandhi, delivered the
address. Mr. Kripalani is chair-
man of the Central Relief Com-
mittee for Tibetans, and is in the
U. S. in the interest of the Tibet-
an Refugee Fun('
Three disting I citizens re-
ceived honorar grees during
the exercises. They are James
R. Dumpson of New York City
and Howard Mitchell and Wen-
dell C. Somerville, both of Wash-
ington, D. C.
Dumpson, who is Commission-
er of Welfare for the City of
New York, received the Doctor
of Humane Letters degree.
Mitchell, conductor of the Na-
tional Symphony Orchestra was
awarded the Doctor of Music
degree; while Somerville, exec-
utive secretary of the Lott Care
Foreign Missionary Conventio
received the Doctor of Laws de-
gree.
Dr. Mordecai W. Johnson,
Howard president, presided.
The Last Of 'Colored Peoples Day'
Negro History Not Cock-And-Bull Fiction
By GEORGE DANIELS
There is an eleven-year-old boy on Chieag o's
Southwest side who has never heard of Booker T.
Washington and George Washington Carver. To him
Harriet Tubman, the famed abolitionist slave who ran
an underground railroad, is cock-and-bull fiction.
Some weeks ago when an
elderly man cleaning out his
basement gave this same boy a
stack of soile dand dirty Chi-
cago newspapers dated 1893, it
was only natural then that the,
youth would not understand the
deeper meaning in an article
about "Colored Peoples Day"
at the world's fair, held here
67 years ago — when Frederick
Douglass bewailed teh wrongs
of Negroes and cursed the
Sunny South; when Paul Law-
rence Dunbar read some of
his poems, and Harry flack-
cry Burleigh sang.
This story, of course, is tuck-
The students indicated they would prefer a communal, ed away deep in the 
dusty an-
Agrarian society where they could make their own laws anclaials of Negro history; and
elect their own leaders. Significantly, only one student voted since it appears to be i
mproper
to teach Negro history in Chi-
cago's public schools, and since
most parents seemingly do not
particularly cart whether it's
taught or not, one cannot really
blame the youth for being be-
wildered a n d unconcerned
about the likes of Cnspus At-
tucks and Countee Cullen and
Mary Bethune.
GREAT MAN
Frederick Douglass was the
son of a Negro slave woman of
high intelligence and a white
plantation-slave owner. He was
widely known for his eloquence,
and was one of the most effec-
tive journalist and orators
whom the Negro race has ever
produced. He died in 1895. But
twu years before his death —
r in 1893 — he came to Chicago
according to witnesses, one a position that attracted import-1
to speak at the Columbian Ex.
Southerner. Ptl. O'Keefe is re- ant dignitaries from through-
ported to have beaten his prison- out the world.
ers on previous occasions see.I Douglas spoke on August 25,
eral attorneys said. 11893, the day the management
Former Chicagoan Thomas 
of the world's fair had set aside
(Tommy) Meyers is held on 
for Negroes. and they called it
charges of living off the 
pro-1"Coiored Peoples Day."
ceeds of prostitution. He was ar- 
In hi; now famous address
rested along with his girl, blonde 
Douglass said much of what
Debbie Dracey, in a $88 per day 
holds true today, 67 years later.
suite in the fashionable Sherry- TONGUE
 LASHING
Netherland Hotel on Fifth Ave. Frede
rick Douglass, with his
Jane Biagas, 20, a 15-year-old customa
ry dignity a n d dra-
the fourth floor landing of her and Richard Howard, a hotel 
matic eloquence, loosed a bitter
home because she refused to clerk also were nabbed. Min 
tongue against the American
continue their friendship. Dracey, who is blonde, and has 
people — the white American
Saturday night in the auditori-' a dog, mink coat and Caddy to
,people. He scored the world's
urn of St. Francis Xavier School match her hair, is charged with fair manage
ment for its slap-
in downtown N. Y., Mrs. Anita procuring a 15-year-old high in
 the-face of the colored peo-
Bandini. 69, reportedly slashed school girl for Jerome Lweine
,ple and while his sarcasm bub-
her former boy friend, Louis 35, a Wall Street broker, who bled rampantly for th
e direc-
Ciccone, 63 and his dancing part- allegedly agreed to pay $800 for tors he made a switch and 
scor-
ner Mrs. Rebecca Adams, 45 a night's entertainment. ,ed 
the whole North, called its
while they were dancing. Detective Vincent 
Beckles,!people Unchristian in their
Greenwich Village Ptl. Wil- 
treatment of the Negro and un-
liam J. O'Keefe accused of brut-
for return to rule by a strong Japanese emperor.
The U. S. has ruled Okinawa since the end of World War II.
Dem Leader Urges More Defense Funds
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Senate Democratic Leader Lyn-
don B. Johnson has urged a one to two billion dollar boost in
U. S. Defense spending and stepped up aid to underdeveloped
nations to meet the new cold war challenges from the Kremlin.
Johnson stressed the accelerated programs to curb what he
called the Eisenhower Administration's "policy of drift."
Cops Discover
Stolen Beer
NEW YORK, N. Y.—(Speciai)
Two brothers Juan Perez, 27,
and William, 24, both of Brook-
lyn were charged with illegally
receiving 2,000 cans of beer
valued at $6,000. The beer was
found by police in the basement
of a grocery store operated by
the brothers. The beer was re-
ported stolen from a Brooklyn
brewery.
Bellevue worker Lewis Pow-
ell, 19, is charged with shoot-
ing and killing his 17-year-old
girl friend Carrol Cornmock on
ally beating war veteran Samu-
el L. Mabry. 39, without provo-
cation, blew up :n court and ac-
cused all of Mabry's witnesses.
Defense counsel Mark Lane de-
m lnded that the officer be dis-
armed. Mabry, a Negro, was
brutally assaulted by the office
crack Harlem sleuth, arrested
four men and charged them with
stealing 18 refrigerators which
patriotic to the Constitution in
roughly crowding the black
they loaded on to a stolen truck man from all the best proles- le
James Quain, 30. Richard Leach. shins and trades.
52, Gerald Magruder, 29, and As he poured out his convie-
Conrad 14roppert, 42, were held,tiono be rat his hands through
for trial th court of General Ses- his flowing7locks and with a
sions. Itragic pose declared the iron-
hearted Czar was Dotter to his
freed serfs than were t h e
American people to the un-
shackled Negroes. The one
started his new made citizens
with land and a mule to work
it; the Union simply turned out
the weak and the strong, the
old and the young, all penni-
less and none with a possession
save the jeans and shirt on
his back.
This cutting arraignment
was made before 3,000 visitors
at the fair on Colored People's
Day.
A BITTER FOE
your sons, riddled and torn
with rebel bullets. Yet in your
fawning upon these cruel slay-
ers you slap us in the face,
and with the same shallow pre-
judice which keeps us in the
lower rank in your estimation.
Give us only as much as you
give your unforgiving enemies
and we will cease to raise a
vioce in complaint.
JUDGE US NOT
"Judge u snot by t h e
splendid Caucasian civiliza-
tion; judge us now in compari-
son with the depths from which
have come. UP, from the bot-
tom. from the lashes and bar-
barious masters we have come.
"The great problem before
"The South hates you," con-
tinued Douglas, addressing him-
self to the white Northerners
before him. "It was the South
that kept the colored race from
a share of the glories of this
great exposition. Fourteen
states have abandoned their
courts and judges and juries,
'and a wild mob invariably sits
as a burlesque dispenser of
justice to the colored man.
These same states were your
enemies; they fought to tram-
ple in the dust the grandest
republic the world can ever
have. Why, in the name of
bare justice, are we not treat-
ed with as much consideration
as were your foes? We gave
legs to your lame, shelter to
your shelterless and tenderly
bound the gushing wounds of
the American people is whethert
they shall become Christian
and loyal and patriotic and live
up to the Constitution which
their acts so tremendously
slander. Just after the war you
thought a good deal of us. What
has dimmed your memory?
Did we not fight and face bul-
lets and prove faithful to our
country/ The bitterness of the
South and its resultant out-
rages are entirely consistent
with the barbarous education
of the oldmasters."
It had been announced that
the "Black Patti." would sing.
She was not present. C. S. Mor-
ris explained her absence as
due to a hitch between her two
managers The people accepted
the explanation quietly a n d
were charmed with a substi-
tute, Mme. De-seria Plato. She
sang Meyerbeer's "Lieti Sig-
nor" most remarkably, being
unanimously recalled for an
encore. However this did not
I exactly satisfy the desire to
!hear the "Black Patti," and a
,white clergyman, the Rev. C.
L. Work, arose and proceeded
in a sharp way to persuade the
audience that the faction which
had helped to keep "Black Pat-
ti" away by belittling the cele-
bration was worthy of nothing
but the severest contempt of
every colored man in the coun-
try.
Hines' Fete Debs And
Grads At Lawn Party
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hines,
sr., entertained with a lawn
party complimenting the 1960
Debutantes and the graduating
class of Father Bertrand high
school. Their daughter, Eliza-
beth Ann, was a member of
both.
The beautiful and spacious
lawn was gaily decorated with
Japanese lanterns and fans
with colored lights bordering
each side of the yard.
Some of the Debs present
were Misses Modena Thomas,
Carolyn Wells, Alice Morgan,
Willie Ruth Norfleet, Carolyn
Mason, Pearlyn Banks, Etoile
Cliff, Muthie Williams, Veron-
ica Haynes, Lorraine Petties,
Maxine Hollingsworth, Jo Ter-
rell Lamondue, Samye Lynom,
Lucille Kennedy, Lillian Hall.
Marilyn Harris, Orrelia Pick-
ett, Sadie Hollowell, Robbye
Ann Banks, Ernestine Stroud,
Rosa Wilks, Carolyn Love, Mar-
garet Swayze Hortense Spillers,
Mary Milan, Kercenna Mc-
Christian, Mattalyn McKenney,
Euralia Moore, Williametta
Parker, Carol Ann Springer and
Elsie Lewis.
Members of the graduating
class present included Carlos
Roberts, Charles Clay, Rita
IT NEVER FALS
Now °coy T1 LI.eAE
TVA G0•4 TOO VAST,
I KNOW NOW 10 DRAM,







DO YOU WANT TO GET u4
KILLED? STOP TURNtNG
TtiOSE COeNERS ON TwO
vAAEELC, AND DON'T PPGS
ALL TKOSE CARS, eNND
KEEP To ThE
939 eicssissippi Ave.
Tree Istintata — All
25 years Professional Illpperience
Alexander, Billie Jean Turner,
Carl Bruce, Lorraine Berkley,
Ernest Boren, Emma J. Burns,
Myrtle Fox, Sara Gibson, Shir-
ley Holt, Landon Brown, John
Gilliam, III, Joanne Ingram,
Margaret Jackson, Fred Jabovs,
jr., Patricia Mayo. Jackie
Mitchell, Alen* Norris, Shelia
Stiles.
Hattie Prince, Hazel Washing-
ton, Sue Wilkerson, Clarence
Williams. Others present were
Sam Marie Milam, Jackie
Bruce, Lewis Smith, Charles
Echols, Clara Tyson, Theodore
Pickett, Henry Moss, Beverly
Kirklon, E. L. Cleaves, Jac-
queline Broadnax, Mary Stiles,
William Broadnax, Fredrick
Grant, Kenneth Cox, Joe Smith,
Cleveland Cox, Arthur Hull,
Kenneth Hayes, Calvin Cunning-
ham, Shelb Newton, Cleophes
Owens, Robert Simpson, Lewis
Woods, Lawrence Taylor, Ver-
non Thompson, Jessie Clemons,
James Green.
Later on the 'Black Patti's'
manager telephoned from New
York that his star did not ap-
pear because the guarantee
money reached him to late to
get word to her at Asbury P
in time to catch the last tr
a
to Chicago. She offered to make
a later appearance.
The musical part of "Colored
People's Day" at the World's
Fair was brilliant, and did not
include a clap-trap selection. J.
Arthur Freeman led with
Buck's recitative and aria,
"The Shadows Deepen" a n d
sang it as few can. Harry
Thackery Burleigh, of the New
York National Conservatory,
followed with a "cultured bari-
tone voice" in the Toreadores
song from "Carmen." Then
came Sidney Woodward. His
first selection was Verdi's "I
Due Foscarl."
Paul Lawrence Dunbar read
an original ode to "The Color-
ed American," which strode
in stately meter, and the cere-
mony on "Colored People Day''
ended -with a duet by Mes.r
Burleigh and Woodward
the new "Uncle Tom's Cab
opera.
There has never been a
"Colored Peoples Day" since.
.And no one has come to take
the Place of Frederick Doug-
lass since he died in 1895.
Rent °like Space
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT IN THE 7,1-
State Defender building. Reasonable
rent. 236 South Wellmiton Street.
JAckson 4-8397.
Spiritual Advisor
BRING YOUR MARRIAGE PROBLEMS TO
Miller's Marriage Coirnmling Service,
1226 I. McLane,, Ave. Office hours will
be from II:00 a in. anti 700 p. in. Mon-
day Are Saturday.
IF YOU ARE SICK, NEED ADVICE, I All
willing te help you. I have born
touched with the divine power if Ged
Far appointment, can IA. 5-1924 Of time




343 Miss. at Cramp Blvd.
Dot Night Sorvicos
hporioncod Moehanies
JUNE SALE — RIG REDUCTION
ON ALL ROYAL MASTER TIRES
For a good tire sole ask for Elrod.
TILIPHONI JA. 11-94112
RADIO SALES & SERVICE
TV, Radio Service Center Day Or Night Sorties
ALL WORK GUARANTEED — SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
Motthmr Hudson, Jr., #44111wIter




Nights Cell: FA. 4-11141W
%perk pagreatuil












Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town I! nEn! 18, 196o
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death PHONES JAckson 6-Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?






I. If your Driving LIcanse ba,s
been revoked
I. If 70Ur Insurance has been
cancelled
3. If your applicsUon has been
relented
Call Adkins /neurone." AgenrY-
JA. 04355 A Representative will




ROSPITAL AND SICKNESS IN-
SURANCE FOR PEOPLE WHO
RAVE HAD CANCER, DIABETES,
HEART DISEASE AND OTHER
SRIOUS ILLNESS.
FOR ALCMS DETILS CALL
*1* INS INSURANCE AOENCY
GENERAL AGENT - DISABIL-
ITY DIV. - CONTINENTAL CAS-
UALTY 00. 734 VANCE AVE.
MEMPHIS. TEN N.




YOU WILL GET RESULTS
CASH TALKS!
WILL PAY CASE for property or
vacant lot. If priced right
BR 3-1340 EL 7-T728
It. 111 GODWIN 41. COMPANY
1368 Moore* • 
MISCELLANEOUS FOR BALI
"0 el COINS SOUGHT"
Send Coins, Will Send Check Not Pleased.
Return Check
Bought
COINS Bold Serious Ina Invited
APbraised
FAVATAll COIN EXCHANGE
43-44 195th St. Flushing U. 14.. P. 5.Member A.N.A.
BUTCH - 1954
ROADMASTElt-RIVIERA
istr Cond-power equip. New paint-big
luxury car for fraction of coat.
$733.80
I. L KEITH-PH. MU. 34137
Services
H. & R. GARAGE
HENRY SKID PROPRIRTOR
Auto Repaint - Drake Service
Body and Ponder Wert - Painting
AO Linden Ave. - Momphia. Tenn.
Sus. IA. 6-16111 - Res. FL 4.11001
JOSEPHINE
BEAUTY SHOP
lirl SO . ORLEANS ST.
FOURTH ST. AUTO REPAIR SHOP
643 So. Fourth St. Record Berries
CALL ANYTIME - JA 1-4rze3
CLOSING OUT BALK
VAUGHN FURNITURE CO.




12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435
E. Hunter Construction
Company












478 Linslon Ave. IA 7-0321
L1 YOt WANT TO BE BIAITITY171.
visit PRIENDLT BEAUTY SHOP 1311











TV !Stevie' GIL. 11-191
ti" Chase Picture Tube  $21.111
,r• 434..s5 Picture Tube   $17.95
Installed
Ohy Wide TV Servile
3604 Chelsea
TIRE SERVICE CO
319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 6-5118
TRI -STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Men and Women with sales ability to sell advertising...
We need men and women for year round full time
repeat sales Permanent connection, protected leads.
Salary, bonus plus commission.
Act promptly. Give three references. Write:
TRI - STATE DEFENDER





1.5t per agate line
3 words to a line
2 lines  30c
3 lines  45c
4 lines ...... 60c
5 lines  ... 75c


















Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 noon Satur-
day. Copy cancelled after 12





No guarantee can he given as
to position in column. T. F.'
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rate without
notice.
Tri-State Defender box num-
bers - the words comprising
the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.
The 'Tri-State Defender will





the excess Postage la to be
tharod to the advertiser.
Misc. For Sale
SHOP AT BOB'S





THIS AD WORTH $I 00
CASH FOR PURCHASE
OF $5.00 OR MORE
Bob's Juvenile
Shop
3206 W Roosevelt Road
SA. 2-9622
Sill Stamps With Furchoto
I Ik* NAME A ADDRESS LABILE UM
Pocket Rubber Stamp
SRC Bonk Company. SOB Nit 3233
Nashville 3, TOM
FOR SALE - CITY TYPE BUS, 39
Passenger O.M.C. Clood Chevrolet motor,
Tites and Body Price 8700. Terms.
Telephone MU. 3-3307. can after P. M.
DEAR JANE. DID YOU KNOW THAT
you can get a Summer dress for $1 25.
chlldren's dresses for 75c and Men's suits
for $2 917. WHERE? At the JUIMOr League
Thrift Shop. 4 North Front, Hurry! Hur-
ry! Bargains Galore!
2-BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BIALITITULLY POLJSKED baroque mill•
tura of ti . amethyst, obsIdiunt
agate other 13 95 pound postpaid V.








1000 Embossed Business Cords
at S3.99
t7is 5 1 Unent eolor (Black or Mu",
Business Cards • APpt Cards
Personal Cards
$7•10 value at the new low one* of
$3411 per t 000
Write me for sample cards and style
chart BUSINESS CARD SPECIALIST
GEORGE PALINKUS
11127-T1l1 East 33rd St Lorain. Ohio
INSTRUCTIONS
Ise asi mot IEBAOL11_,
Dietinatively serving the Midwest with
Ai:mounting, Business AdmInletnetton,
Business Machines, Seeretorlal, IBM
Key Punch, Personality Development,
Civil Service, Real Estat• and
Court Reporting Courses
Striae 1 9 4 8
Dar esti insist genet
\ Veterans ApprovedRehabilitation Students WeloomedOut-of-town Students Invit • d
Cits1•1 mos rtisest
Elmer L Hubbard, M.A. Director
JE 5-61 61
4448 Washington St. Louis 8, Mo.
-S15111tFUAL ADVISOR
BROWN'S PIANO CO. STOP SUFFERING! ! !1
1381 545. Titled St. EX 7-0525 Post $1 00 NOW Reply envelops !trines
POSITIVE PROOF! Health Center, Ade-
ET 60 down and lazy Terms
GOOD PRACTICE PIANOS 1175 laide Road. Dublin. Ireland (V hours Air-
EX. 74710 Rites A Sundays mail).
MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE
LEGAL, Printed Forms. GUARAIIIITEDI
Any Stahl Names Dates. Omitted. Used
as OrIviaals Duplicate copies or gifts.
$3 each ithreei $3. Prompt Confidential
postpaid Service.
NATIONAL FORMS
P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Fla.
3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
ROOFING, roofs repaired. Stott any
leak Carpener Mork. floors leveled.
Chimneys. Fitters cleaned, repaired.
stucco, concrete. plaster do 1117 own work.
Free sit Reasonable price.
T. E. Spencer BR. 114643. BR. 6-2920.
4--SPECIAL SERVICE
INQUIRES WANTED RHEA FIRE AND
burglar alarm system. Efficient and In-
expensive. For home and business Sheltoe





II 1112 O; 1 I.. "a r............r.......-.7.26:14.
411 Gobrielli YO. 9-4462
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
"A World of Values"
• AUTO SCHUGL ituRM,
,DVERTISING SPECIALTsES
• PRINTING blIMKOGRAPHING
• RUBBER VAMPS • SLALS
• DECALS CALENDARS
790 Yonkers Ave.
(Nam Control Ave.) Yonkers, N. Y.
REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
Sewing Machines. NO Service charge


































24 Years In Piano Tuning
pd Rebuilding
BREWER JAckson 6-2,854
TROUBLE? LOVE? MONEY PROBLEMS?
Solution available. Don't give up. Write
Dixie - P. 0. Box 1856 Ocala, Florida.
THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" Of NUMBERS!
Ineluoine Secret Master Code, Favorable
Number" and Days Combln•ttea Cedes.
3 Dion Fleeces. etc. Pelee MK
VICTORY
erase Mlle Ave. ObieSete O. M.
ART LOYSIRS. NOW is YOUR CHANCE
TO COLLECT UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, It
FOR 1111.110 START YOUR COLLECTION
NOW. SINGLE CARD 26 CENTS. P 0.
ROE I33. ANSONIA STATION N. 2' U
N.
FREIE Mc QUESTION • ANSWERS TOpass write. toot for drivers Ii 
NEW YORK STATE lend tS Lents So
cover root et mailing and handling -
plus sett addressed di stamped •nevelepa.
BET _ R PRODUTS CO. BOX 183
ANIIIGNIA STATION, NEW YORE 113.
N. T.
We will alga Include free et ober,' the
Inciarod Limnos Holder with revery order
newel. ed.
ROW TO WIN! LOVE. MONEY. ETC.
Send birtbd tle and dime for Utforgiation
sealed, SIMS. 1310-6th Ave. Melee
Heights Di.
Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
MOSES CHRIST
SINAI eINFA ZION
FOR BLESSED AMULET, WELT MONET.
UNCROSSED. RUSH $2,00 DONATION
NOW! JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE'
LOVE SO MUM CHICAGO 13. ILL. ..
309 E. 47th ST.
WA 4-2133
ELECTRONIC -HYPNOTIZEK $14.01 -
transistor Radio $1991 Pocket eat GasGun - $9 98 - Extra 35 caliber shell's
$1.30 earn - Radio Wilkie 
- 
Talkie
$19.55 -. ADY Radio TV Tube 5100 each.
Transworld Elestronics - Post Office Sex
163 - Indio California.
SPIRITUAL HELP
Are you worried over money matters,
strange unnatural evil influences? On' you
Melo then Write Bishop Baker Enclose
$1.00 .ove offering There is help for your






THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
Toss any coin head or tails as youchoose!-Any coin! Anytime, Any Flees!
-A itartiing statement, • Si tem iit•rt-
Dot performative. This easily mastered
teoonlaue in • emityrighted mensal sent
yell immediately toe $1 AFRO-FLIP•
CRAFT. Sol 1156-0. Bridgeport I. Conn.
SPECIAL SERMONS
• for $1.00 - 10 for $2.00





NUMBER RATINGS Through no
Science Of Numerology. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Week.
ly NUMBER Card. Dolly Vibrations
For Any [vont - CUBA, RACE
MUTUILS, STOCKS & BONDS.
Bolito, Etc. State Your Choice.
Seed $2.00 With Birth Date, Full
Nam* And Your Favorite Method
Of Ploy. (No Chicks Plasm).
VICTORY SERVICE
772CT So. Clyde Avis.
Chicago 49, III.
BUSINESS SERVICE
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
Take New RUIITORIX And Enjoy Life A
dietary preparation RUMTORIEX takes up
where nature leaves off A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA. Only $1.00 ter a 3-week sim-
ply Money-back 11 not satisted after 3
bottle Send 0.00 Cheek or Money
Order NOW!
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 L 115th St. - lox 17
NNW YORK 29, N. Y.
THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog













THAU'S 1111401C BATTERY POWER
AND MOTOR TUNEUPI
Instant stare In any weather , Keels
batteries fully charged In 60 below sere
cold You'll Phu your radio all
winter with fear of battery failure. More
winter miles per gallon on gas Blazing
new power. pep BIG PROFITS FOR
AGENTS! Bend $1 98 for sample and de-
tails . And get FREE 30 dor supply
of THATJ'S (Hi Potency Tablets A Men-
tal and Pep Stimulant - the very best.
Thau - 8930 Vernon Ohioan* 3/. Ill.
RESTORE 'IMP^ with extra pep formula
$1.00 Refundable, lid Rumbola. Pleusat
Dale Nebraska,
Piano Warehouse Sale
We specialise in gool used pianos.
810 down will put a Piano in your
home. FREE DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Piano Sales










cisalameood business in downtown lo-
Susie Walker JA 6-5997




We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay ac-
counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitariqms, lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
you do is send them to us . .
for our experienced collection
service. We pay up to $1.25




Kansas City 6, Me.
VALUES GALORE, dales Book 36e. (Re-
fundable. with coupon
ALTON WAYSIlART Si. PA.
3 WAYS TO MALE MONEY AT HOME,
where to buy malarial and how to
Manufacture cheaply Send $1.50 Manu-





YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Misidasippi
State Lim MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she II
bark to stay is her new horns
Are Ton Disostisfled with marriage? Have
ratth in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are re*
to bad hearth? Are you dIscmtraged? If any or these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise von at ones. be
will read lit, to you lust as ebe would read an open book
Tell you why your lob or eustness Is not a niecese El yen bays
tailed is du, rest come 900 MADAM NELL at ones
Located no inghway Si Saute, Nat ever Mississippi State
Line on the way to Hernando. Hm tome is s blotto Wow
where sio hoed to stay right odds the DeBete Motel Be curs
to look for the RFD BRICK MOLAR and you'll Find her there
at all times, tette newer sad an office Is West Memphis I
viten yellow bus started Whitebaves that* line and get
oft at Sta-rs Line and walk 2 blotto and see MADAM HELL'S
HAND
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION 6' iARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Roars g a m to I p.m.
Reading. Dilly oyes ee Sundays
I don't he any home .5111 or answet any 'etters Be sure
to lone yr the right sir lint1 41* right name
MISCELLANEOUS
NEW AMAZING 'EAU POIN1 GUN
Protection Tee carry in Your Fume
Startle and distract "rosters, would-
be attackers with thy cleverly de-
signed Ball Point
Oun. three .22 cali-
ber blanks with ex-
tra loud report. C.
be heard for "̂lei 54.95around. No permit
needed. Airmailed pesipa4
completely antembled frOm Our far.
tot y in Et.ropt. Send St 95 cash,
spoiler older or tl'.ecit to
HOLLYWOOD IMPORT CO.
2639 West Perersoft - TR2
Chicago 45. Millets
MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage, valid.
quick, easy Details either one $2.Box 506 TUtiana, BC. Mexico tillf
AMAZING. LISTED for life for no. StopPaying out dimes quarters. dollars for
one time listing Your name in our files
should keep your box full of interesting
offers, Free samples, big mall. etc for
life Details for self-addressed damned
envelope Andy's Trading Post. Route 3-T,
Bryson City N C. !Ili
FOR SALE. JACKA. TOOLS. AND COM.
Mete equipment to run a garage Will
rent building to reliable person Jackson
6-0208
1.000.000 BOOKS 10e Each! Free Cata-
logs Mallway. Box 124-T, NYC-9
 --
REBUILT I BM electric typewriter still
in factory crate $70.00 Guaranteed
Southold" Printing, Box 5491, DT Hunt-
ington 3, West Va.
BARGAIN MERCHANDISE CATALOG.
Huge discounts. Low wholesale prices.
Big "one ) saving catalog 25c t refund.
S A J Co Box 434, Levittown 9,
Pa.
ADULTS. irrnutzeTtero MAIL. Earnings,
Photos, booklets, catalogs. $1 refunded
49e 0ift with order Alvin - Box
354•TelD. Hicksville. Long Island, N V.
WE NEED names Will pay yOU 25e per
moat, for obtaining them for our mail-
ing list. Complete instructions sent for
$1 00 Harry ld Young. 917 Broad Street.
Bristol. Tennessee.
"Amethyst pendants. earrings, bracelets.
$1.2$ each item, postpaid V Brubaker.
W L•12. Lancaster, Calif."
















FA 7-0744 1576 Gatwoll





Thom is a reason why people
lilts to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXII FINANCE CO
Home owned - Home opeeatod
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
'We ilk' to say yes to your
loan request"
reamined and Supervised by the
litst• Deportment of Insurance and
sank se
3 LOCATIONS
Ill S. M•In JO. 1-1311










Room for rent rurniohed Or unfttritlels
et WlIftehall $4215 1342 Xintlilesse &riot.
Cali after 11:30 or befor• 7
ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation To and From
Airport, Depot. Bus Station. Etc,
GOOD FOOD




East-Coxy Many Convenience" Suits
tel Prot woman




Low Rotas - Insured Moving
-MOVING
For Complete Quality
E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.
JA. 7-2597 JA. 7-1597
W. P. SHELTON
Lowest Flat Rates In City
Insured Moving
GL. 2-9507 GL. 2-5474
Best Deal In Town
CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550 - BR 4-4551
Local And Long Distance
Female Help Wanted
WOMEN SEW EASY READY-CUT
Wrap-A-Round Anions Home Kum
' $25 11 Dozen-Spore Time Write -
ACCURATE MFOR'S
REEPORT, NEW YORK
MAIDS TO $50 WEEK. Guarantood
jobs, best working conditions. FREE
room, board, uniforms. Tickets sent.
A-1 Agency, 100A Main St., Hempstead,
Long Island, N. Y.
EXPERIENCED MAID
Desiree Fire Days A Week
CALL JA 54097




No experience necessary: grammar
school education usually sufficient.
Permanent Jobs, no layoffs, short
hours, high pay, advancements Send
name address, phone number and
time home. Tri-State Defend, P 0.
Box 311,
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN II $ $
For Refined Women - Presenting Beauty
Counselor. A nationally known product
for care of Milady', Skin
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY"
Write Mitchell. P. O. Box 311. Memphis
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
565 TO $90 WEEKLY
Classified lobs In Cincinnati, Northern
KY. Male or Female. Classified list
81.10. Other large cities on request 112.16
WOMEN $8500 WEEKLY AND UP
Must have telephone Pleasant Irtdelh
Detail 10c full information $1.15
CANDY JAMISON ACIENC1'
585 Armory - Cincinnati 14. Ohio
4 Special Service
BE "AP.Y! B'r ”1"1" BF Fra PPY I
THE SECRET LAWS
OF LOVE
An Arabic Scholar's interpretation of
Koranic Law as it pertains to Love
and Sex relations. A wonderful book
which every man and woman should
read. For the Mohammedans the auth-
ority is the Koran. their "Bible"
which Is the written word of Mohorn.
med. the Father of the Islamic reli-
gion Ladles! The special chapter on:
"How to Attract Men and Money" for
a Happy Marriage to a Good Provider.
Is wotrh ten times the $1 this flee
book costs Gents! Learn how to in-
crease and maintain your Manliness!
You all, men and women, must read
this powerful book of 1$ chapters.
Order today! Satisfaction guaranteedll
Order right now from:
AFRO BOOKS, Dept $
'Ale WEST 109th ST
INGLEWOOD 2. CALIF.
Specials
BEAUTIFUL DUPLEX RIGHT PURIM,
Kimberley Clark - North Memphis
1596 Morris - Tel. JA 44336.
MAGGIE'S SUNDRY
366 LINDEN AVE. - JA 743311
I 00 A M. TO 11 00 P.M.
MOON CHASE GRILL
340 10 FOURTH ST.
8:00 A.M. TO 1:00 A.M.




673 ST. PAUL ST
JA 6-7473
ORANGE MOUND
2363 PrOirrtn At Lamar ShOlieln.
Center. Melrose School 5 rooms ass
bath. Only $5500 - Must BelL
1340 MARECHALNEIL
Beautiful. 10 rooms, 3 baths, many
extras in this fine home
5 UNIT APARTMENT
IN/ So Wellington. North id Ater
Letiore. Completely furnished.
tills. M Poppennetmer - 01, 1-1707
Kommons Wilson Realty Co.
1742 Lamar - OL 11-3334
1165 SO. WELLINGTON
PHA APPRAISED
This Is g eery tine white stucco bungaiow,
nag rooms and tile bath do•nstairo and




m n edroom 
Hardwood floors, fenced rear lot.
Garage Price $11,000.00 $2.110.00 cask
inclUerIna cicainge:treasth coS own appoint'
meat. c W Henry. SR. 6.631i
,,,,ilso .ca
Realtors BR. 6-4516 534 S. Cooper
Apts For Rent
twOR RF.NT
1586 Sunset-Douglas Sub-division One
side of Duplex 3 rms. & bath-hot-cold





Mail out dronshIrt cattalo". Keep 80
cent from orders. Proven sellers
talis. sample catalog $1.00 Folinkus.




BEER Sc A QUART
Make it yourself We snow you now.
Save 00 per cent oe each $1.00. Complete
easy Instructions 111.00 FREE with order.
carload of other interesting offers
limn Brown, Cross Country Publiestionm
200 East 30th St.. New York IA N Y.
NEED EXTRA MONEY
Men or Woman Age 21-70 Sell Pamir,
Grow Hospital Insurance. Make Use se
Your ....roativts




BIGGEST MAILS YOU ever got. List Tont
name 1 Year 35e World's man Trona
75 W 45th.. Radio City ILN Y O.
Dept. TS.
LONELY? FIND Happiness,
s, ! two 4c stamps for list of




Sat., Jane 18, 1960
WELCOME ABOARD — Mrs.
Lola P. Roland, home econ-
omist and consultant with the
Carnation Evaporated Milk
company is greeted at the
airport in Tulsa, Okla., re-
cently on a trip to the city
for the Oklahoma Eagle's
borne show. The Eagle is a
Negro paper located there.
Standing at left is Fain Cam-
es, Carnation representative;
Mrs. Dorothy Williams, hold-
er of the "Miss Fresh Milk
and Ice Cream" title and Lee
K. Turpin, representative
from the paper. Mrs. Roland
demonstrated how well Car-
nation milk serves in cooking















Light • Mild. 90 Proof
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY





to seek first degree murder
warrants against three Negro
youths who kicked and beat to
death a General Motors execu-
tive's son who inadvertently in-
vaded "the wrong side of town."
Police arrested Billy Joe
Housely, 21; Clinton J. Harris,,
23, and Fredericis C. Brown, 20,I
all of Flint, shortly after Dennis
R. West, 17, Rochester, Mich.
was fatally assaulted as he
walked from a restaurant spe-
cializing in Mexican food on
Flint's tough south side.
Police said restaurant patrons
told them West, son of an offi-
cial of General Motors' tech-
nical center, was stacked sud-
denly.
Housely, arrested after he was
identified by restaurant patrons
later implicated Harris and
Brown. He told police West pro-
yolked him into a fight after he
told the GM executive's son to,
"get over to his side of town
and stay there."
But Detective Sgt. George Ed-
wards said restaurant patrons
told him there was no time for
an argument between West and
Housely. He said Housely ap-
parently decided to teach West
that he shouldn't be "on the
wrong side of town."
"There's no provocation here
at all," Edwards said.
Three youths who had 'aeen
with West, Roger Shell, Joseph
Szilazyi and Harry Wardolak,
all 17, told Police West went
I 
into the restaurant to ask di-




New York — A massive in-
terracial demonstration for a
clear stand on civil rights will
be staged around the Demo-
cratic and Republican party
conventions, A. Philip Ran-
dolph and Martin Luther King
have announced.





• few deeps of OUTGROZ bring bared
reke_freua teententing pain of Ingrown nen.




Give Me the Moon
Wishing for the moon, and getting it, too, may not be
so far away as you think. Already, transistors invented by
telephone scientists beep vital information from satellites
orbiting in space. Today, millions enjoy the convenience of Direct
Distance Dialing, phones that answer and record while
you're out, and other telephone conveniences once
undreamed of.
Tomorrow the moon? Well, you can dream. Research sees










PETEY AND HIS PALS by J. MAXWEIL I
KAN' GRANNY GETS
ABOUT A HUNDRED




















W. Gibbson, professor of
biology and chairman of the
division of natural science at
LeMoyne college, has been
selected to serve on the staff
of the Summer Institute for
High School Science Teachers
at South Carolina State col-
lege in Orangeburg. The in-
stitute is sponsored by the
National Science Foundation.
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
Porters, and King, president of
the Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference, stated the
demonstrations will demand
both parties and presidential
candidates repudiate segrega-












U. S. Aid To Chile More Than Million
The American Red Cross re-
cently announced that over 1,-
700 tons of relief materials
have been sent to victims of
the Chilean Earthquakes by
private agencies.
American Red Cross Presi-
dent Alfred M. Gruenther also
stated that the value of volun•




WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Former middleweight champion
Jake Lamotta has been carded
as the first witness in the senate
investigation of boxing and its
possible links with the under-
world gets underway.
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D.-Ten-
nessee), chairman of the anti-
trust sub-committee which is
launching the long-scheduled in-
quiry, said Lamotta will be
questioned about three fights in
which he figured as a top-flight
fighter in the late 1940's.
According to Kefauver, the
preliminary rounds of the inves-
tigation will try to determine if
bribe offers and undercover ar-
rangements were made by un-
derworld figures to control ma-
jor middleweight and light hea-
WANTED BY THE FBI vyweight fight careers.He said that in addition to La-
motta, other witnesses on tap
will include managers and even
rackets figures as well.
The first phase of the boxing
probe will center on three La,
motta fights, Kefauver said.
The first was Lamotta's con-
troversial light heavyweight
bout with Billy Fox at Madison
Square Garden, Nov. 14, 1947 in
which Lamotta was knocked out
in the fourth round.
grants, total more than $1,800,-
000.
Materials consisted of vast
quantities of clothing, medical,
health and sanitation supplies,
food, building materials and im-
plements to help the earth-
quake, flood and tidal wave
victims rebuild their homes.
Reports by Red Cross experts
in Chile indicate 50,000 homes
have been destroyed or dam-
aged.
SENT $175,000
The American Red Cross has
made an initial cash allocation
of $175,000 and has sent don-
ated materials worth $412,000.
Church and other religious
groups have joined with Red
Cross in sending supplies and
assistance. The following is a
brief summary of their relief
efforts:
Catholic Relief Services re-
ports previous shipments of re-
lief supplies coupled with ad-
ditional shipments to be made
during the next seven weeks
will have a weight of 20,000,000
pounds and a value in excess
of $2,000,000. His Eminence
Francis Cardinal Spellman also
made a contribution of $25,000
in behalf of the Archdiocese of
New York.
CWS SENT $25,000
Church World Services made
a cash donation of $25,000 and
shipped 80,000 pounds of food.
Some 50,000 pounds of clothing
is being readied for shipment.
Also sent by air have been
medical supplies valued at $15,-
000. Another shipment was 10,-
000 dozen candles valued at
$10,000.
Lutheran World Relief began
its relief effort by diverting
64,000 pounds of used clothing
from its Chilean stock. An ad-
dition of 109,000 pounds of used
clothing is now enroute by ship.
Another half-million pounds is
available in U. S. warehouses
if needed. Lutheran World Re-
lief also made an initial grant
of $6,500.
Seventh Day Adventists,
which maintain a college and
several missions in Chile, made
available $25,000 worth of sup-
plies from its South American
supply depots.
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints shipped five
tons of blankets, three tons of
reconditioned clothing, 5,000
penicillin shots, 2,000 typhoid
shots from its headquarters in
Salt Lake City.
American Jewish Joint Dis-
tribution committee donated $1,-
500 and United HIAS Service
gave $500.
Cash contributions are still
being accepted by local Red
Cross Chapters throughout the
nation. Local donations may be
sent to Chilean Relief, Ameri-
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Corbett, one of the FBI's "Ten
Most Wanted Fugitives," is wanted for
escape from the California Institution
for Men, Chino, Calif., where he was
serving a 5 years' to life sentence for
murdering on Art Forra sergeant. A
Federal warrant was issued at Las Aft.•
s, Calif.gel' on March 21, 1960,
charging bins with unlawful interstate
Right to avoid confinement for murder.
A white American, born on October
25, 1928, at Seattle, Wash., Corbett
is 6 feet inch to 6 feet 2 inches tall
and weighs 160 to 170 pounds. He
has light brown hair, hazel eyes, a fair
complexion, a medium build, and has
worked as a clerk-typist, laborer,
vrorehousemort, laboratory technician,
and alkyd-resin cooker for a point
manufacturer. His two upper front
teeth slant inward clod he wears
giants, reportedly being extremely
nearsighted and capable of seeing
only close objects rrithout them. He
has a mole under his chin arid a C.
shaped scar on his right thumb.
Corbett, once a premedical student,
is interested in scientific matters,
reads technical andavidly  travel
books, and is intensely interested in
firearms and target' practice. He re. ,
portedly hot a superior general in-
telligence and generally lives q uietly
and neatly but becomes erratic wise.,
drinking alcoholic beverages. 
Convictedof second-degree murder, '
he is considered armed and dangerous
Anyone having information con-
cerning hiirn should immediately notify
thenearest  neare office of the RI, the
telephone number of which can be
found on the first page of local
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